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Abstract

The Transform and Filter Brick (TFB) is a 200,000 trausistor, CMOS, program

controlled, highly interconnected, parallel arithmetic processor for digital signal

processing applications.

the cbip design has been carried out by a group of postgraduate students of

the Department of Electrical ancl Electronic Engineering at Adelaide University.

The architecture and its component modules and control were specifi.ed in terms

of required function, performa;rce and interfacing by the author in collaboration

with Alex Dickinson, and the results are embodied in the TFB system specification

documeut.

As well as maintaining a consultative and coordinatioual role with regard to

the system architecture, the author has been solely responsible for the testability

of the chip. A survey of current methodologies, theories and practices in the field

of VLSI testing was carried out, with a view to establishing their applicability or

otherwise to the desigu of the TFB chip. A review of this body of literature is

included herein.

As a result of this survey, the decisior was taken to address the testability

problems of the chip using some of these "Design for Test" techniques. Some

initial investigations were made into including a totally built-in test system for the

control RAM array, but this was put aside in favour of a more global approach to

the testing problem, based or scân paths throughout critical areas of the chip. The

final system, both the on-chip hardware and the externally applied test program,

is specifred in this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction.

This chapter gives a brief account of the genesis of the TFB project, an

outline of the actual circuit, and then gives an introductory consideration

to the topic. of this thesis, testability of the TFB chip.

1.1 The TFB Project.

The Transforms and Filters Brick (TFB) is an architecture for general pur-

pose digital signal processing developed at the University of Adelaide. The

architecture is currently being designed and laid out as a single integrated

circuit of around 200,000 transistors, for fabrication using CMOS VLSI

technology. The project's main objectives are to examine the effectiveness

of the VIVIDT design environment [108] and to provide a useful tool for

digital signal processing tasks, as well as being the medium for several

tVtVIn is a trademark of the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina.
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post-graduate research projects at both Master's and Ph.D levels.

In response to a call from Dr. Kamran Eshraghian for possible large

architectures, the local Signal Processing community proposed an archi-

tecture for a program controlled, highly interconnected, parallel arithmetic

processor (Figure 3.1). The VLSI research group proceeded to examine

this architecture with a view to implementation within the framework of

the following criteria:

o regularity,

o planarity,

o hierarchical partitioning and

o minimum intercell routing.

In order to realise the original architectural concept, a number of major

changes were made to the topology and interconnection of the architecture.

L.2 Implementation Preview.

The processor is intended to perform digital signal processing on l6-bit 2's

complement data. The basic data handling elements are four data memo-

ries, four multiplier/dividers, four adder/subtractors and the I/O devices.

They are connected by a bus structure to allow communication between

the elements. The original architecture callecl for multiple buses with fixed

connectivities, but this has been discarded in favour of a single ring-shaped

bus. This Ringbus may be switched into discrete segments by pass/break

2



switch arrays between the data handling modules, or may be used as a sin-

gle path. This allows a number of local communication tasks to be camied

out in parallel, or global communications.

In order to make the design planar without sacrificing parallelism, the

multipliers receive one input in parallel from the local bus segment and the

other input in serial form from a serial load register connected to a remote

bus segment.

The input and output operations are handled by separate processors

which control the interface between the pins and the ring-bus.

The program is stored in RAM, and is decoded into control lines which

clrive the control inputs of the modules. Provision is made for absolute and

conditional instructions, including jumps, and wait-on-event instructions.

The bulk of the control hardware is physically located in the centre of the

chip.

The clocking strategy requires a three-phase non-overlapping clock, pri-

marily to ease the communication problems associated with the highly

interconnectecl parallel processing elements. One phase is reserved primar-

ily for passing information around the ring-bus structure, and for evaluating

any conditional program expressions, while the other two are primarily op-

eration cycles rvithin the modules.

1.3 Testability.

The aim of the research work embodied in this thesis is to provide a means

or a methodology for testing the fabricated TFB circuit.

3



From the foregoing sections it can be seen that the TFB chip is a large

and complex circuit. The design work is being carried out chiefly by post-

graduates of the Department, whose previous circuit design experience is

very limited. Ii should also be borne in mind that the design tools, and the

design environment as a whole, are relatively immature, as there has been

only a limited amount of circuit design, layout and fabrication carried out

using this environment to date. These factors all increase the likelihood of

errors occuring in the design of the circuit.

The fabrication process introduces physical defects into the chip in a

multitude of ways, and many of these will manifest themselves as faults in

the circuit behaviour. Thus it is necessary to test the fabricated chip to

ensure the absence of process-related defects.

The assessment of effectiveness of the design environment, and the goal

of fabricating working copies of a very useful signal processing tool, requires

that distinctions be drawn between these two types of faults. In practical

terms this means that a certain amount of fault location must be carried

out at the testing stage: it is not sufficient to simply discover that the

chip cloes not work. There must be a reasonable feedback of information

regarcling prototype failures into the design cycle.

Bearing this in mind, and with due regard to the complexity of the chip,

it seemed at the outset sensible to assume that efforts would be required

at the design stage to ensure that sufficient information could be derived

about chip failures. As it is always easier to design in capabilities at the

initial design stage, rather than retro-fitting them, some consideration was

given to the concepts of Design for Testability, as well as all of the clas-
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sical techniques, and other recently proposed methodologies for assessing

information about fault status. These investigations of test techniques are

reviewed in Chapter 2.

In order that the reader may appreciate the nature of the testing prob-

Iems and the proposed solutions, Chapter 3 gives a reasonably detailed

review of the actual design of the chip, both at system level and at the

module level.

The main thrust of the research, the actual chip test, is detailed in

Appendix A,but it is presented there in a highly compact form, and assumes

on the part of the reader a great deal of knowledge of the architecture,

layout and operational details of TFB. The test sequence is explained in

a more coherent fashion, although with less specific detail, in Chapter 4.

Some interesting considerations which impinge on the testing problem, but

are not central to it, are discussed in the other appendices.

The concluding chapter briefly summarises the results of the chip test

design and specification, points out areas requiring further investigation,

and makes a few general observations on testability, based on the experience

gained in this project.

With the exception of the review chapters (Chapters 2 and 3) and other-

wise where specifi.cally acknowledged, all work embodied in this thesis and

its appendices, including circuit architecture and design, scan path yield

analysis, and chip test sequences, is wholly and solely the author's o'wn.
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Chapter 2

Faults and Testing.

2.L Introduction.

Why do we test chips?

Integrated circuits are designed to carry out specific operations. Early in

the design process, a specification is created to describe the intended func-

tion of the circuit. At the end of the design and manufacturing Processes, we

need to know whether the finished product, the integrated circuit, behaves

in conformance with that original specification. There are many reasons

why it may not.

The design phase may introduce errors into the circuit in many ways:

from incorrect interpretation of requirements by the designer, through in-

correct logic implementations, incorrect layouts, to incorrect creation of

mask-generation tapes. The designer may be at fault, or there may be er-

rors in the computer programs that are used for the computer aided design,
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or there may just be a random "soft" error in the electronic storage of the

design data.

The designer has at his disposal a plethora of programs to enable him

to simulate the behaviour of the circuit, at various levels of abstraction:

analogue simulation, timing simulation, switch level simulation, gate level

simulation, module level simulation or architectural simulation. The use of

these should eliminate most design errors before fabrication [34]. However,

particularly where the CAD system is new and unproven, it is unwise to

rely on the results of such simulations to assert that a design is correct. The

"proof of the pudding" is whether the fabricated integrated circuit actually

performs as required.

To ascertain this, we need to physically apply stimuli to the circuit

and check whether it responds appropriately. The fabrication process itself

inherently introduces imperfections into the physical circuit, many of which

have the potential to cause faults in the circuit. Hence a prototype circuit

may well be faulty, and the fault may arise from either design errors or

fabrication defects. It is important to be able to distinguish between the

two at this stage, and this requires the testing to be sufficiently rigorous to

locate the fault.

Having established that the design is fault-free, mass production may

commence. Any chip may be rendered faulty by a fabrication defect, and so

each must be tested to ensure its compliance with the specification. These

production tests need not be as thorough as prototype tests, because we

know that the design is valid, and if a fault occurs we simply discard that

chip, rather than try to establish the exact callse of failure.
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The rationale for the emphasis on testing the chip, rather than allowing

any faults to manifest themselves during board or system level tests, is

simply one of cost. An industry rule-of-thumb [139] is that the cost of

testing is exponential on the number of assembly steps completed ¡.e. the

test to detect a fault at chip level costs 30c, then a board level test to detect

the same fault would cost $3, a test to find that fault when embedded in

a system would cost $30 and to find that fault in the system in the field

would cost $300.

2.2 Fabrication Defects & Fault Modelling.

During the complicated process of chip fabrication, many factors can in-

troduce flaws or imperfections which may result in circuit faults. These

can be broadly grouped into two categories: photolithographic defects and

process-quality related defects [80,8r,r26].

Photolithographic errors result from errors in the pattern generation

for mask making, scratching of the mask during usage, dust on the masks,

mask misalignment, and wafer warping. Their effect is to cause extra or

missing features in the layers of the circuit, or global or local misalignment

between the layers. Direct-write electron beam lithography avoids some

of these problems, but suffers from some complementary problems: beam

enlargement and pattern distortion at the wafer edges, and beam reflection

off the stepped edges of previously processed features, writing over incorrect

areas.

As well as the various imperfections in the original semiconductor wafer,

8



such âs crystal lattice defects and chemical impurities, process-quality re-

lated defects may arise from fluctuations in the operating conditions of

process equipment and chemicals, Such essentially random fluctuations af-

fect, amongst other things, metallisation step coverage and contact cover-

age, oxide quality, and contamination both by chemicals and by dust. The

resultant defects include bad quality oxide, pinholing of the oxide, large

grainsize metallisation, metallisation lift-off, cracking and shorts, dust par-

ticle contamination, chemical contamination, shorts or opens in polysilicon

or diffusion interconnect, interlayer shorts, and high contact resistances.

The designer often requires analysis of the effects of possible faults in

the circuit. Atry gate may have numerous defects associated with it. For

instance, one AND gate may have as many as 30 different defects [139].

Clearly modelling a circuit of any useful size to this level of detail is pro-

hibitively complex. Historically the "stuck-at" fault model has been used

[139,138,22]. This model assumes that a logic gate either is fault-free, or has

an input or output line permanently stuck at one of logic zero or logic one.

While not covering some specific types of defects, such as bridging between

two signal lines [45,88j, the stuck-at model does cover many defects.

If one considers all possible combinations of stuck-at faults within a

circuit, the complexity of analysis is still prohibitive for any useful size cir-

cuit. A circuit with N nets (lines connecting gate outputs to subsequent

gate inputs), where each net can be fault-free, stuck-at-l or stuck-at-O, has

3N total possible states. Consider a modest circuit of about 50 2-input

gates, containing N - 100 nets: the possible number of faulty states of

the circuit is 3N a¡ 5 x 10{7. To analyse each of these states would take

I



a prohibitive time. Hence industry has utilised the Single Stuck-at Fault

model for the generation of tests. In generating the tests, faulty machines

are assumed to have exactly one stuck-at fault, with the corollary that any

multiple faults in the real circuits under test are assumed to be detected by

the single stuck-at fault detecting test set. To date, results have vindicated

these assumptions, in that test sets which detect a high proportion of all

possible single stuck-at faults in a circuit have resulted in a low number of

defective circuits being accepted as good ItaO,t+O]. Llowever, analysis by

Agarwal and Fung [a] indicates that, whereas these assumptions are valid

for circuits without internal fanout, the introduction of reconvergent inter-

nal fanout into a circuit dramatically decreases the multiple fault coverage

of a single fault detecting test set. This is of some concern, as most circuits

utilise internal fanouts. Furthermore, as industry refines its fabrication pro-

cesses, feature dimensions and spacings are decreasing dramatically, with

the consequence that a given size of defect is increasingly likely to cause

multiple faults.

As circuit and device dimensions shrink, some second order effects are

becoming apparent [80,811. Incorrect conductor widths can result in un-

expected voltage drops along interconnect. Device threshold voltages can

be altered by hot electron injection into the oxide, if voltages are exces-

sive. Punchthrough, the merging of source and drain depletion regions, can

occur if gate lengths are inadequate. Stored charges can be changed by

alpha particle electron-hole pair generation if the layout or critical charge

dimensions are inadequate. These are essentially design problems, which

can be avoicled by careful design and adequate simulation.

10



Given that a certain circuit is susceptible to the "soft errors" caused by

alpha particles, the occurence of that error is a purely random event in time,

and hence this class of fault is not modelled by the stuck-at fault. Shrinking

the separation between interconnects can lead to coupling, where a transient

on one line can alter the data on the adjacent line. Similarly, the decrease

in spacing and stored charge of nodes in densely packed storage arrays can

lead to interaction between unrelated nodes, due to charge leakage. These

pattern or data sensitive faults are not modelled by the stuck-at fault either.

Other faults occur in MOS technologies which are not modelled by the

stuck-at fault [134,55]. These include physical faults in pass gates, tri-

state inverters and bi-directional buses[134], and can be considered as faults

which lead to a high impedance state rather than a simple logic level, or

vice versa. A simple example is given by Mangir [81]. Consider an NMOS

implementation of a 2-input NOR gate, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The

fault-free output has two allowable steady states, logic "0" and logic "1".

If an open occurs in the pull-up transistor, then when both inputs are at

logic "0" the gate will present a high impedance at the output, rather than

the correct output state of logic "1". A number of physical defects could

cause this situation, including

L an open in the pull-up source or drain, or a missinBV¿¿ contact,

2. an open to the pull-up gate, either in the gate polysilicon or in the

metallisation of the polysilicon to diffusion contact, or

3. an implant defect which puts the pull-up in a non-conducting state.
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Sequence A B Ã-Æ F(84open) Comment

Fault masked

Fault detected.

Fault masked.

4
Fault detected.

Table 2.1: Test Sequences for NOR Gate with Open Defect

This fault cannot be modelled as a stuck-at fault, because the output is

high impedance when the gate exhibits faulty behaviour and may be forced

to either logic "0" or "1", depending on what it is connected to.

Another fault which is of great concern to CMOS users is the "stuck-

open" fault [134,,102,25,81].This fault occurs when a gate has an open in

a connection to one of the pair of complementary transistors. Consider

a 2-input NoR gate [102], as illustrated in Figure 2.2. If, for instance,

an open occurs in the connecting line to transistor 4, line 84, then when

B: "1", neither transistor 2 nor transistr>r 4 conducts. Consequently, the

input pattern AB - "01" results in the output being in a þigh imperlance

state, rather than directly connected to V¿¿ ot V,". Thus, as the output

has a certain charge on it as the result of the previous input pattern, this

charge will remain trapped at the output upon application of AB = "01".

As illustrated in Table 2.1, the response of the faulty gate to AB : "01"
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depends on the response to the previous input. This fault has altered a

purely combinational circuit into a sequential circuit, a change that has

grave implications on the testing of the circuit. Other examples have been

analysed in [fS+,ZS]. Generalising, any purely combinational circuit of lY

inputs may be tested for all possible faults by applying the exhaustive test

set of all 2N possible inputs. However, if that circuit has treen changed into

a sequential circuit by a fault, then the exhaustive test will not necessarily

detect that fault.

Wadsack [tSa] has proposed a model for CMOS stuck-open faults, which

entails the addition of latches on the gate outputs to model charge stor-

age. This model increases the complexity of test pattern generation and

sirnulation to a large extent, and may be impracticable in the general case.

Bozorgui-Nesbat and McCluskey [rOZ] proposed a system whereby an

additional transistor is placed at every gate output, allowing the gate to be

connected to a charge/clischarge (C/D) line by the application of a global

control signal (see Figure 2.3).

After each test input, the gate output under test is charged or dis-

charged, forcing it to the opposite logic state to that which it should have

currently. If upon disconnection of the C/D line the gate output decays

back to its previous (correct) state, it can be said that the gate is not stuck-

open for that particular patteln. Conversely, if upon disconnection of the

C/D line the output remains at ihe value forced by the charge or discharge,

then a stuck-open fault exists in the gate.

This systern seerls impractical in the general case because of the high

overhead involved. Each gate requires one extra transistor, and more im-

15
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portantly connection to both a control line and to the C/D line. The routing

problems here are non-trivial. Also, the control signal must be driven above

the charge voltage, subjecting portions of the chip to higher than normal

operating voltages. Furthermore, since all gate outputs are connected in

parallel to the C/D line and are switched by a single global signal, the case

must arise where a node is driven to one logic value by its inputs, but the

C/D line imposes the opposite logic value. The full V¿¿ tct V' voltage drop

occurs across the turned on gate and C/D transistors resulting in static

currents and dissipation. Given a sufficiently large circuit, one could say

from a probabilistic point of view that for a given input half the nodes

are likely to be in the opposite logic state to that of the C/D line, and

consequently a large static current will flow in the C/D conductor. Even if

this acceptable at device level, with respect to dissipation, the implications

of the large currents is that the C/D conductor must be sufficiently large

to overcome voltage drop and metal migration problems. The C/D line is

requirecl to carry currents of the same order as the main power supply lines

arouncl the chip, and since in large systems the power wiring can use major

percentages of the routing area to avoid voltage drop and metal migration

problems, the addition of an extra C/D conductor of similar proportions

may well be impossible. Finally, the concept seems incompatible with the

general methodologies of Design for Test, and particularly with Built-In test

strategies. Overall, this concept seems to have little merit in the practical

case.

More promising results come from Elziq [39], Chandramouli [25], and

Chiang and Vranesic [30]. Elziq demonstrates an empirical method for
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generating stuck-at fault test sets, although there is some question of the

practicality of applying the method to large circuits. Chandramouli utilises

analytical methods to show that for networks free of internal fan-outs, all

single stuck-open faults may be detected by a specifically ordered single-

stuck-at fault detecting test set. For the more realistic case of circuits with

irredundant reconvergent fanout, the analysis indicates that limitations on

the testability of stuck-open faults are similar in nature to the limitations

imposed by circuit topology on the testability of stuck-at faults.

Chiang and Vranesic consider short and open faults in CMOS networks.

They show that a test set which detects all open faults in a CMOS combi-

national circuit will also detect all of a large class of short defects in that

circuit. It is shown that ordering of the test sequence is essential for the

detection of open faults, and a heuristic method is suggested to carry out

that ordering.

Although the CMOS stuck-open fault has been known for some time,

and methods suggested to overcome the associated problems, there is still

no general agreernent on how widespread or comtnon these problerns are,

and any solutions to these problems are still moot.

2.3 Classical Test Generation Approaches.

2.3.1 Manual Test Generation.

Manual test generation describes the process whereby a designer or test

engineer specifies a test set for a circuit without using algorithmic or com-
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putational tools.

The situation often occìlrs that a circuit must be tested, but the test

engineer knows little or nothing about the internal structure of the circuit.

This is particularty the case for system manufacturers whose products incor-

porate complex chips fabricated by another company e.9. microprocessors.

The test engineer usually knows the instruction set and other data which

specify the normal behaviour or function of the circuit, but the details of

the internal structure of the circuit are generally unavailable. Hence the

tendency is to test the circuit for correct execution of its normal functions.

This is known as functional or behavioural testing.

The problem arises that to ensure that the circuit will work correctly in

all cases, it must be tested for all possible states, including all possible data

states, since no information is available on the internal structure and hence

no interactions can be discounted. This leads to impossibly long test sets.

One approach to this problem is to heuristically select which data inputs are

likely to detect certain fault types it e.g. inputs to set up a maximum length

ripple carry in an adder module. Note that even here the simplification

comes as a direct result of knowing or assuming some limited information

about the internal structure of the circuit. The usual format for such test

is to evaluate the circuit's response to its normal commands operating on

a limiied subset of data inputs (e.9. [9,l4ll). Typically this approach has

resulted in low fault coverage, which means that a large portion of faults

pass through the test undetected [139].

However, there has been a considerable body of research into this prob-

lem (e.g. [89,3,7,1,71,12,13,129,18]). Much of it has been based on the
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approach of modelling the unknown internal structure of the circuit using

register transfer language [3,89], or other abstracted descriptions such as

directed graphs [7,18]. This has had some promising results, with some

researchers achieving fault coverage of over g0% as a result of test genera-

tion on the abstract model [71,3j. Many have also indicated that the test

generation has been, or can easily be, automated [13,12,1,18].

The use of functional or behavioural testing is certainly applicable to the

chip buyer as an acceptance test, even on the basis that any testing is better

than none. In most cases, for the manufacturer of the chip, the functional

test is not adequate assurance of the chip's performance, and given that the

clesign information is available, far better test sets are possible, in terms of

both fault coverage and test costs. (An example of a manufacturer using a

functional test is given by Lindbloom et ø1. in [78].)

There exist certain forms of circuit that are completely tested by spe-

cific. types of test set. The clesigner knows that if he aclheres to all the

constraints for that class of circuit, then a predetermined "universal" test

set may be used. The classic example of this is the class of purely combi-

national circuits. These may be tested by application of all possible input

combinations: this is knorvn as an exhaustive test set. An N input purely

combinational circuit requires 2N test vectors. A simple combinational cir-

cuit is illustrated in Figure 2.4, and its exhaustive test set is tabulated in

Table 2.2.

While this is a relatively trivial example, other circuit classes can

be made testable by universal test sets at the cost of extra de-

sign overhead. One class which has received considerable attention
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Table 2.2: Exhaustive Test for Combinational Circuit.

Test
No.

Node Name
A B CID E

I
2

3
4

5

6
I

8

0
0
0
I
I
1

I

0

I
0
I
0

I
0

ll0
I
0
0
I
I
0
0

0l
10
10
10
00
l0
10
l0
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Test
No.

Node NameAlnlclnl E
I
8

SAO

SAI
SAO

SAI
SAl
SAO

SAl
SAO

SAO

SAl

Table 2.3: Reduced Test Set

l5l,112,67,lll,53,66,lgz, gj is that of Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs).

The rationale for this is that PLAs are very sparse' in that for a given num-

ber of input variables they implement only a small number of minterms.

This means that though they are testable using exhaustive test sets, these

are in practice very inefficient. On the other hand, the universal test sets

typically grow linearly with increases ìn the inputs, rather than exponen-

tially.

As mentioned previously, an exhaustive test set can be guaranteed to

test a purely combinational circuit. However, it may not be the shortest test

set to completely test the circuit. Consider the circuit above, Figure 2.4,

and its exhaustive test set Figure 2.2. If we are interested in detecting

all single stuck-at faults in this circuit, then the test set consisting of Test

Numbers I and 8 will suffice, as illustrated in Table 2.3. Extending this

argument to a circuit with say 20 inputs, the exhaustive test set would

consist o1 22o a¿ 106 test vectors. This exponential growth of the test

set leads directly to increased test times and hence costs. Thus there is

considerable incentive to seek a smaller test set, and as was illustrated in

the example, this can be found in many cases if knowledge of the detailed

internal structure is available.

While exhaustive testing is useful for combinational circuits up to a cer-
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tain size, the introcluction of latc.hes quic.kly increases the test size. Since

each single bit tatch can be set to one of two states, a circuit of .lV inputs and

M latches has 2N+M possible states, each requiring a test vector. Further-

nìore, setting up the internal latches to the required state requires further

input sequences. Thus the exhaustive test set for a sequential circuit grows

faster than exponentially on the súm of inputs and latches. For example,

a modest LSI circuit o1 25 inputs and 50 internal latches would require a

total of 276 æ 3.8 x 1022 test patterns, excluding the set-up patterns. If

these could be applied at the rate of ten every microsecond, the test would

take over 10E years - somewhat longer than the average product lifetime!

A test which utilises knowledge of the circuit's internal construction is

termed a "structural" test. Traditionally the structural knowledge has been

expressed as a gate-level model of the circuit, but this has been mainly as

a convenience, particularly as many designers still conceptualise in terms

of gates, rather than in structures such as pass transistor steering logic or

domino logic.

The essence of structural testing is to postulate all fault conditions

which could occur under the structural model, and for each one attempt

to find a suitable input test vector, or sequence of test vectors, to cause

that condition to be detected. An extension to this scheme is to analyse

which other fault conditions are detecterl by the input vector that detects

the original postulated fault. If the circuit to be tested is not too complex,

the generation of a structural test set may be done manually. The circuit

complexity is determined in part by its size, regularity, and partitioning.

The canonical examples of large circuits with heuristic structural test
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sets are Random Access Memory (RAM) chips. Here the regularity of the

design enables the chip test to be considered essentially as the test for a

single memory cell, replicated the correct number of times. Due to the im-

portance of bulk memory in computing, and the effects of shrinking device

technologies on large RAM chips, a large amount of research has been done

into optimum test patterns for RAM. Though many test sets of varying

complexity have already been described (e.g. 165,22), the continuing evo-

lution of the fabrication processes and chip architectures compels ongoing

research [99, I 23, 145,122,72,64]¡.

2.3.2 Automatic Test Pattern Generation

In practice, most digital circuits are neither small enough nor regular

enough to allow manual generation of a structured test set. This has led

to the use of algorithmic techniques implemented as computer Programs,

allowing automatic test pattern generation (ATPG).

The D-algorithm for test generation was described by Roth in f966 [109],

and was quickly taken up as one of the prime methods of generating test sets

automatically. The algorithm generally requires a gate-level description of

the circuit as input, and proceeds by locating paths from primary inputs

and outputs to specific faulted nodes. Other algorithms that also utilise

this "principle of paths" are PODEM (Path Oriented DEcision Making),

first described by Goel in 1980 [57], and FAN, described by Fujiwara and

Shimono [52] in 1983. These are all algorithms in the strict sense that if a

test exists for a fault, the algorithms will generate it [92]. Other methods
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have been proposed for which this is not true, and the user is then in the

situation of not knowing whether the program simply failed to generate a

test or if the fault is untestable.

These algorithmic methods have certain limitations in practice. First is

that, although both algorithms are commonly used to generate test sets for

sequential networks, they are actually designed for use on combinational

networks only. Whereas their performance with regards to fault cover is

good for combinational circuits, remaining adequate for networks in excess

of 5000 gates [139], degradation of fault cover occurs due to the increased

complexity of sequential elements. Figure2.5 from [139] illustrates this,

showing that for general sequential networks with gate counts in excess

of 2000, the fault cover obtained by algorithmic methods is unacceptably

low. The practical size limit for algorithmic test generation for sequential

circuits is generally considered to be around 5000 gates [58,f44] if the logic

is structured [37], and less for purely random logic.

Historically this fault cover fall-off has been attacked by gaining access

to critical nodes within the circuit, to observe results at and/or control the

nodes. The classical method of mechanically probing test points at nodes

within the circ.uit to improve controllability and observability is no longer

applicable, due to the ever-decreasing dimensions of the circuit features.

Although non-intrusive probing has been achieved using a scanning electron

microscope with voltage contrast imaging [79], this type of system appears

to be limited to prototype testing, due to its low test throughput. Given

the increasing density of VLSI circuits, and the tendency for the packages

to be pin-limited, the scheme of bringing out internal nodes to dedicated
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pins does not seem to have wide applicability either.

Some test generation systems have been created which rely not on one

single technique, but on several [143,58,17]. A typical exatnple is PODEM-

X [5S], which uses a combination of the test sets generated by a Shift-

Register Test Generator (SRTG), a Random Path Sensitisation Test Gener-

ator (RAPS) and the previously mentioned PODEM algorithm. The SRTG

provides patterns to test the shift-register scan paths (see Section 2.4.21or

further discussion of scan paths), while RAPS generates tests using a ran-

dom selection of sensitised paths. In PODEM-X, dynamic assessment is

made of the performance of the generators at certain intervals, and this

information is used to select which of ihe three to apply. Other systems

simply apply the SRTG and random test generators to generate tests for all

the "easily testable" faults, and then apply an algorithmic generator to the

"hard to test" faults to either generate a test or confirm the untestability

of the fault.

The use of these "mixed mode" systems has the effect of increasing the

useful span of generation systems up to circuits of the order of 50,000 gates,

provided that the logic is structured in a suitable manner [37]. For instance,

Goel and Rosales in [58] cite examples of circuits of 33,500 and 48,600

"equivalent" gates (r.e. the logical models of the circuits contained that

many gates), with respectively 90,000 and 134,000 single stuck-at faults,

for which the PODEM-X system generated test sets of 3213 and 5150 input

vectors, with fault coverage of 88.3% and 88.5% respectively.

This however brings us to the second problem, that of increasing test

generation times and the concomitant increase in test cost. The above
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examples from [58] were achieved at the expense of approximately 8 hours

and 23 hours of CPU time respectively on an IBM 370/168, and these

times are purely for the generation of the test sets. The next step in

the process is the simulation of those test sets, which involves not only

simulating the response of the "good machine" to get the reference response

to each input, trut also simulating the response of each "faulted machine"

to the complete test set. Hence if a circuit has lY possible faults, the

simulation phase consists of applying the complete generated test set to

N+ I machines, consisting of iV faulted and 1 good simulation. It has been

observed in practice that the computer run time required for simulation

alone is proportional to 22, where ¿ is the number of gates, and when the

generation phase is taken into account the run time becomes proportional

to ns (see [1a0] for cliscussion of this point).

2.3.3 Pseudorandom Test Sets.

One solution to the difficulty of deterministic test vector generation is to

simply apply pseudorandom input vectors f. e. algorithmically generated

vectors satisfying randomness properties and with appropriate statistical

distributions. The problem then arises of determining exactly what faults

are detected by a given length random sequence, or conversely what length

random sequence ensures adequate fault coverage. The traditional method

is to perform fault simulations for the random test set, with consequent

high CPU cost:

This high cost of simulation has given impetus to the search for efficient
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testability analyses - programs that operate on the description of a logrc

network to predict the fault cover achievable by a random test set of given

size, and to isolate those circuit areas which require modiflcation to improve

their testability. Such programs have been in existence for some years,

the best known being SCOAP, the Sandia Controltability/Observability

Analysis Program [59], and Camelot, a Computer-Aided MEasurefor LOgic

Testabitity [1a]. These programs use rules to assign "lveights" to node

controllability and observability in a gate-level circuit description. It has

subsequently been shown [5] that the correlation between a fault's weighting

and its probability of detection by random patterns may not be high, and

thus some care must be taken in the analysis of random pattern fault cover

using these programs.

All such algorithms are made inaccurate by reconvergent fan-out in a

circuit, and this has hampered efforts to use random pattern generation.

Savir, Bardell and Ditlow in 1983 published the "fan-cutting" algorithm

[116,117], which overcomes this problem by "cutting" the fan-outs. The

algorithm gives proven correct upper and lower bounds on the probability

of detecting a stuck-at fault in a network, the only difficulty being that in

certain cases the lower bound for detection probability may be zero, which

makes it difficult to assign an upper bound to the number of test vectors

required (without recourse to fault simulation).

Recent work by Jain and Agrawal [70] and Brglez llg,2},2ll indicates

the possibility of a solution of the above-mentioned problems. Jain and

Agrawal have putrlished a STAtisical Fault ANalysis technique (STAFAN)'

which is essentially the application of a set of random input vectors to
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an augmented gate level fault-free simulation. The signal statistics of the

simulation are accumulatecl by counters assigned to each nocle, and these are

interpreted as approximate fault detection probabilities. STAFAN results

for circuits ranging from 102 gates in size to 2723 gates were given, along

with the results of gate level fault simulation, and these showed very good

agreement between the two fault cover figures. The major points in favour

of this method are that:

f . it is a simple augmentation of the fault-free simulation, which is re-

quired regardless of test generation,

2. the CPU overhead involved in augmenting a simulator to execute

STAFAN is linear on the number of gates, and

3. the rnethod has procedures for handling feedback, which allows it to

derive fault cover estimates for sequential circuits.

Brglez has published a controllability/observability program COP which

implements a recently published testability analysis algorithm [19,20]. This

algorithm utilises testability measures which, while similar to those of Jain

and Agrawal, r'ary subtly in definition. The algorithm calculates the con-

trollability and observability values for the circuit nodes from the gate level

description in one forward pass and one reverse pass through the network.

No simulation, either fault-free or faulted, is actually required to derive

these figures. The method has demonstrated linear growth of CPU costs

on the gate count in all examples tried to date.

In [21], Brglez outlines ways in which the COP program can be ex-

tended, to providing heuristic information to ATPG algorithms such as
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FAN to increase their efficiency, to providing partitioning data, and to pre-

dicting fault cover both with and without the application of test sets (the

former is very similar to STAFAN). Examples of fault cover prediction are

given for a number of circuits, varying in complexity from 206 lines to 3640

lines, comparing results from both methods with the results from a concur-

rent fa¡lt simulator. All these circuits emboclied reconvergent fan-out, and

one example had redundant faults. The results indicate a very good agree-

ment between the COP fault cover predictions and the actual fault cover,

with the method using actual applied patterns showing marginalìy better

results at the cost of more calculations. Note that while COP is designed

for purely combinational circuits, Brglez comments that the similarity to

STAFAN is such that by the incorporation of the feedback handling tech-

nique used in STAFAN into COP, sequential circuits could also be analysed.

The latter two methods are relatively recent results, and their effec-

tiveness cannot be judged fully as yet. However, the promise is there of

cheap test set fault cover prediction, and it would be very surprising if this

does not accelerate the movement away from expensive deterministic au-

tomatic test pattern generation towarcls pseudorandom test sets. Even so,

the test generation costs will still rise with increasing circuit complexity.

Also, it is well known that certain circuit types are resistant to random

testing, in that they either require very long test sets to ensure adequate

fault cover or circuit modifications are required to enhance controllability

and observability. Typical examples are PLAs with their high fan-in, and

other circuits with high fan-in (example in [00]). This latter point justifies

continued research into other forms of test generation.
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with the trend from LSI to VLSI, the typical part production runs

have decreasecl in quantity, particularly for semi- ancl full-c.ustom chips.

Thus the once-off costs of test generation, plus the capital costs of the

more advanced testers required, have to be amortised against a smaller

number of products. This, coupled with the increase in difficulty and cost

of test generation, has meant that the chip production cost is increasingly

dominated by the testing costs. Clearly, as the density of integration and

overall gate count of circuits increases, automatic test generation systems

become less effective in minimising test costs, and hence the attention of

the designer must focus on methods of making the circuits testable. These

methods are collectively known as "Design for Testability".

2.4 Design for TestabilitY.

The term "Design for Testability" is used to describe a variety of techniques

of incorporating logic structures into the original circuit design to facilitate

testing [130, t40,45,86,82,92].

2.4.1 Partitioning.

Given that current automatic test pattern generators are capable of per-

forming adequately on circuits up to a certain size, one obvious approach

to the problems of testing larger circuits is to partition them into smaller

subcircuits which can be tested independently of each other, and are small

enough to allow automatic test generation. This requires external control-

lability of ihe inputs and external observability of the outputs of each sub-
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circuit or partition. In fact, if the partitions can be made sufficiently small,

then other test generation techniques such as exhaustive testing become

viable again, with the consequent advantage of liitle or no fault simulation

being required [84].

The problem of ensuring that the circuit will be partitionable for testing

is best considered as an architectural constraint. Certain types of system

are amenable to easy decomposition into separate partitions. The most

obvious of these is when a circuit is composed of two or more discrete

non-interacting subcircuits. This is unusual in practice, but there are ben-

eflts from minimising the interaction between subcircuits. In particular,

two forms of system architecture are recognisecl as aiding the testability

problem: bus-oriented architectures and bit-sliced architectures.

Bus-oriented architectures have gained a wide acceptance in micropro-

cessor systems. Their predominant advantage in testability arises from the

fact that most of the critical control information and data is communicated

from module to module via the system buses, with very little other inter-

module communication, and those system buses are generally available, if

not externally, at least for testing Purposes. One problem associated with

this type of architecture is that the separate bus modules can be so com-

plex that they are not arìequately small enough partitions with respect to

testing, and require further partitioning or other design enhancements to

ensure their testability (e.g. [St], and Section 4.11on TFB multiplier). An-

other drawback is that the buses themselves are liable to failure, and the

cause may be any one of the connected modules, or the actual bus hard-

ware. Whereas normal testing is carried out by deducing fault location
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from the voltage response, bus fault location may need the more difficult

procedure of current measurement [140].

Bit-sliced architectures have also gainecl a wide acceptance, particularly

in the wake of the Mead and Conway inspired trend to regular structures

[87]. They can be considered as a subgroup of one-dimensional iterative

logic arrays. It has been shown that one-dimensional iterative logic arrays

can be made testable by the adherence to certain conditions concerning

controllability and observability [104], and applying further conrìitions can

make the test set size independent of the array size (i.e. processor word

size) and identical for each array element (i.e. each bit-slice) lL24l.

The foregoing schemes require a high level of external access to the par-

tition boundaries. In some cases, distinct partitions within a circuit are

obvious, but there is a problem in gaining external controllability and/or

observability of the nodes at the internal partition boundaries. Several so-

lutions have been suggested to overcorne this problem simply. The first is

to directly wire out the nodes in question to the pins. In view of the ten-

dency of VLSI circuits to be pin-limitecl, it may be preferable to multiplex

the internal node lines in a test mode to pins used by the circuit inputs

and outputs in its normal operational mode. The disadvantages of these

schemes are the increased capacitive loading and consequent performance

degradation at the internal nodes, the areal penalty of the extra routing

and in the second case the decreased reliability and increased delays of the

normal circuit inputs and outputs due to the addition of the multiplexor

cells. Gepraegs and Tandjung [S0] suggest an extension to this scheme to

remove the performance effects of the extra test wires on the internal nodes
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by removing them from circuit. They suggest that the wires be fused open

by passing a high current through the extra conductors, but it would appear

that the laser-fusible link technology developed for reconfiguring redundant

circuits is far more reliable and predictable.

Of course, some circuits exist in which the internal partition boundary

nodes inherently have adequate controllability and observability. Examples

are given in [101,102] and [82, pages l5-16]. Paths from the circuit inputs to

the subcircuit inputs, and from the subcircuit outputs to the circuit outputs

are sensitisedby applying the appropriate test pattern to the circuit inputs.

These paths are used to propogate the test set and test results to and from

the internal partition. Such a partition is known as a sensitised partition.

Many circuit structures are amenable to such partitioning by inspection,

rather than by aulomated algorithm.

Partitioning can be done on the basis of back-tracing from circuit out-

puts to primary circuit inputs. Some automatic partitioning tools exist,

but they do not necessarily give totally disjoint partitions, so that the re-

sultant partitions have certain inputs and/or outputs which are embedded

in other partitions. Furthermore, the partitioning problem has been shown

to be NP-comptete in general, with the consequence that the partitioning

calculations are very costly in CPU time [00]. To summarise, although

partitioning aids solutions to the testability problems of large circuits, it is

not always a complete solution in its own right.
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2.4.2 Scan Design.

As cliscussed previously, while combinational logic is relatively straight for-

warcl to test, the addition of sequential elernents can lead to severe degra-

dation of test fault coverage. If the sequential elements can be set to any

desired state, and their contents examined at any time, then the problem

of testing circuits containing sequential elements reduces to that of testing

those subcircuits, consisting purely of combinational elernents, which lie

between inputs and sequential elements, between sequential elements and

outputs, and between separate sequential elements.

The method known generically as Scan Design Proposes that the mem-

ory elements of sequential circuits are linked together to form shift registers

which originate and terminate at external pins. Upon application of certain

control signals, the current values held in the circuit's memory elements are

shifted out, and new values may be shifted in, providing an opportunity

to alter the circuit state. The effect of providing such controllability and

observability at internal nodes is essentially to partition the network into

smaller subcircuits of a purely combinational nature, with the consequent

benefits of ìncreased ease of test generation and shorter test times. It should

be noted that the Scan Design specifically excludes the memory elements

of embedded RAM arrays, primarily because their array architecture and

the memory cell designs make them susceptible to faults which cannot be

tested under the Scan Design regime. These embedded anays require spe-

cial treatment to enhance their testability, as discussed by Eichelberger

et al. 1361, Westcott [f35] and Sun and Wang [130].
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First suggested by M.williams in 1973 [137], there are now several

common variants on the Scan Design scheme lvhich differ in implementation

details, as well as a related scheme, Random Access Scan. The Scan Design

variants are Level Sensitive Scan Design (LSSD), Scan Path and Scan/Set.

LSSD is the structurecl design methoclology acloptecl by IBM. Desc.ribecl

by Eichelberger and Williams in 1977 137l¡, the salient features of this tech-

nique are the requirements lor master-slave ìatch pairs, two non-overlapping

clocks for the scan function and the requirement that the shift register

latches (SRLs) be level sensitive. The requirement for master-slave latch

pairs is to avoid information loss on shifting, and is common to all three

Scan variants. The term level-sensitive implies constraints on system latch

clesign and clocking to ensure that the latches respond to levels rather than

edges, and to make them relatively immune to the ac characteristics of the

clocks. The two-phase clocking is specified to avoid race conditions caused

by the feed-back of the slave latch output into logic gating the data input

to the master latch. For a more complete description of the circuit and

clocking restrictions, refer to [37]. Chen in [27,28,29] derives general rules

for the avoidance of race and hazard in scan structures, and shows that

the LSSD rìesign rules are a simple but sufficient subset of these general

constraints.

A typical LSSD shift register latch is illustrated in Figure 2.6, from

[140j. The normal system function is carried out by the top four gates of

latch Ll, under the control of the system data input D and the system

clocking control C, producing the normal output *Ll. The overhead for

implementing scan design in this SRL includes the whole of latch L2, the
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lower two gates of latch Ll, the clock lines A and B, and the scan data

input I and output +L2.

Considering the overhead of applying this scheme to a complete system,

Williams and Parker [t+O] report that in their experience of LSSD products,

the overhead has been in the range 4 to 2OTo. The spread of overhead values

results from differing extents to which the designers utilised existing system

Iatches for the L2 latches. For example, the IBM System 38 literature

reports that in this system 85% of the L2 latches were used for system

function. This may require a more complex L2 latch than that illustrat'ed

here, but this is compensated by the overall overhead reduction.

Nippon Electric Co. (NEC) have developed and implemented their own

variant of scan design. Known as Scan Path, it was first reported by Fu-

natsu, Wakatsuki and Arima [54] in 1975. Although it aims to achieve the

same result as LSSD, the implementation is somewhat different. The Scan

Path utilises a "raceless D-type flip-flop" for its SRLs, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.7 (from [140]). This differs from the LSSD SRL in that only one shift

clock is usecl, and the slave latch is clocked by the inverse of the system

and shift clocks. The dependence on a single clock and its derived inverse

to latch the master-slave pair leads to the possibility of a race condition

if the output of the slave latch is gated into the input of the preceding

master latch. This can be avoided by design constraints on feedback paths,

particularly the delay characteristics, and constraints on the skew between

the clock and its inverse, and does not appear to be a particularly burden-

some problem. NEC have reported the use of the Scan Path scheme, in

association with some extra refinements, for a large processor system, the
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FLT-700 System, which contains of the order of 100,000 logic blocks (gates,

inverters, eúc.).

The third variant, Sperry-Univac's Scan/Set logic (also known as bit-

serial logic)Í1271, differs considerably from the previous two in that, while

shift registers are used to capture system data and apply inputs at up to 64

points, these registers are completely separate from the system registers.

The basic idea is conveyed in Figure 2.8 (from [140]). The system registers

of interest are connected to the bit positions of the 64-bit shift register,

and data capture is accomplished by a single latch pulse. The shift regis-

ter may then be scanned out irrespective of the ongoing system function.

Furthermore, those system registers connected to the Set data lines of the

shift register may be controlled by loading the shift register serially, then

pulsing the Set pin to parallel load the system registers.

Note that the system latches are unchanged, except for some additionai

Iogic at those latches which must be set from the shift register. The con-

sequence is that the system must still be tested as a sequential circuit,

rather than as a set of combinational subcircuits. However the control-

lable/observable latches impart a measure of testability to the circuit which

will ease the task of test generation and fault simulation. The advantage of

this scheme over the other scan designs is that the sampling pulse may be

appliecl to the shift register at any time, including during system operation,

so a "snapshot" of the sequential machine may be taken and shifted off-chip

without any degradation in system performance.

Random-Access Scan [6] has the same aim as LSSD and Scan Path, the

complete controllabitity and observability of all internal latches. However,
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it is sutrstantially different in implementation. The basic idea is to select

one latch at a time, using X-Y addressing, similar to RAM addressing

(hence the name). The system latches can be of two types, a dual-port

latch or a set/reset latch. Each latch connects to one X-address line and

one Y-ad<lress line, the distinction between this and a RAM amay being

that the address lines are routed to suit the latch placement in the circuit,

rather than having the very regular cell placement of RAM. The only time

a latch responds to the scan clock or to the set/preset signals is if it is

selected by having both the X and Y address lines simultaneously high.

While the system latches have little overhead to implement this scheme,

there is some considerable overhead in the address-line routing, the X and

Y address clecoders and the primary input/output pins. This latter can be

reduced by using a serial scan-in for address selection.

The use of these above techniques, in particular LSSD and Scan Path,

aids in the generation of tests for the circuits in two ways. First, the circuit

is turned. into a combinational circuit by the removal of the latches from

the circuit, and second, the ability to control and obServe all of the internal

latches in effect partitions the circuit into smaller subcircuits. As noted

in the previous section, partitioning is an effective tool in reducing the

test generation complexity. There exist automatic programs to partition

networks which work by starting a partition at the SRLs and back-tracing

through the combinational parts of the circuit until either a primary input

or another SRL is encountered. In NEC's system, if the back-trace becomes

too long, and thus the partition becomes too large, controlled D-type flip'

flops are inserted into the circuit, independently of circuit function, in order
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to create a partition boundary [140]. It has been reported [1a2] that NEC

have been able to utilise this system to automatically partition circuits, and

examples were given of partitioned subcircuits with overlaps in the range

45% to 75%. The circuits partitioned into between 3 and 16 subcircuits,

and using a method given in [1a2], the estimated cost of test generation for

the partitioned circuits would be in the range 7O% to 2O% ol the cost for

the unpartitioned circuits.

There are three main objections to scan design. Some designers resist

the introduction of the methodology because of the increased restraints it

places on them in their usage of latches and flip-flops. Despite LSSD and

Scan-Path having been implemented successfully in large products (IBM

system 38, NEC FLT-700), some authors still feel ihe need to weaken the

disciplines to broaden the acceptance of the methods [60].

The second objection is that the serial shifting in and out of long pat-

terns increases test times, and taxes the storage capabilities of existing

VLSI Automatic Test Equipments (ATBs). Both of these can be ame-

liorated by the use of multiple shorter scan paths, with a minimal loss

of overall reliability, and some signifrcant gains in the prototyping ability

(see discussion in Appendix C). The problem with the ATE pattern stor-

age is that many existing ATBs are not optimised for the scan type tests,

and to hold all inputs constant while scanning in the scan data, the ATEs

must apply full width input patterns, one for every bit position in the scan

path. This can be overcome by the addition of ATE modules specifically

intended for long serial sequences, such as the Fairchild Serial Test Module

[aal. Further improvements can be made if the test patterns and expected
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responses are stored in a "change-only" format [OO]. The test time problem

is serious, and is only offset to a minor extent by the fact that the scan

design methodologies inherently partition circuits, and greatly reduce the

sequential complexity.

The third problem is that as circuit densities increase, so the likelihood

of interaction between neighbouring nodes and between adjacent signal lines

increases. These transient effects are far more likely to occur during full

clock rate operation than during the single step clock operation necessitated

by scan testing.

These latter two problems, coupled with the fact that silicon area for test

functions is becoming cheaper than off-chip test generation and application,

provide the major impetus towards Built-In Self Test.

2.4.3 Built-In Self Test.

Built-in self test can be regarded as another method to partition the circuit,

where, instead of applying vectors stored externally and analysing responses

externally, circuitry is built in to test the partition with minimal use of

external references.The subject of built-in self test encapsulates two main

topics: generation and application of test vectors, and capture and analysis

of the response. While the concept of incorporating the test structures on-

chip is relatively new, the suggested techniques in many cases derive from

test methods historically used to diagnose board level systems [85,86,140].
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2.4.3,1 Test Generation and Application.

Built-in self test requires the application of test vectors from an on-chip

source to the input nodes of a partition under test, with the external con-

trol of the test being minimal. The most obvious method is to store test

patterns in on-board ROM and externally trigger an on-chip sequencing

controller that will bring out the stored patterns and cause them to be ap-

plied to the partition. This method has been used in bus-oriented systems,

such as microprocessors, generally to perform verification of the main con-

troller, and also to perform a limited verification of the interface between

the internal buses and the external pins, thus allowing more extensive exter-

nal testing to be carried out. A good example of this is the test procedure

for the CSIRO "100k" chip, described in [311. Note that in these cases, the

ROM-stored tests are only used to verify small critical areas: once these

have been verified, the usual trend is to utilise them to assist in testing

the rest of the circuit. To store large tests in on-chip ROM is very space

inefficient, and is not generally done. Another problem with ROM-stored

tests is that they must be pre-generated, so the worst facet of the external

test problem is not alleviated. Also, if at some later stage in production the

original test set needs modification, the chip must undergo a mask change

to alter the ROM.

The remainder of the test application techniques rely on concurrent

generation of the test vectors. The test set types to be considered are

exhaustive, pseudorandom and deterministic. An assumption made for the

rest of this discussion is that the circuit to be tested may be partitioned into
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smaller suLtcircuits, and those subcircuits are comt¡inational, not sequential.

This ìs not unduly restrictive, because as has been shown in the previous

section, the introcluction of scan clesign to the circuit can achieve those

conditions. While scan design will aid the implementation of most of the

techniques described herein, it is essential to none: they all may be applied

in isolation, albeit at a possible cost of increased overhead.

Considering exhaustive testing first, it was noted in Section 2.3.1 that

combinational circuits could be tested without test generation by simply

applying all possible input combinations. While the test length grows ex-

ponentially with the number of inputs, it is generally f,elt (e.g. [85]) that

partitions with up to 20 inputs have acceptably small exhaustive test sets

(2ro * 106 input patterns), provided of course that these are directly ap-

plied rather than being shifted in.

As discussed previously, McCluskey and Bozorgui-Nesbat have shown

[84,101,102] that certain classes of combinational circuit are partitionable

by the sensitisation of certain paths. They also illustrate psuedoexhaustive

testing, for cases where a network's outputs are each dependent on less

than the complete set of inputs, or a sensitised partition can be applied.

The idea is to exhaustively test the output or partition by holding constant

the sensitising inputs, and varying all the other inputs. If some inputs

have no effect on the partition or output uncler test, then these c.an be

simultaneously be varied to test other partitions or outputs concurrently,

resulting in reduced overall test times. This technique does not require

fault simulation, but computations are necessary to determine the iest set.

McCluskey [S4l comments that the time required for this task seems to be
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much less than that required for test pattern generation.

The immedìately obvious method of applying an exhaustive test to a set

of inputs is to utilise a counter of length equal to the number of inputs. This

is acceptable if a counter exists in circuit adjacent to the inputs to be tested.

It is more usual however to have latches at the inputs to combinational

circuits, particularly if the circuìt has been rendered combinational by the

use of scan design, and these latches can be joined into a shift register.

If a feedback loop is formed around the shift register, the shift register

can be clocked to produce a recurring sequence of patterns in the register

positions. By making the feedback loop in one of the forms illustrated in

Figure 2.9, the feedback shift register implements a modulo-2 polynomial

division. This linear function leads to the name given to these type of

structures, Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs).

A detaìled discussion of LFSRs is given by Bhavsar and Heckelman in

[16], and will not be replicated here. Suffice it to say that the feedback

loops can be selected to give maximal length sequences: that is, if the

shift register consists of n master-slave latch pairs, the maximal length

sequence of register contents is a sequence of 2" - | patterns, each unique

in the sequence, and each derived from the previous pattern by shifting the

register contents one position. The only pattern from an exhaustive set

which is missing from this maximal length sequence is the all-zero pattern.

This can be generated by a hardware addition to the LFSR (e.g. [83]).

Thus an LFSR can usually generate the exhaustive test set with far less

overhead than would a counter.

Psuedorandom sequences, as discussed in Section 2.3.3, incur lengthy
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fault simulations to calculate fault cover and may require long sequences

to test particularly difficult faults. Nonetheless, there is still significant

industry usage of this test generation method (e.g. [69]). The easiest way

of generating and apptying a pseudorandom sequence on chip is to use a

LFSR, as described in [t6]. It can be shown that appropriate choice of

the feedback polynomial of the LFSR can yield a recurring sequence of less

than maximal length, and furthermore the length of such a non-maximal

sequence is dependent on the original values in the shifi register positions,

or the "seed" as it is termecl. Henc.e the length of a psuecloranclom sequenc.e

may be tailorecl to suit the c.ircuit's requirement. In general the test woulcl

be applied from a LFSR with as many bit positions as the circuit has in-

puts, and the sequence length would be less than maximal (otherwise no

significant advantage would accrue from the use of psuedorandom patterns

instead of exhaustive patterns). Illman, of International Computers Lim'

ited, described in [69] techniques used in his company's products, and gave

an example of a 16 bit carry look-ahead adder tested by 2'o psuedorandom

patterns, rather than 233 patterns required for exhaustive test, with a single

stuck-at fault coverage in excess o1999%. In the case where the number of

inputs is small, even a maximal length sequence may not be long enough,

and extra stages of the shift register, not connected to any input, may be

necessary to increase the test length.

Another use for shift registers is for the application of deterministic

patterns, either hand or machine generated. Illman [69] described heuristic

patterns generated by LFSRs to test certain logic structures which are

resistant to random test patterns. Mucha and Daehn [93] described the use
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of NoN-linear feedback shift registers to generate patterns on-chip, and

presented an algorithm that for a given test set, calculates the required

register length, feedback function and start vector.

Note that in these methods using FSRs to concurrently generate the

test sets, the starting seed is important. This may be initialised by local

hardware, such as a hard-wired preset or a small local ROM, or the FSR

may be connected into a scan structure, allowing the seed to be scanned in

from an external store. This latter method has the advantage of retaining

flexibility, so that if a post-design change to the test set is required, a

different or additional seed may be scanned in, or in the worst case, extra

test vectors may be scanned in and directly applied.

2.4.3,2 Data Compression Techniques.

For the purposes of built-in self test, we need the ability to assess the re-

sponse of circuit partitions to test sets, while the outputs of those partitions

may not be observable from any of the primary outputs. The practicality

of altering or enhancing the circuit to directly provide such observability

is often dubious, and the observability afforded simply by scan design is

often tied to a huge increase in test run times, due to the scanning of long

SRLs. Thus we need to either compress the results to reduce the problems

of transfering them off-chip, or assess the results on-chip.

Addr.essing the latter frrst, although it is in theory possible to generate

the expected response concurrently, the only circuits for which this may be

readily implemented are those involving modular redundancy or concurrent

checking (see Section 2.5.1), or those whose functionality requires numbers
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of identical subcircuits (e.g. bit-sliced architectures). In the usual case,

expected responses are pre-calculated for a given circuit partition and test

set. Unless the expected response set is unusually small or regular, the

storage of the expected responses in an uncompressed form in ROM is pro-

hibitively expensive in area, and so either the expected responses are stored

in a compressed form and expanded for comparison with the test results

at test time, or the actual test results are subjected to the same comPres-

sion as the expectecl response and are compared in compressed form' The

former scheme fails in that the response will vary from circuit to circuit,

and so the compression and expansion cannot rely on any general form,

and must be optimised for each response set, with the consequent difficulty

that the expander hardware must be redesigned for each test set. Thus the

only viable scheme is for the compression of the test results, whether the

compressed result is assessed on or off chip. Note that "compression" is

used loosely here, not in the communications theory sense that no data is

lost by compression. All known processes for the reduction of test responses

incur some loss of information, a feature of some concern particularly with

regards to the assessment of the effective fault cover, and so it is preferable

to refer to these processes as con'tpúction rather than compression [85].

Many compaction schemes have been studied, some being proposed ini-

tially for the diagnosis board level faults but now finding applicability as

on-chip response compaction. The techniques may be loosely classed as

count functions, spectral techniques, parity techniques and signature anal-

ysis (or LFSR) techniques.

The count functions are attractive due to their simplicity of implemen-
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tation, and one popular function, transition counting [62], lvas lvidely im-

plemented in portable testers. Some of the functions which have been

considered [50] are:

Ðtt
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These functions have not received widespread attention for on-chip com-

paction, primarily because other techniques seem to offer better perfor-

mance and/or lower implementation costs.

Spectral techniques are based on the idea of forming some "spectrum"

from the circuit's response to the exhaustive input set, and comparing that

spectrum to the spectrum of the fault-free circuit. The spectrum and/or

the circuit must be designed so that all faults of interest produce spectra

differing from the fault-free spectrum. The simplest method, syndrome

testing [10,11,114,1151 counts the number of ones realised by the circuit

under test in response to an exhaustive test set. The circuit must be de'

signed to be syndrome-testable, or the techniques described in [115] must

be employed.

Susskind [131] showed that syndrome counting was a method of evalu-

ating one of the Walsh spectral coeffi.cients of the circuit under test. Com-

ct(Æ) =
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I
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binational circuits with n inputs can be uniquely represented by a set of

2" Walsh coefficients, and Susskind proposed the examination of two of

these coefficients, one of which was used for syndrome counting, to test for

all single stuck-at faults. Here too the circuit must be of a form that will

return a different spectrum to the fault-free version, if a fault is present.

Muzio and Miller [97] proposed that, rather than redesigning a circuit to

make it testable by syndromes or Walsh coefñcients, the spectral coefficients

to be examined should be selected to give the required fault cover: the

spectrum would consist of any suitable combination of the 2" coefficients.

The prime objection to the spectral techniques of data compaction is

their requirement of the exhaustive test set as input. As discussed previ-

ously, solutions to the problem of partitioning circuits are not well defined,

and hence it is not always possible to get an adequately small partition to

contain the test run times within reasonable limits'

Parity techniques are demonstrably inadequate on a stand-alone ba-

sis. However, their use has been discussed in conjunction with other com-

paction techniques. Benowitz et alllsl compared parity, signature analysis

and combined parity/signature analysis techniques under pseudorandom

test sets, and concluded that no advantages accrued by the use of par-

ity techniques" Conversely, Carter 123,241 examined the use of a parity

technique in conjunction with syndrome summation and signature analysis

techniques, under an exhaustive test set, and demonstrated high values for

stuck-at fault detection. Note that once again this technique is limited by

the applicability of exhaustive tests.

The most common implementation of data compression for built-in self
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test is the signature analysis or LFSR technique. For a single output cir-

cuit, this comprises of feeding the circuit output into the input of a Linear

Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) such as either of the two LFSRs illustrated

in Figure 2.g. The term signature analysts was coined by Hewlett Packard

to describe the technique's use in their product, the 50044 Signature Anal-

yser [47,98], although Benowitz et al.had, previously referred to it as cyclic

code checlcing lt1l.
The usefulness of signature analysis stems from the fact that the final

state of the LFSR registers is dependent on the input bit stream, and thus

if the circuit's output bit stream contains an emor, the final LFSR state, or

sígnature, is likely to be different to that for the fault-free circuit. However,

it is possible for an error to occur in the circuit output, and yet still have the

same signature as the fault-free circuit. This is referred to as øliasíng, anð

the output sequences that can cause this aliasing depend on the structure

of the LFSR: Benowitz et al. give a more complete discussion [15].

For an adequately long random input bit stream, the probability of an

error being undetected due to aliasing is al 2-', where r is the number of

register in the LFSR. The problem with this analysis is that the output of a

circuit cannot be guaranteed to be random, particularly in the presence of

a circuit fault. Although experience with the Hewlett-Packard product and

simulation studies of designs for built-in self test [tOS] have not revealed

any applications in which aliasing is a problem, it has neither been possible

to derive any general properties of the effective fault cover obtained by

signature analysis, nor to derive any simple relationships between circuit

faults and resultant errors in the bit streams. A discussion of these problems
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is given by Smith [120], with attention being paid to the treatment of more

likely non-random faulty output sequences such as burst errors or regularly

recurring errors.

The foregoing has referred to signature analysis for single output cir-

cuits, or serial signature analysis. In many cases the circuit or partition

under test has multiple outputs, and it would be impractical in terms of

hardware overhead to test each output with separate signature analysers.

Be¡owitz et a/. suggested two methods to overcome this: one, to multiplex

a single LFSR input to all the M outputs and repeat the test patterns

M times, and the other, to use a multiple input LFSR, as illustrated in

Figure 2.10. The latter technique has been widely accepted, and is usu-

ally known as a paralle/ signature analyser, or a multiple input signature

register (MISR).

The probtems of aliasing are even more pressing for MISRs, due to an

extra source of alias error: the combination of an error in output Z; al lime

ú¡, followed by an error in output Z;¡¡ at time ú¡.r¡, has no effect on the

final signature [125,61]. Fault coverage studies for the MISR have also been

reported on by l(önemann et aI. 175i.

A point in favour of signature analysis is that it does not rely on having

any particular input test set to stimulate the circuit, and provided that

the fault-free response can be calculated, any test set giving adequate fault

cover may be used. In particular, it is suitable for the compaction of the

results of both deterministic and pseudorandom test sets.
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2.4.4 The Built-In Logic Block Observer.

The most widely used technique for the implementation of built-in self

test is the application of pseudorandom test sets and the use of signa-

ture analysis for compaction. A general testing structure was proposed by

Könemann, Muc.ha and Zwiehoff [74] to implement these functions with lit-

tle extra overhead beyond that required to implement scan design into the

functional circuit. The resultant circuit, the Built-In Logic Block Observer

or BILBO, is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

By setting control lines A and B to appropriate values, the BILBO can

be configured in its normal operational mode, as a group of independent

latches on the boundary between two partitions, or as a scan path section,

simply feeding data from latch to latch, or feedback can be added to turn

the shift register into a LFSR for pseudorandom sequence generation, or the

parallel inputs to the LFSR can be enabled to form a MISR for data com-

pression. While in some cases the implementation of this general structure

may lead to functional redundancies, if the BILBO is placed at a totally

embedded partition boundary, then it can act as the compaction circuit for

the preceding partition, the test generator for the following partition, and

the scan path can be used to shift out the compacted signature and shift

in the seeds for the pseudorandom test sequences.

The BILBO concept assumes that the circuit is partitionable into suit-

ably sized subcircuits to allow pseudorandom testing. An extension of the

BILBO concept to board and system level has been proposed by Fasang

142,431. Daehn and Mucha [33] have proposed an extension of BILBO tech-
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niques for the testing of PLAs, although more efficient schemes based on

universal test sets are now being researched [132].

2.4.5 BuiIt-In Self Test Architectures.

As well as the BILBO-based architectures [74,75,91,42] and other test ar-

chitectures [101,114,118] based on partitioning, there have been several pro-

posals [107,76] incorporating LFSR test generators and signature analysers,

but differing in that they propose that the test hardware resides solely out-

side the functional region of circuitry, at the package pins. The idea is to

implement an external or boundary scanpath which consists of scan path

elements connected to the bonding pads. These can be reconfigured into

LFSRs and MISRs attached to the primary inputs and outputs respec-

tively, and can self test the circuit. The boundary scan itself is useful for

performing interconnect checks between chips during a system test, and

may be usecl by wafer probers to sort good chips prior to dicing in a wafer-

level test with a minimum of probe contacts [146]. A recent commercial

semicustom part, the National Semiconductor SCX6260 CMOS gate array,

incorporates this technique [107], and it is the customer's choice whether

it is used or not.

Another approach to chip, module and system testability was proposed

by Tsui in [133]. This is based around the use of scan paths, with provi-

sions for single ancl multiple cycle test mode run controls, initial conditions

control and test result retention, with multiplexors being used to overcome

any latch shortfall, and is essentially a systems level extension of scan de-
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sign. The aim of the approach is to provide sufficient controllability and

observability to ensure that the chip, module and system are all testable ln

situ: that is, while all parts are connected, and without the use of much, if

any, external test equipment. No restriction is made on the test type to be

used in this scheme.

2.6 Other Test Methodologies.

2.6.! Concurrent Checking.

In the foregoing discussions, it has been assumed that testing is carried

out off-line (i.e. not during the chip's normal operation), and that the test

circuits are to a large extent independent of the circuit's normal function.

A methodology that takes a different approach is concurremt testing: the

test function occurs in parallel with the normal operation of the circuit.

The most common example of concurrent checking is the use of coding

to detect and correct errors in data [22, chapter 5]. However, most com-

monly used codes, such as Hamming codes, Reed-Solomon codes and cyclic

redundancy codes, are not preserved by arithmetic operations. Another

class of codes, residue codes, have the property that for addition, subtrac-

tion and multiplication, the check bits of the result can be determined from

the check bits of the operands. Hence, by incorporating a circuit which op-

erates on the check bits in parallel to the arithmetic operation on the data,

concurrent checking of the arithmetic circuit may be achieved.

To detect erlors in the codes, a checking circuit must be used, and it
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is desirable to implement this in such a way that if a fault occurs wiihin

the checker during operation, an indication is given externally. This is the

principle that is embodied in the design of Totally, Self-Checking (TSC)

checkers. Such a circuit must be

1. Fault Secure: for a prescribed set of faults in the checker, the oc-

curence of any code input to the checker will cause either the correct

code output or a non-code output, and

2. Self-Checking: for a prescribed set of faults in the checker, each fault

has at least one code input that will produce a non-code output if the

fault is present in the checker.

The usual assumption of single faults only discounts the case where a non-

code input is applied to a faulted checker. The properties of the TSC

checker are such that in the presence of a fault in the checker, it will keep on

working as if it is unfaulted until such time as the code input corresponding

that fault appears at its inputs, at which stage it will indicate a fault.

This behaviour is highly desirable in fault-tolerant computing and high-

reliability applications, and consequently much work has been done in this

area [121,38,100,48,106,681. Concurrent error detection in general VLSI

systems is also subject to much research 173,26,128,321.

In certain critical applications, such as ãerospace avionics, an electron-

ics failure could have catastrophic implications. To maintain a high level of

reliability, the circuits must be constantly monitored for failure. A tradi-

tional approach to this is to employ redundant circuitry, so that all circuit

functions are carried out in parallel by three (or more) devices. This is
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known as Triple (or in general, il-) Modular Redundancy. This facilitates

the on-line monitoring process, since all JV circuit outputs can be compared,

using a majority voting scheme. Usually, any machine whose outputs dif-

fer from the majority is discarded, until the system has too few redundant

units to carry in in that mode. The off-line testing is aided too, in that,

provided the design has been verified previously, the modularly redundant

units can be checked by comparing their outputs to each other. The use

of TMR within a single VLSI chip may be of dubious advantage, however,

due to the sources of common mode errors, such as powerline spikes and

clock failures.

2.6.2 Other Possible Test Techniqlles.

Some efforts have been made to find design methods which ensure that eas-

ily testable circuits are produced. One approach is to constrain the design

to a particular class of structures. An example of this is given by Abraham

and Gajski [2], in which cellular tree structures are used to automatically

implement designs specified in a high level description language. These

types of schemes rarely seem to get implemented in real systems because

of the excessive constraints they place on logic structures.

Another idea that has been mooted for CMOS design is the utilisaiion

of the CMOS analogue properties of negligible supply current and wide

operating voltage range. Levi [77] proposed a scheme which relies on the

examination of the supply current while inputs are being applied to the cir-

cuit to sensitise nodes. He details tests for non-equivalent shorts, excessive
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leakage, opens and shorts between logically equivalent nodes. The tests

do not indicate correct logical operation in any way, but rely on the fact

that the design has been previously verified, and hence the circuit under

test will conform to that design unless a fault, which is detectable by its

analogue effect on the supply current, is present. While the concept shows

promise, the majority of test strategies currently in use are geared to as-

sessing the digital response, and the acceptance of a radical departure from

this is unlikely, in the short term.

2.6 SummarJr.

An overview of test techniques has been given, showing that the trend in

coping with the testing problems of ever-increasing circuit size, complexity

and speed is to attempt to partition circuits into smaller subcircuits that are

manageable, in terms of test generation and test run times. The techniques

used to partition the circuits are reviewed, and it is noted that built-in self

test methods are gaining a wider acceptance as a consequence of the large

generation times of ATPG testing, and the large test run times of scan

design testing, becoming too costly for the VLSI manufacturer.
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Chapter 3

The Transform and Filter

Brick.

In this chapter, the Transform and Filter Brick (TFB) chip is described to

provide a basis for the discussion of the testability issues in the following

chapter.

The design has been undertaken as a group project by postgraduate and

undergraduate students in the Department of Electrical and Electronic En-

gineering at Adelaide University, under the supervision of Dr. Kamran

Eshraghian. Various members of the design team were responsible for dif-

ferent aspects of the project. Broadly speaking, the logical architecture

was specified by David Fensom, Rod Bryant and Bill Cowley, the physical

architecture was specified by Alex Dickinson and the author, the multi-

plier/divider and the adder/subtractor/shifter/accumulator were designed

by Greg Zyner, the control store decoders were designed by Michael Pope,
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and the execution controller was designed by Paul Franzon' The input and

output processors were designed by Greg Zyner and Eddy Savio, the RAM

arrays by Michael Pope and Michael Obst, and the data memories by Neil

Murray, Greg Zyner and Michael Obst. Paul Franzon was responsible for

the work on yield analysis and redundancy. The testability issues have been

solely the responsibility of the author.

The issues covered in this chapter have been previously reported in a

number of papers and reports. Two papers covering the complete chip

llO,+tl, and a paper containing a discussion of the TFB multiplier/divider

[150] have been published. Internal technical reports have been written on

the following subjects:

o the logical architecture specification [119]'

o the physical architecture specification [35],

o the TFB ALU implementation ll47l,, which covers

- the TFB multiPlier/divider and

- the TFB adder/subtractor/shifter/accumulator,

o the TFB input and output processors [113,148],

o yield analysis and redundancy considerations [46],

o the RAM arrays and their structure generator program ItOa], and

o the data mernories and their associated control circuits [t+0,00].

This chapter draws heavily on these sources, and their use is gratefully

acknowledged.
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3.1 Design Oven¡iew.

The Transform and Filter Brick (TFB) was designed to perform a target set

of real-time signal processing tasks, such as correlation, convolution, both

a¿aptive and non-adaptive digitat filtering, and Fast Fourier Transforms.

As a general purpose device, TFB required the capability to operate effi-

ciently both as an element in highly parallel multiprocessor systems, such

as are used to process high data volume, high throughput tasks, and as a

stand-alone processor for less demanding applications.

3.1.1 Benchmark Tasks.

From the set of target applications, two tasks were chosen as benchmarks,

against which the processor architecture was optimised. The first, the Sum

Of Products computation, involves purely real arithmetic, while the second,

the Fast Fourier Transform, requires the manipulation of complex numbers.

It was envisaged that both processes could be realised as Skewed Single

Instruction Multiple Data (SSIMD) multiprocessor systems, such systems

having been shown to be the optimal multiprocessor solution for many

classes of signal processing tasks [8]. In such systems each constituent

processor runs the same progÌam, but in skerl'ed synchronism with other

proc.essors. The proportioning of the architecture was heavily influenced

by the acceptance of this approach to multiprocessing' and the concept

of autonornous I/O processors was designed to facilitate the creation of

SSIMD multiprocessor sYstems.
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3.1.1.1 îhe Sum Of Products Computation.

The Sum Of Products (SOP) computation is integral to correlation, con-

volution and transversal filtering, and so a Processor to perform the SOP

efficiently could have wide applicability. The SOP computation can be illus-

trated by considering the correlation process, which requires the evaluation

of
N

n. : Ð sn-drn i : 0, Ir. . .r M, (3.1)
n=1

where .Q, the correlation at lag r, is calculated as the sum over N samples

of the product of sn_¿, the sampled signal delayed by i samples, and rn,

a reference vector. Each step in this task requires the fetching of a signal

sample ancl the corlesponding reference weight, and the performance of a

multiply-accumulate operation on those two values.

3.1.1.2 Fast Fourier Iìansform.

The Fast implementation of the discrete Fourier Transform (the FFT) re-

quires the evaluation of a sequence of complex-valued "butterflies" of the

form

o,' : a, * bw and b' : a - bw. (3.2)

The multiplication and accumulation to evaluate ø' is a SOP step, as is the

evaluation of ó'. Expanding the complex variables into their constituent

real and imaginary parts, the complex SOP can be written as

r*Xs - ("r +i st)(12 + isz) * (rs * jss)

-- (rrr, - s1s2 * rs) + ì(rrt, + r2s1 + s3).

(3.3)

(3.4)
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To perform this computation quickly, parallel evaluation of the products

ancl the sums ancl differenc.es may be c.arried out, using four independent

multipliers and two adder/subtractors. The parallelism may be further

enhanced if the values rttr2tel and s2 ãrê supplied from four independent

memories via four independent buses.

Other demands on the architecture are imposed by the difference in

value of the weight (ur in Equation 3.2) in successive butterflies, and by

the large inter-chip data bandwidths required in an amay implementation

of the FFT.

3.1.2 The Logical Architecture.

A logical architecture capable of performing the target tasks was proposed,

and is illustrated here in Figure 3.1. The architecture is separated into

processing and control sections. For clarity, the control section, envisaged

as a program store, decoder and program controller, is not shown in the

figure. Apart from control signals to drive the processing elements, and

status flags from the elements back to the control, the only connection

between control and processing sections is provided to down-load data from

the program store to the processing elements (such as the values of fixed

constants or weights).

As noted in the previous subsection, a complex SOP operation may be

implemented with a high degree of parallelism if four multipliers, four data

memories, four independent data buses and two adder/subtractors are used.

The manner in which the buses are connected to the processing elements
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Figure 3.1: TFB Logical Architecture.
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in Figure 3.1 facititates the parallel loading of all operands for a complex

SOP in one instruction cycle. Not explicitly shown in the figure are extra

switching capabitities required to achieve fully parallel SOP operations:

these are the ability to swap the contents of the two accumulators associated

with a particular adder/subtractor, and the ability to pass a word to the

input or output processot and then read it back onto another bus' Both

of these operations are necessary to achieve connectivity between separate

data memories and buses.

The processor is further enhanced by making the multipliers reconfig-

urable, under program control, as dividers. This widens the applicability

of the processor by allowing the efficient implementation of certain classes

of algorithms, including several important lattice filters.

The separate input and output processors are designed to facilitate ar-

ray operation, while enhancing the overall flexibility oÍ the chip. Both

support a set of I/O modes, both synchronous and asynchronous, and the

handshaking associaterl with these I/O modes is handled completely by

the separate processors, relieving the central control section of the chip of

teclious "housekeeping" tasks. The I/O modes include the capability of

splitting the ports into two half-word ports, with independent operation of

the two halves. Another option is for single byte or double byte commu-

nication, both in one processor clock cycle, with automatic word splitting

a¡d reassembling. Combining double byte cornmunication with the half-

port connection scheme allows a full word input from each of two devices,

and a full word output to each of two devices, all in one processor clock

cycle. This high inter-chip data bandwidth is essential to efficient array
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operation.

Another means of removing "housekeeping" tasks from the central pro-

cessor is employed in the data memories. Two independent pointers address

each memory, and each pointer may automatically increment in a number

of ways. This allows the programmer to set up regular data structures, and

the recursive execution of the program utilises the auto-increment capabil-

ity to select the current data.

Using the logical architecture suggested here, together with an "in-

struction set" specifying the operations required of the processing ele-

ments, multi-processor arrays were investigated, and various algorithms

were corìed. These studies resulted in the dimensioning of the data memo-

ries and the control program store RAM array.

In the typical multi-processor applications studied, the data bandwidths

are hìgh enough to allow the data flow to keep pace with the processing.

Thus the data memories need only be large enough to store the immediate

processing requirements and those constants which are to be re-used, and

32 words per data memoÌy was found to be an adequate size. The data

word size was chosen as 16 bits, allowing for easy interfacing with many

current devices, both digital and hybrid, and the two's complement repre-

sentation was selected to facilitate the arithmetic processing. A program

storage of 128 words was found to be sufficient for all algorithms coded,

including complex algorithms such as multi-stage adaptive lattice frlters.

(For example, a four stage gradient iype adaptive lattice filter required

only 64 words of program store.) The width of the program word could

not be determined at this stage, however, as it is highly dependent on the
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physical implementation of the logical architecture.

3.1.3 Tyansformation to the Physical Architecture.

The transformation of the proposed logical architecture into a physical

architecture was performed with the aims of maximising the circuit's regu-

larity, planarity, and hierarchical partitioning while minimising the intercell

routing and enhancing the performance, testability and yield as much as

possible [136].

A major obstacle to this mapping arose from the fact that the logical

architecture was not a planar graph: that is, there is no way to arrange

the various elements and their interconnections without incurring a cross-

over in the communication paths. The implication of this in the physical

architecture is that, if fulty parallel communications are used, one has to

arrange the cross-over of at least two 16-bit buses: a procedure wasteful

of much needed silicon area. Another point of concern was the large area

ancl power consumption needed to implement four fully parallel array mul-

tipliers. These problems can both be solved by combining the adoption of

parallel/serial multipliers (in which one operand is supplied in parallel and

the other is supplied serially), the use of parallel to serial conversion regis-

ters as re¡rote or delocalised input devices for the multipliers' serial inputs,

and the grouping of a multiplier, an adder/subtractorf accumulator, a data

memory ancl a delocalised multiplier input (DMI) on a single bus segment.

The TFB physical architecture based on this solution is illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.2, with the blocks labelled ALU representing a multiplier/divider and
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an adder/subtractor/accumulator sharing a common bus.

Key elements in this architecture are:

o the implementation of four separate identical processing structures,

o the ability to either carry out parallel local operations on the disjoint

bus segments or to connect several bus segments together to effect

global communications,

o the use of the serial paths supplying the multiplier inputs to minimise

the cross-over problem (i.e. maximise the planarity) while maintain-

ing the connectivity required for complex SOP operations, and

o the autonomous nature of the multipliers' operation.

This system of parallel arithmetic computation on-chip represents a

substantial departure from the norm for commercial signal processing chips.

Commercial processors utilise single very fast multipliers, which return a

full precision result in one processol instruction cycle. These occupy large

silicon areas and are only active for a small portion of the run time (20-25%

for typical signal processing algorithms). The latter fact means that the

multipliers' apparent speed is never realised in an algorithm'

The multipliers in TFB are relatively slow, producing a 32 bit result

from two 16 bit operands in eight clock cycles, with a further cycle being

required for latching the result. However, the multipliers, once started,

carry on autonomously until their result is produced. This frees the system

buses, the I/O and the control for other tasks while the multiplications

are being carried out. In most algorithms the multipliers can be running
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continuously because all other arithmetic and data transfer tasks can be

pipelined to occur during the multiplication time.

This pipelined parallel operation brings the effective time per chip for

a single multiply-accumulate operation down to 280rzs (at the projected

clock speed of SMHz). This compares favourably, for instance, with the

400ns required by the Texas Instruments' TMS320I0 to execute a multiply-

accumulate in straight line coding, particularly as extra time penalties are

paid by the TMS32010 to perform looping, data manipulation, I/O or fur-

ther calculations typically required between successive multiply-accumulate

operations in a recursive algorithm.

The clocking strategy is based on a three phase non-overlapping clock,

primarily to ease the communication problems associated with the highly

interconnected parallel processing elements. Phase one is reserved for pass-

ing information around the Ring Bus, and for evaluation of any conditional

expressions that may exist at that program step. Phases two and three are

primarily operation cYcles.

Having found a transformation to a physical architecture which con-

seryes or enhances all the desired features of the logical architecture, the

physical architecture was then specified more completely [35], to allow the

designers to work on subsections of the design within known functional,

performance and interfacing constraints. The next two sections discuss the

details of the TFB design. Due to the segmentation of the design into

control and data handling sections, these will be treated separately.
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9.2 The Data Handling Elements.

3.2.L The Ring Bus.

Central to this architecture is the Ring Bus which allows parallel communi-

cation between any and all of the processing, data storage and I/O elements

on chip. As shown in Figure 3.2, it consists of a 16 bit bus connecting the

Data Memories and Delocalised Multiplier Inputs to the I/O processors at

each end, multiplexed to a 32 bit bus embedded in the Arithmetic Logic

Units.

The bus may be switched into discrete segments by the Pass/Break

switch arrays and the L6132 bit T-switches shown in the frgure. The T-

switches incorporate a sign-extend/zero-fill capability, and have the follow-

ing possible states:

Break: isolates the 16 bit bus from the 32 bit bus, and does not force any

values onto any bus segments,

Pags Upper: bidirectionally connects ihe 16 bit bus to the upper byte of

the 32 bit bus, and places a 16 bit zero fill on the lower byte of the

32 bit bus, and

Pass Lower: bidirectionally connects the 16 bit bus to the lower byte of

the 32 bit bus, and places a 16 bit sign extend in the upper byte of

the 32 bit bus.

The state of each T-switch is controlled by pairs of instruction microcode

bits: Pass/Break and Upper/Lower. The Pass/Break switches are each
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directly controlled by single bits in the instruction microcode (one bit per

switch). The programmer directly selects which bus segments to connect

together to perform the required communication task for each instruction.

Whìle this adds to the programming overhead, it maintains a flexibility

which would be lost by using higher level path selection instructions.

3.2.2 The Data Memories and Pointers.

Each of the four Data Memories stores 32 words of 16 bits, and has two

pointers that independently select any address in memory. Every pointer

has an associated data buffer which is independently accessible from the

bus. Data is read from the bus into one of the buffers and then into memory,

or vice versa. A Data Memory can perform Read/Write operations with

automatic pointer updating, loading of the pointers' control circuits with

start addresses and preset increments, and null operations. The sixteen

possible operations, detailed in Table 3.1, are selected by a fully encoded

four bit instruction microcode field. There are four such fields, one for each

Data Memory.

All memory operations fit in with the global communication scheme, in

which data is read to the bus on phase one, and latched from the bus on

phase two. As the Read instruction is not available to the Data Memory

until the beginning of phase one, the memory uses a lookahead scheme to

ensure that valid data is held in the data buffers at that time, and during

phases two and three respectively the selected pointer and its data buffer

are updated. For a Write operation, the pointer update and data buffer
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Mnemonic Function

NULL

RPOIO

RPlIO

RPOIl

RPlIT

RPOIP

RPIIP

WPOIO

WPlIO

WPOIl

WPIII

WPOIP

WPIIP

LIPOC

LIPlC

LIPBC

Nothing

Read with pointer 0 and do not increment address

Read with pointer I and do not increment address

Read with pointer 0 and increment address by *1

Read with pointer I and increment address by *1

Read with pointer 0 and increment address by preset

Read with pointer I and increment address by preset

Write with pointer 0 and do not increment address

Write with pointer 1 and do not increment address

Write rvith pointer 0 and increment address by *1

Write with pointer I and increment address by *l
Write with pointer 0 and increment address by preset

Write with pointer I and increment address by preset

Loarì Immediate pointer 0 control word

Load Immediate pointer I control word

Loarì Immediate both pointer 0 and pointer I control words

Table 3.1: Data Memory Operations.
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write occur on phase two, with the memory word being written from the

data buffer on phase three.

The pointers and their associated data buffers are updated each time

they are selected for a Read or a Write. The pointer update is specified by

the instruction, and can be an increment of zero, one or a preset increment

in the range -16 io *15. Each pointer has independent control circuitry,

which can be loaded with a unique start address and preset increment,

using data placed on the bus by the instruction microcode. This pointer

control data consists of a five bit acldress field, an address field enable bit,

a five bit preset field, and a preset field enable bit, allorving any memory to

renew either or both of its start address and preset increment, or neither. If

the pointer's start aclclress is loaded, the associated data buffer is updated

to keep the lookahead scheme intact.

The basic memory cell used is a generalisation of the simple 6 transistor

static CMOS cell, incorporating a double word line. This allows the creation

of a "doubly decoded" array, in which both memory pointers decode in

parallel, using separate decoders, with only one being finally selected to

address memory. The data memory floorplan is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

The pointer control circuit, assembled from 5 bit-slices, consists of a

full adder, a current address register, a previous address register, a preset

increment register, and logic to allow the loading of those registers and

the selection of inputs to the adder. The adder has as inputs the previous

address register, and a choice of either zero, one (a least significant bit carry

in) or the preset increment register. The current address register may be

loaded with the adder result, or the current address may be loaded from
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the bus. The current address is passed to the address decoder

3.2.3 The Arithmetic and Logic lJnits.

The blocks in Figure 3.2 labelled ALU, the Arithmetic and Logic Units,

each comprise of a multiplier/divider and an adder/subtractor/shifter/

accumulator (ASSA). Both of these will be discussed in detail in the follow-

ing subsections. It should be noted here that not all possible combinations

of actions of the multiplier/divider components and ASSA components are

considered necessary or desirable, and hence only a restricted set of thirty

four "ALU instructions" is allowed. These are coded as five bit fields in the

instruction microcode, with a separate field for each ALU' Table 3.2 details

the instructions.

It can be seen from the table that some of the operations are "double

ALIJ" instructions, in that they require operations in two adjacent ALUs,

separated by a 32 bit Pass/Break switch' It is the programmer's responsi-

bility to set the Pass/Break and T-switches to appropriate conditions and

to select complementary instructions in the two ALUs to ensure the correct

operation of the "double ALU" instructions.

Not all of the thirty four mnemonics of Table 3.2 represent unique states

of the control lines. Some states have been duplicated because they are

required for different types of operation, e.g. BRDACC, ADDAC2 and

SUBAC2 all have the effect of placing the accumulator contents onto the

bus, but the associated operations in the adjacent hardware are different

in each case.
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Mnemonic Function

NULL
HRDACC
LRDACC
BRDACC
HWRACC
LWRACC
BWRACC
CLRACC
SHLACC
SHRACC

NEGACC
ADDAX
ADDAX2
ADDA2X
SUBAX
SUBAXz
SUBA2X
MOVAX
ADDACC
ADDAC2
SUBACC
SUBAC2

LOADX
MOVXA
GOX
LDDDGO
MVDDGO
LOADDV
NEGBUS
INCACC
LDGOX
MVGOX
TESMUL
TESDIV

o operation comme n the ALU in this clock cyc

Read higher 16 bibs of accumulator onbo bus

Read lower 16 bits of accumulator onto bus

Read all 32 bibs of accumulabor onto bus

Write higher 16 bibs of accumuìabor from bus

Wriie lower 16 bits of accumulator from bus

Write all 32 bits of accumulator from bus

Clear the accumulator
Left shift accumulator
Right shìÎt accumulator

Negate accumulator

Add multìplier producb to accumt¡lator

Arlrl multiplier ¡;rorlrrct from arliacent ALU to accumtrlator

,{dd mulbiplier product bo the adjacent ALU's accumulator

Subtract multiplier product from the accumulator

Srrbbract adjacent ALU's multiplier prorlucb from accrrmrrlator

Subtract multiplìer product from adjacent ALU's accumulator

Move multiplier product to accumulator

Add adjacent accumulator into accumulator

Add accumulator into adjacent accumulator

Subtract adjacent accumulator from accumulator, result in accumulator

subtract accumulator from adjacent accumulator, result in adjacent ac-

cumulator
Load multiplier parallel input regisber with upper byte of ALU bus

Load multiplier parallel input register with upper byte of accumulator

Multiplier go

N{ove 32-bit dividend in from bus, start division.

Move 32-bit dividend in from accumulator, start division.

Move divisor from bus into divider
Negate the value on the bus and store ìn the accumulator

Increment the accumulator value by t1
Loa,d multiplicand from bus, start mulbiplication

Load multiplicand from accumulator, start multiplication

Test version of LDGOX, with single internal addition

Test version of MVDDGO, with single internal addition

Table 3.2: ALU Instruction Set
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The instruction set does not allow direct communication between the

external 16 bit bus and the multiplier/divider's Product Register' This

restriction is usecl to avoid situations where bus contention would occur

due to the zero filt/sign extend operation of the T-switches.

9.2.4 The Multiplier/Dividers.

As discussed earlier, the implementation of fully parallel multipliers was not

possible. On the other hand, the rnajor bottleneck for the signal processing

algorithms under consideration is in the multiplication step, so efforts have

been made to minimise the run time. To this end, the multipliers for TFB

implement a Modified Booth's Algorithm [f f0], a serial/parallel algorithm

which produces a 32 bit product from two 16 bit multiplicands in eight

clock c.ycles (with an extra c.ycle being requirecl in this implementation for

latching the result).

The Modified Booth's Algorithm requires the presentation of one mul-

tiplicand in parallel, and two new bits of the serial multiplicand every clock

cycle, those bits being the least significant pair of bits not yet input. The

parallel input is incorporated in the main body of the multiplier, and con-

nects to the upper byte of the 32 bit bus.

The Delocalised Multiplier Input (DMI) is used to accept a multiplicand

in parallel, and during the multiply run time it operates on this multiplicand

to convert it into bit pairs as required by the algorithm. The connection

between the DMI and the main body of the multiplier is restricted to two

control lines to the DMI and the serial bit pair from the DMI.
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The multiplìcands are loaded under program control from the bus. Once

the multiplier is started by the program, the multiplier's own control circuit

provides all the control signals required internally to complete the multi-

plication. Upon completion the multiplication result is placed in the 32 bit

Product Register, from whence it can subsequently read onto the bus, and

a flag is set in the Processor Status Register.

A non-restoring version of the division algorithm was implemented [63],

primarily because of the ease of reconfiguring the multiplier hardware to

perform the division. This division algorithm requires .l[ * I clock cycles

to generate an N bit result (r.e. in this case a 16 bit result is produced

after 17 clock c),cles). The divider utilises the Product Register to hold the

82 bit clividend, while the 16 bit divisor is loaded at the parallel input. The

result is placed in the Product Register after 18 clock cycles: the extra cycle

arises from the latching arrangement at the output. Whereas the multiplier

cannot overflow, it is possible for the divider to do so if the 32 bit dividend

is too large in comparison to the divisor. In this case the Product Register

is written with a sign-correct hard-limited result, while a flag is generated

and passed to an external error-flagging facility.

The individual control lines to the multiplier/divider to read the Prod-

uct Register., wr.ite the Product Register and the parallel input, select mul-

tiplication or division and start the process, come from the ALU decoder'

The DMI parallel load from bus signal comes directly from instruction mi-

crocode.

With reference to the multiplier/divider floorplan in Figure 3.4, the

heart of the multiplier is the f 8 bit adder, composed of six cascaded 3 bit
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carry lookahead adder units (labelled "bit3add" in the figure). The Prod-

uct Register is composed of 34 single bit register cells ("register"), each

having an associated hard-limiting cell ("hlc" or "hlcl"). The Parallel In-

put from the bus is latched into a buffer (composed of "registerl" cells),

and then shifted into an internal register ("register" cells) at the start of

operation. The cells "selectors" perform shifting and negation operations

on the parallel input, the function being controlled in accordance with the

respective algorithms by the values of the bit pair passed from the DMI

for multiplication, and by the output of the cell "xbor" for division. In

both cases, the shifted result is held at the adder input in another group of

"register" cells. The "selreg" cells act as a partial product register, holding

interim results from and passing inputs to the adder, and also as a shift

register, for both multiplication and division. Division overflow is detected

in the "overflow" cell. The whole system is controlled by the control circuit

cell "ctrc", whose main components are some random logic to generate the

required control signals, and a shift register used to limit the number of

iterations carried out by the system.

9.2.5 The Adder/Subtractor/Shifter f Accumulators.

The Adder/Subtractor/Shifter/Accumulator (ASSA) subsystems each con-

sist of a 32 bit adder, logic stages on the two adder inputs and an accumu-

lator register with single bit shift teft/shift right capability. Programmable

operations include addition, subtraction, accumulation, negation, incre-

mentation, and left or right shifts, and are detailed in Table 3.2.
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The adder, as illustrated in Figure 3.5, comprises eight cascaded 4 bit

carry look ahead adder stages. The inputs to the adder may come, via the

buffer logic, from the bus, the accumulator register, or both, depending on

the instruction selected, but in all cases the result is placed in the accumula-

tor. The input buffer logic stages supply to the adder the number presented

at the input to the buffer, or the One's Complement of that number' oI

zero, whichever is selected by the control circuitry. The One's Complement

input is used in conjunction with a least significant bit carry-in to effect

a negation or a subtraction. Overflow o{ the adder is possible, and as in

the multiplier/divider it is treated by producing a hard-limited sign-correct

result and sending a flag to the external error handling facility.

The accumulator register is a 32 bit register with single bit shift left

and shift right capabitity. It reads to and is written from the 32 bit bus as

two 16 bit bytes, either simultaneously or separately. This allows double

precision words to be passed into and out of the ALU if required, or the T-

switch zero fill/sign extend may be used expand a 16 bit word from outside

the ALU to a 32 bit representation in the accumulator. It also reads to and

is written from the adder, with the adder input going via one of the input

buffer stages.

3.2.6 The Input and Output Processors.

These processols perform data input and output operations under pro-

gram control, relieving the central control section of the handshaking and

sequencing tasks. They are complementary in operation and similar in
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Mode Synch/Asynch Width(bits) 8 Bit Registers Used

0
1

2

3

4

5

6
I

A
A
A
A
A
S

S

S

l6
8

8

8

8

16

8x2
8

0H and lL
OH

0H then 0L
rH
lH then lL
0H and lL
0H and lH then 0L and lL
0H then 0L

Table 3.3: Input and Output Modes.

structure, as illustratecl in Figure 3.6. Each proc.essor has four 8 bit regis-

ters (0H,0L,lH,lL) grouped in pairs, each pair being connected via switch

arrays to one 8 bit port. Data is written to, or read from these registers

under the control of the program, but the actual communication with the

external devices is handled by the processors. The program initiates input

requests to external devices (via the input processor), but the output of

data from the TFB chip is initiated by an output request from an exter-

nal device. The processors only camy out data transfers if valid data is

available when the transfer request is made'

There are eight modes of operation, summarised in Table 3.3, and they

are selected by a control word loaded from the Ring Bus into a mode control

register. The modes, three synchronous and five asynchronous, dictate the

form of the data transfer and the connectivity of the registers to the ports.

Four of the modes specify that the contents of the register pairs are to

be sent through the same port in succession, which effectively transfers a

f6 bit word as two bytes through an 8 bit port (or two words through two

ports).
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Asynchronous operation is primarily intended for communication with

foreign devices. Upon receipt of the input request signal the foreign device

sets up the requested data at the input port, and generates a strobe pulse

used by the input processor to latch that data into the TFB registers (two

data bytes and two strobe pulses in succession are used in some transfer

modes).

In synchronous modes of operation, the input processor sends the input

request high on phase one of the clock, and data is transferred in on phase

two and possibly on phase three (if the latter is required by the transfer

mode). The clouble byte, clual port synchronous mocle (mocle 6 in the table)

allows the transfer of two 16 bit words of input and two f6 bit words of

output in one clock cycle.

9.2.7 The sl,oad Immediatet Bus Register.

The Load Immediate bus register is a 16 bit register sharing a 16 bit bus

segment with the output processor. Its function is to move the "Load

Immediate" data word from the Instruction Register onto the Ring Bus,

providing a means of down-loading numeric constants and control words

from the program store to the data-handling elements.

3.3 Control.

The TFB control has been specified primarily from the point of view of op-

timising the normal Program Execution mode for the previously described

architecture of data handling elements. Any matters not clirectly related
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to the Program Execution have generally been regarded as of subsidiary

importance, with the notable exceptions of yield and testability considera-

tions.

3.3.1 General Timing StrategY.

As mentioned previously, the TFB chip uses a three phase non-overlapping

clock. The main reason for this choice was the initial uncertainty regard-

ing the delays in transferring information around the Ring Bus, from one

processing elements to another. As most of the data processing operations

require two phase clocks, it was decided to add a third phase purely for

global communications. All timing decisions were then referenced to this.

Phase one is nominated as the communications phase, during which de-

vices write to the Ring Bus, and a sufficient time is allowed for the bus

segments to stabilise at their driven value. During phase two and three,

data is latched from the bus and processed'

Using the three phase clocking scheme as a basis, the major timing steps

were laid down as follows. To commence the instruction execution on phase

one (i.¿. the output of data to the bus), the data handling elements must

latch their control lines no later than the beginning of that phase, and thus

the instruction microcode must be decoded by the end of phase three. AI-

lowing one phase for the combinational microcode decoding, the instruction

must be fetched from memory by the end of phase two. Enabling the word-

line to address the program memory at the beginning of phase two requires

the decoding of the program pointer and memory bit-line precharges during
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phase one. The pointer increment or load must then take place on phase

three. Working forward from the instruction execution, if the execution is

completed during phase three, then any completion or condition flags are

set by the end of phase three, and so may be evaluated on the following

phase one.

In typical programs, some instructions are conditional: that is, they are

only executed if a particular condition is satisfied. In TFB this is achieved

as follows. The instruction microcode rvord has certain bits set which dic-

tate the particular condition to be assessed. On decoding during phase

three, the condition bits are used to initialise the condition comparison cir-

cuitry. At the same time, the previous instruction is completing execution

and setting flags in a Processor Status Regìster. During phase one, the

conditional instruction begins execution, but the only actions taken during

phase one a e those which can be discarded without corrective action: this

means in effect that no data is latched during phase one. Simultaneously,

the condition is assessed by the comparison circuitry which sets a global

NOP (No OPeration) line if the condition is not satisfied, and clears the

NOP line if ii is. All elements whose operation is conditional on the result

of the instruction condition may then assess the NOP line on phase two

and complete execution or otherwise. There are some minor variations on

the timing given here for certain elements, notably the program pointer

load and the output processor, but the main criterion of discardability of

the executed portion of the instruction remains in force universally.

This scheme allowed the effective elimination of the instruction pipeline.

A major problem with executing programs in which non-sequential instruc-
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tions ("jumps") are allowed under certain conditions, is avoiding the time

loss in fetching the out-of-sequence instruction. In TFB, two program

pointers are used, in conjunction with two parallel decoders. One of the

pointers is associated with an automatic incrementation circuit, and is used

to fetch the sequential instructions during normal program flow. The other

pointer is loaded with the j,,-p address every time a jump instruction is

fetched, whether or not that instruction is executed. When a jump is exe-

cuted, the jump pointer has been loaded with the address on the previous

phase three, and decoding of the address occurs on phase one in parallel

with the decoding of the next sequential address. On phase two, the jump

address decoder is used to select the wordline, fetching the out-of-sequence

instruction. The jump address is then written to the incrementing pointer,

which increments it to produce the next sequential instruction address. If

the jump instruction is conditional, the condition is evaluated on phase one,

and thus the jump may execute correctly in phase two if the condition is

satisfied. If the condition is not satisfied, the jump fails to execute, because

the incrementing pointer is used in phase trvo to select the next fetched

instruction, resulting in a continuation of sequential instruction execution.

3.3.2 Control Ilierarchy.

The normal operational mode of TFB is the execution of a stored program.

This requires the implenentation of a Control Store, in which the program

is stored, and an Execution Controller to sequence the fetching of instruc-

tions from the Control Store. These are illustrated in block diagram form
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in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.7 respectively. Below this level in the hierarchy

are the decoders which derive the control lines for the various subsystems

from the microcoded instruction word.

Although the normal program execution continues without reference to

outsicle control signals (apart from the clocks), it was considered important

to include a Single Step mode of operation to assist the debugging of ap-

plications software. This is implemented using the Execution Controller,

but under the control of an external Single Step strobe rather than free-

running. The switch between Single Step and Execute modes is controlled

from external pins, and does not require the clocks to be stopped or gated.

Rather, the Bxecution Controller utilises the NOP line to halt activity in

the processor when the single step is complete.

The ability to halt processor activity in the Single Step mode allows

this mocle to be used for other purposes. The loading of the program into

the Control Store is accomplished by shifting the instruction word in along

a serial shift register chain into a Write Register, and then initiating a ded-

icated control circuit which generates the control signals to write the Write

Register into the Control Store. Another use of the Single Step mode is lor

testing of the processor elements, both in their functional configurations

and as distinct partitions of the elements.

To summarise, external control selects one of Single Step or Program

Execute modes. If the latter is selected, the Execution Controller sequences

the fetching and execution of the stored program, without further external

action required. If the former is selected, then further external control is

required to either cause the stored program to single step execute, or to load
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Instruction
Type

Bit Numbers
I 2-4 5-10 I 1-18 19-34 35-38

OP

LI

OP Condition
Control

6x I bit
Pass/
Break

4x2bit
T-Switch
Control

4x4bit
Data-Mem

Control

4xlbit
DMI

LatchLI
Data Handling

Instruction
Type

Bit Numbers
39-58 59-61 62-63

OP

LI

4x5bit
ALU Control

Input
Control

Output
Control

16 bit LI Data f 4 spare 5 bit Ll Destination
Data Handling

Table 3.4: Instruction Microcode

the program, or to use the test facilities. Various combinational decoders

translate the instruction microcode into control lìne values in both modes.

3.3.3 The Execution Controller and Microcoding.

In both the Single Step and the Program Execution rnodes, the Execution

Controller (Figure 3.7) accesses and executes a program of stored instruc-

tions. Part of each stored instruction dictates the flow of program execu-

tion, and the rest of the instruction dictates the actions required of the

data handling elements. The instruction microcode template is illustrated

in Table 3.4

The Execution Controller interprets the instructions' program control

field, examines the appropriate flag information and generates signals to

extract further stored instructions from the Control Store.

Bach instruction may be one of two types: an OPeration (OP) instruc-
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tion irr which the data handling elements manipulate or process data, or

a Load Immediate (LI) instruction, in which a 16 bit fi.elcl from the in-

struction microcode is loaded into one or more of a set of registers, either

directly or via the Ring Bus. The instruction type is defined by the state

of the single OP ILI bit in the mimocode'

The execution of either instruction type can be made conditional upon

the satisfaction of one of seven different types of expression, as well as

having an unconditional form. The conditional expression is selected by the

state of the 3 bit Condition Control field, and may be one of the following:

NULL unconditional execution,

TEST test the Processor Status Register (PSR) against the Conclitional

Mask (CM), discard the instruction on failure, execute the instruction

on success,

WAITA wait until multiplier/divider A completes its most recently initi-

ated process and returns a "COMPLETE" flag before executing,

U/AITB sanìe as WAITA, applied to rnultiplier/divider B,

WAITC same as WAITA, applied to multiplier/divider C,

WAITD same as WAITA, applied to multiplier/divider D,

WAITI wait until the most recently initiated input completes and returns

a "COMPLETE" flag before executing, and

WAITO wait until the most recently initiated output completes and re-

turns a "COMPLETE" flag before executing.
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The TEST expression is used to test one of the 16 arithmetic flags stored

in the Processor Status Register. This is implemented by comparing the

PSR against the Command Mask, a regìster which has been pre-loaded with

a bit pattern to select the flag of interest. The arithmetic flags comprise

of 4 "NOT ZERO" flags, one for each of four Loop Counters, 8 "ZERO"

flags, one from each of the accuurulatols and rnultipìier'/dividers' Product

Registers, and 4 "NOT POSITIVE" flags from the accumulators. Each

Loop Counter is simply an 8 bit decrementing counter which is initialised

by an LI command, and which decrements each time it is tested for zero and

is found to be non-zero. The primary object of providing Loop Counters is

to allow nested iterative loops to be programmed and executed easily. The

remaincler of the flags are provided to allow data-dependent operations

to be programmed easily: these would typically be scaling operations or

portions of adaptive algorithms.

The WAIT conditional instructions are included to allow the minimi-

sation of stored instruction words, by eliminating NOP (NO Operation)

instructions while waiting for the multiplier/diviclers to finish their fixed

period operations, and to ensure the safe completion of asynchronous data

transfers to and from external devices. The PSR holds the six "COM-

PLETE" flags, as well as the 16 arithmetic flags. The conditional con-

trol field is decoded and a mask is generated to compare with the "COM-

PLETE" flags if a wAIT expression exists. If the selected "COMPLETE"

flag is not set, the Bxecution controller sets the NOP line high and halts

Control Store fetches until the flag is set. When this occurs, the condi-

tional evaluation on the next phase one will return a true result, and the
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conditional instruction will complete execution on the subsequent phases.

An LI instruction places a 16 bit word from the instruction microcode

onto the Ring Bus, from lvhence it may be latched into most data regis-

ters. The same word may also be latched by various control registers within

the Bxecution Controller (the Loop Counters, the Command Mask and the

Jump Pointer). Use of the Ring Bus requires control over the Pass/Break

and T-switches, so the microc.ocle fielcls for their c.ontrol are interpretecl

identically for both LI and OP instructions. As the programmer may wish

to load a constant from the Control Store to either the Delocalised Multi-

plier Inputs or to any of the Data Memories or their Pointer control circuits,

their microcode fields are also interpreted identically in both cases.

Under an OP instruction, each ALU may execute one of thirty opera-

tions, and so the microcode for each consists of a fully encoded 5 bit field.

However, under an LI instruction, each ALU is restricted to one of three

possible accumulator latch operations, and so to minimise microcode space

the four 5 bit fields interpretecl as ALIJ control under OP instructions are

used for the 16 bit LI data word (plus 4 spare bits) in an LI instruction.

The input and output processors require 3 bit and 2 bit fields respec-

tively for an OP instruction, but under an LI instructions these control

lines are not required. The Execution Controller registers, the accumula-

tors, and the control registers of the Input and Output Processors may all

be loa{ed with the LI data word, but no explicit method exists for selecting

these registers. Instead, each of these registers may be addressed by the LI

Destination, a 5 bit encoded address which is passed in an LI instruction

by those fields used for the I/O control in an OP instruction.
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The Execution Controller is implemented as a random logic circuit to

generate all the sequencing controls, with another random logic circuit to

generate the single step controls, a test circuit to compare the PSR with the

CM and the decoded WAIT bits, a decoder for the LI Destination, and all

of the associated registers: the Instruction Register, the Processor Status

Register, the Conditional Mask, the Loop Counters, and the Incrementing

Pointer and the Jump Pointer.

Bach encoded ALU field is decoded by one of four identical combina-

tional decoder. These are not considered part of the Execution Controller,

and are located adjacent to the element they control. Similarly, there are

four identical Data Memory field combinational decoders, one adjacent to

and serving each of the Data Memories.

3.3.4 The Control Store.

The Control Store (Figure 3.S) is required to store up to 128 instructions,

each of 63 bits. As discussed in Section 3.3.l, there are two separate pointers

and address decoders capable of addressing the Control Store, one for se-

quential instruction fetches and one for out-of-sequence instruction fetches.

The memory is written from a Write Register, which is a parallel output

shift register, allowing instructions to be shifted in from the pins under ex-

ternal control. During program loading the processor must be in the Single

Step mode, with all processing halted. The sequencing of control signals for

the Write operation is handled by a dedicated controller, which is initiated

by shifting in a control word and toggling an external pin. Read opera-
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tions are sequenced by the Execution Controller. The instruction fetched

by a Read is latched into the Instruction Register, where it is held until

overwritten by the next instruction. The outputs of the Instruction Regis-

ter are passed to the Execution Controllers and the various combinational

decoders.

Investigations into circuit yield and redundancy by Paul Franzon [46]

indicated that a substantial improvement in circuit yield could be achieved

if spare columns and rows were included in the Control Store and were used

to replace defective rows and columns. It was sholvn that by providing one

spare column and four spare rows, the overall chip yield could be improved

by a factor of up to two. Increasing the number of spare rows beyond four

gave little additional returns, and the complexity of the switching network

for more than one spare column was considered prohibitive.

The spare column is implemented by simply adding a 64th column to

the RAM array, and including a switching array between the memory out-

put and the Instruction Register. The switching array consists of 64 two-

position switches, each controlled by the value held in an associated latch.

Each switch has as its output the corresponding bit position of the Instruc-

tion Register, and as inputs two adjacent column outputs. For instance,

columns I and 2 are inputs to the first switch, the output of which is bit 1

of the IR. Similarly, columns 2 and 3 are multiplexed to bit 2 of the IR, and

so on up to column 64. Note that this requires only 63 multiplexors and IR

positions. However, to ease the problem of accessing all the Control Store

storage cells to assess how to organise the sparing, a 64th multiplexor and

IR bit position is implemented. The multiplexor is connected to column 64
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at one input, but disconnected at the other. The 64th bit of the IR does

not connect to any control line. To enable testing, the IR is designed to

allow shift-register operation, and words are shifted into the Write regis-

ter, written to memory, read out into the Instruction Register and shifted

off chip for assessment. When a decision as to which column to discard

has been made, a 64 bit string is shiîted into the multiplexor latch chain,

resetting the multiplexors so that bit positions I to 63 of the IR are each

connected uniquely to a column.

The row sparing is implemented differently. The main RAM array com-

prises of 128 words, each addressed by a single word line, which can be

driven by either of the two pointer address decoders. In addition, there are

four extra rows of 64 cells, each addressed by one word line, and each of

those word lines is uniquely addressed by a Bad Address Register (BAR). If

a word in the main array is to be replaced by a spare, its address is written

to one of the BARs, which is then enabled. While the pointer decoders are

decoding their addresses, the enabled BARs compare their addresses with

those in the pointers. If a pointer adclress is identical to one helcl in a BAR,,

then the BAR control circuit will set a control line which disables all word

lines from that pointer for that cycle, and it will select its own wordline

instead, thus effectively performing a sparing operation. The BARs are

enabled by serially shifting in the required address plus an enable bit using

a shift-register chain.

The features of the Control Store have been discussed briefly here.

Those aspects of the design which are related to the testability of the Con-

trol Store will be reviewed in more detail in the next chapter.
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3.4 Layout and Process Considerations.

As well as the considerations mentioned in the Design Overview, other

factors came to light during the course of the design. It was realised that

the overall size of the chip would be rather large, and thus not only must the

layouts be space-efficient, but it would probably be necessary to employ a

fine feature size process. The projected technology for final implementation

is a two-level metal, twin-tub process with a 1.5 micron feature size.

The concept of the ring-connected data handling elements under the

control of a single program execution unit fits well with the proposed layout

o{ a central control block surrounded by the four identical data processing

quadrants. However, the sheer size of the Control Store and the way it

connects to the Execution Controller makes the routing of those lines which

connect to the ALI-I and Data Memory decoders difficult if only a single

metal layer is used. Furthermore, the ALU requires a 32 bit bus connected

to its various registers, and the routing of this, the critical carry chains and

the porver and clock lines becomes difficult in single layer metal. Hence it

was decided that TFB must be implemented in a process with two metal

layers. This allows the global clock distribution to be carried in metal,

reducing skewing problems. The 32 bit ALU bus can be run explicitly over

the ALU without affecting the power and clock local connections, while the

lines from the IR to the combinational decoders can be routed over the

memory in second layer metal.

The circuit requires some 52 external pins for control, power and ground,

clocks and data transfer during its normal function. It was decided to
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attempt to limit the total number of pins to 64, to allow the chip to be

packaged in a standard 64 pin DIP rather than use an expensive alternative

such as a pin-grid array. This has been achieved with little adverse affect

on the testability, most of the remaining pins being used to implement this

effectively.

3,5 Conclusions.

In this chapter, an overview of the specification and design of the TFB

processor have been given. For the sake of clarity and brevity much of the

fine detail of the design has been omitted. However, it should be clear that

the processor is a relatively complex device. The next major consideration

is the verification of both the design and the implementation. While the

design environment is unproven, the design team remain confrdent that

simulation carried out on the designs will minimise, if not totally eliminate,

the design errors. The brunt of the task is therefore to ensure that the end

procluct, the silicon chip, can be tested without undue delay or expense,

and as a result of that test can be saicl to be, with a high probability, in

perfect functional order. This is addressed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Testing TFB.

In this chapter the methods and techniques discussed in Chapter 2 are

examined with regards to their applicability to the task of testing the TFB

chip described in Chapter 3. Each of the major partitions' test procedures

is discussed in detail, after which the circuit modifications and additions

for enhanced testability are considered. In conclusion a brief review of the

complete chip test procedure is given. The full specification of the complete

chip test is documented in Appendix A.

4.L Test Constraints and Aims.

The task of test generation for this chip has been constrained by a number

of factors. One of the obvious considerations is the design environment

within which the chip is represented, and the availability or otherwise of

certain types of tools within that environment.
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Layout for the chip has been carried out using the vIVIDt design en-

vironment [108]. VIVID consists of a number of programs which interface

with a master technology file. The designer is removecl from many of the

process-depenclent implementation details. In particular the layout task

consists of placing circuit symbols on a virtual grid in which process spac-

ing requirements are not considered. A CIF representation is obtained

from this symbolic description through a hierarchical compaction process,

in which the master technology file is invoked to define requisite spacings.

As a direct consequence of the design process, no gate level description

of the circuit, a pre-requisite for most automatic test pattern generation

(ATPG) systems, is available. Furthermore, the design environment has

neither the software tools nor access to sufficient computing resources to

do ATPG for a chip of the size of TFB. Thus the specification of the chip

test has been achieved entirely by manual test pattern generation, with

the concepts of partitioning and "Design for Testability" being employed

to reduce the complexity of the problem to manageable levels.

Another constraint is the lack of complex dedicated test hardware. This

has meant that test procedures must generally be limited to synchronous

functional tests, although certain asynchronous processes exist on the TFB

chip. The most notable of these, the input and output handshaking pro-

cesses, will have to be tested functionally over a representative range of

allowable timing conditions, rather than measuring delays and propagation

times to verify the modules.

lvtvtp is a trademark of the Microelectronics center of North carolina.
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The latter constraint is partly circumvented by the enforcement of a

tenet of "Design for Testability": that is , to minimise the number of asyn-

chronous operations and to make those operations observable. To this end

clynamic CMOS logic was exclucled from the clesign wherever possible, and

static or pseudo-static latches were used for data storage, rather than edge-

triggered devices or dynamic charge storage.

The use of synchronous functional tests on the chip is facilitated by the

inclusion of the Single-Step Execution mode. In this mode, in the absence

of an external Single Step Strobe signal the Execution Controller (Fig-

ure 3.7) and all data handling elements are held in an inactive state by the

global NOP line. (The exceptions are any incomplete asynchronous Pro-

cesses, suc.h as I/O hanclshaking or multiplication). This capability allows

instructions to be fetched from the Control Store (Figure 3.8), decocled and

executed one by one, and the effects of each individual instruction to be

examined separately, as far as the observability of the process allows, with-

out resorting to manipulation of the system clocks. One significant aspect

of this mode is that, while the system is inactive, register or latch contents

may be altered without causing unpredictable changes in the circuit state.

In particular, scan paths and scan/set circuits may be operated, ancl the

program instructions may be loaded into the Control Store.

The chip has been designed completely from scratch, with no pre-

existing cell or module designs being utilised. Although the design en-

vironment includes architectural, logical and circuit simulators, these are

unproven tools in that to this date no comprehensive comparisons have

been made between the simulator results and real results from fabricated
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circuits. Thus the intention is to fabricate various modules extracted from

the circuii as separate chips, in order to ensure the functionality of the

module designs prior to fabrication of the complete TFB chip. The success

of the Multi Project Chip (MPC) concept, as typified by the AUSMPC

series [94], encourages this form of design-and-test strategy. Other VLSI

design teams have utilised this strategy, an example being the design and

verification of the CSIRO speech processor chip [31]. Although the MPC

constraints on process type availability, die size and pin-count may force

the modules to be fabricated in a reduced configuration in some cases, the

validity of the test can be maintained by reducing the number of identical

parallel bit-slices in a module. The expected module configurations for this

process are outlined in Appendix B.

The commitment to this strategy of verifying the module designs prior

to the assembly of the complete chip essentially reduces the chip test to a

production test, rather than a prototyping test, the inference being that the

test result required is a sirnple go/nogo indication. However, there are cer-

tain other considerations which rnodify this conclusion. First, the Control

Store RAM has been designed to have reconfigurable redundancies, to al-

low the replacement of defective memory elements. This "sparing" requires

precise knowledge of the fault status of all memory elements, rather than

a simple go/nogo indication. Furthermore this project is purely a research

undertaking, and thus is somewhat financially constrained, so even if the

chip under test is determined to have only some portions working correctly,

it may still be of considerable use. Thus the aim of the chip test must be

not only to determine whether faults exist, but also to determine which
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portions of the chip can still function correctly in the presence of those

faults. This has particular implications for the test structures designed

into the chip, which will be discussed in later sections.

4.2 Fault Models.

The choice of fault models is influenced by a number of factors. First and

foremost, as resources are not available to carry out ATPG and all test gen-

eration is therefore done manually, the fault models must be simple enough

to use in this fashion. This precludes global transistor level modelling of

faults, since the complexity becomes too great to manage manually, and

in general it precludes gate level modelling unless certain conditions hold.

The other criteria involve the actual design and layout of the particular

circuit.

A general sequential circuit can be considered to be made up of single bit

latches, with wiring paths and combinational circuits interposed between

the latches. Such a circuit may be said to be fault-free if the latches may

be shown to be fault-free, and, in separate tests where required, the combi-

national circuits and the wiring is shown to be fault-free. This assumption

of the separability of the tests lies at the heart of test methodologies such

as the scan path.

In choosing fault models for general sequential circuitry, the various cir-

cuit elements may be modelled differently, if that is of any advantage. The

advantage only accrues if there exists within the circuit sufficient struc-

ture to allow this detailed consideration to be done in an efhcient manner.
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Specifically, if a circuit consists of numerous instances of a single cell in par-

allel, then the time spent analysing one in detail can be amortised against

the other identical cells. This has been done in generating the test patterns

for most of the circuitry in this chip test. The highly structured desìgn

style has made possible the manual generation of patterns for specific leaf

cells of the layouts.

The latches and registers throughout the chip generally exist as bitslices

grouped together physically in larger structures. As these groups are similar

in all major respects they are all treated similarly with regard to fault

modelling. The latches and registers are almost universally of the CMOS

master-slave type, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, and in modelling this cell it

was considered that each such register or latch cell could take the individual

fault states of Stuck-At-1 (SAl) or Stuck-At-O (SA0)'

However, because of the physical proximity of adjacent cells in a multi-

ple bit register, it was also considered that adjacent cells may, via shorting

or charge leakage mechanisms, influence the values in their neighbours.

Because the cells are of a pseudo-static design and are therefore relatively

insensitìve to stray charge fluctuations, it was considered that they are un-

likely to be subject to faults of a solely dynamic nature, occurring only on

transitions, but they may be subject to static adjacent cell pattern interfer-

ence (API), where the fault may only manifest itself when a specific value

is held in the adjacent cell, and another specific value is required in the cell

under consideration. This can be tested for by subjecting the cell pair to

the four binary patterns (a,b) - (t,t), (1,0), (0,1) and (0,0).

If these binary pairs are applied in parallel to all the bit slices of a large
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register, then the applied patterns may be represented by the hexadecimal

notation < F >, < A >, < 5 > and < 0 >, respectively. Patterns of this

form will be referred to throughout this work as an API test set. Note that

in some cases the applied data at a point removed from the cell under test

may not be of this form: account must be taken of the interposed logic cells

on the data path under consideration, as well as the physical layout of the

cells. For instance, the Data Memory buffers are arranged so that adjacent

cells belong to different buffers, and thus merely writing < AAAA > to

the cells of one buffer does not necessarily test the cells for API faults. In

general, however, most of the registers are of a simple form, such that the

API test set will be of the form shown above.

The memory cells form a special restricted sub-class of register cells,

anfl as such have a restricted fault set. This arises specifically from the

memory array layout, and it will be discusserì more fully in the section on

Control Store testing.

The combinational logic cells are assumed to have allowed fault states of

SAI and SA0. The "Stuck-Open" sequential fault is not considered for two

reasons. First, there is no generally applicable test set that guarantees the

detection of Stuck-Open faults. Secondly, the prevailing industry practise

is to use only Single Stuck-At (SSA) fault models, and the experience with

this indicates that Stuck-Open faults do not escape a "good" SSA test in

any great numbers: whether a test is good or not is a priori, but there is

some correlation with tests that do more than just apply a bare minimum

of patterns. The test here is in that latter category, due to the efforts made

to maintain a high level of fault location.
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Rather than attempt to model the combinational cells at a gate level,

they are usually treated by applying pseudo-exhaustive test sets. This relies

on knowing which outputs relate to which inputs, but fault models are not

explicitly considered, it sufficing to note that the postulated faults cannot

change the structure of the circuit.

In many cases the combinational logic is tested pseudo-exhaustively

simply as a result of applying API sets to the registers on the outputs of

the circuits) so separate tests specifically for the combinational circuits are

not required. In some cases, such as the single bit adder cells, a test set is

specifically applied to ensure that the adder is pseudo-exh¿ustively tested.

In specifying the tests, the structure of the combinational logic is taken

closely into account. For instance, the global NOP line is combined with

the ALU and DM Decoders' outputs after the output latches, so there is

no need to test the effect of the NOP for every state of every output line,

but simply to ensure that the NOP line will affect that line correctly, given

the output latch is at one or other value.

The wiring fault set is assumed to consist of SAO, SA1, bridging and

opens. The API test set is usually applied to parallel data paths, and this

will detect the first three fault types without a doubt. Opens in the wiring

are generally detectable by cycling the wire through the voltage range,

although in the Ringbus test the extra precaution of reverse-charging the

bus is taken to aid in break detection.
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4.9 Test Strategy Overview.

One of the immediately obvious features of the TFB chip is its modularity:

each of the data handling elements interact only via the Ring=Bus. Fur-

thermore, as the control sections are to a large extent modular and the

control of the chip is hierarchical, the control sections may in many cases

be regarded as independent of each other.

This natural partitioning of the circuit into modules with limited in-

teraction is a major step in reducing the complexity of the testing task.

The partitioning has been further aided by the introduction of design con-

straints requiring that signals from the control to the data handling modules

be passed as logic levels wherever possible, rather than as timed signals,

with the modules' internal control circuits imposing the timing.

Another aspect of the partitioning is that the clata handling elements

often consist of muttiple copies of identical bit-slice cells handling parallel

data streams under the control of a single circuit. The multiple bit-slices

often have little interaction between themselves, thus simplifying the test

procedures. This can be of considerable use at the module or partition

testing stage.

With regards to the various natural partitions, some of these are inher-

ently easily testable, while others present difficulties arising from their size,

complexity and lack of accessibility. The remainder of this section seeks

to differentiate between those partitions which are hard to test and those

which are easy, and to point out specific reasons for this differentiation in

each case.
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Consider the combinational decoders which translate the instruction

microcode into control lines required by the ALUs and Data Memories

(Figure 3.7). These accept microcode directly from the Instruction Reg'

ister, and thus, provided the facility to load and execute a program can

be verified, controlling the inputs to the decoders is easy. The outputs of

the decoders, latches holding logic levels at the inputs to the data handling

modules, are not directly observable from any external ports of the system.

However, the structure of the outputs suggests that a scan path could be

readily implemented to include the decoder outputs, thereby allowing serial

output from the decoders to an external test evaluator. Another possibility

is to reconfigure the output latches as a linear feedback shift register to

compress the results, but this stiil requires scanout capability or alterna-

tively an on boarcl signature comparison. The independence of the decoders

allows their parallel testing. The small size o'1. the input code fields (a bits

for each Data Memory clecoder and 5 bits for each ALU decoder) facilitates

the use of an exhaustive test set'

One advantage of making the output decoders part of a scan path is that

the control line inputs into the data handling modules are settable, even

if the {ecoflers or other portions of the control hierarchy are inoperable.

This is in accordance with the idea of extracting as much performance

information as possible from a chip, even if it is partially defective.

It is thus possible to apply the normal functional control inputs to the

data handling elements. This will suffi.ce in some cases to provide a full test

of the modules' functionality. For example, the Data Memories (Figure 3'3)

may be forced to read and write from a specific address under normal
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instruction execution. This may be used to test the address decoders, the

actual RAM array and the data buffers for each Data Memory' When this

is complete, the pointer control circuitry can be tested by preloading the

memories with flag words that are unique to the address in which they

reside, then applying instructions which exercise the pointer control and

comparing the output flag word to that expected.

The Input and Output Processors (Figure 3.6) contain data registers

which can be considered as Iterative Logic Arrays (ILAs), with no inter-

cell clepenclence, ancl hence may t,e tested in parallel. The controllers are

simple finite state machines, and the dependency of the register contents

on the control is fairly simple, so providing the instruction microcode to

the controllers can be verified, a functional test should suffice to verify the

complete processors (subject to the previously mentioned caueat regarding

the asynchronous modes).

The Ring-Bus may be tested using the output Processor to export

the results off chip. The stimulus could come from the Load Immediate

bus register, or for simple patterns the T-switches' zero fill/sign extend

capability could be used.

The Adder/subtractor/shifter/Accumulator (ASSA) partitions may

be subdivicled even further for the purposes of testing: the Accu-

mulator/Shifters can be considered to be largely independent of the

Adder/Subtractors for certain portions of the testing, reducing the test

complexity. Furthermore, there is only limited intercell dependence be-

tween the bit-slices of the partitions. Given controllability and observabil-

ity of the bus and associated switches, anrl controllability of the control
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Iines into the partition, the ASSA should be testable as a functional unit,

simply by applying each possible instruction together with a selected subset

of data appropriate to that instruction.

The above-mentioned partitions all appear relatively easy to test. On

the other hand, testing the remaining two partitions, the multiplier/dividers

and the Control Core, Poses some problems.

Consider the multiplier/dividers (Figure 3.4): with two 16 bit inputs'

and a multiplication cycle of nine clock periocls, exhaustive testing c-rf these

partitions is out of the question, without even considering the divider test.

"Pseudo-exhaustive" testing is rendered difficult by the dependencies be-

tween bit-slices, notably the shift and carry chains and the shift/invert

cells. Another major difficulty arises from the "start and let run" style of

operation, in which the multiplier/divider internal control circuits control

the entire g clock period multiplication or 17 clock period division rvithout

reference to any outside control, other than the systetn clocks, once oper-

ation is initiated. This in many ways can be regarded as an asynchronous

operation since it is difficult to reference any portion of the operation to any

given system event, and the intermediate results are not readily observable.

One feasible methocl of testing this module is to further partition it,

gaining controllability and observability of internal nodes. This would re-

quire the addition of some circuit components purely for testing Purposes'

and scan path elements or scan/set elements are possible ways of achieving

the required controllabitity and observability. Another possibility is to alter

the control circuit behaviour in a test mode to produce synchronous, rather

than asynchronous, operations: this nìeans reducing the multiply or divide
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cycle for a test instruction to a single adder operation. This allows the

pseudo-exhaustive, or path-sensitisation approach to testing the module.

Lack of controllability and observability is again a problem in the con-

trol store area (Figure 3.8). For the normal function of this partition,

external access is required to load the program instructions into the con-

trol Store, initialise column sparing by setting multiplex position latches

and initialise the "Bacl Aclclress" registers usecl for row sparing. other in-

puts to this partition are the two pointer registers, but these do not need

to be clirectly accessible from the external pins, being primarily loaded by

the Execution Controller. The observability of the partition's elements is a

more serious problem, for no clirect external outputs are generated by the

partition in normal function, and yet it is necessary to have detailed infor-

mation on the fault status of all cells in the partition in order to perform a

sensible row and column replacement for yield optimisation.

Given the lack of external observabitity of the partition in its functional

configuration, some effort was directed to designing a totally built-in test

and reconfiguration circuit for the Control Store (discussed in Appendix D).

Based on the premise of a limited fault model for the RAM array cells,

it simply gives a go/nogo external indication upon completion of testing.

However, the penalties are a large increase in the area due to the testing

overhead, no flexibility in the test routine and a total lack of information

on fault location. The first and last points are considered compelling argu-

ments against the adoption of this scheme.

Instead, the problems of observability and controllabiìity can be at-

tacked by incorporating many of the existing registers and latches into
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scan paths or scan/set circuits. The area and complexity overhead in thrs

type of scheme is much less than for a totally built-in tester and the test

format for the RAM is only limited by the scan time between successive

patterns and the scope of the external test equipment. The time penalty

incurrecl by scanning patterns into ancl off the chip is partially offset by

the use of a minimum size test set, rather than one tailorecl to allow a sim-

ple automatic generation scheme. Further, the extra observability allows a

greatly enhanced fault location capability.

Similarly, the Execution Controller, although inclirectly c.ontrollable vìa

the program instructions, has no directly observable output (Figure 3.7).

By incorporating into scan paths the various registers which hold the in-

puts and outputs of the Bxecution Controller, the testing of this partìtion

is facilitated. These include the Instruction Register (IR), the Processor

Status Register (PSR) and the Control Store Pointer registers (IPC and

JPC).

FYom the foregoing observations, it can be concluded that the introduc-

tion of one or more scan paths through appropriate elements of the circuit

may suffice to make the circuit testable, although other test circuits may

prove to be the better solution in some cases. In the following sections the

testing of each partition is discussed, with regards to both the circuitry and

the test procedure, and then the test circuitry for the various partitions is

addressed as a complete sYstem.
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4.4 The Control Core.

The Control Core is the section of the chip involved in the storage and

interpretation of the program instructions, and the sequencing and timing

of the execution of those instructions. It includes the Control Store and

the peripheral circuitry to allow loading, testing and reconfiguring (Fig-

ure 8.8), the Execution Controller, the Load Immediate Destination (LID)

Decocler, ancl the connections to the external controlling pins such as Single

step/Program Execute, Single step strobe, and write (Figure 3.7). The

scan paths through the ALU and Data Memory (DM) Decoder outputs,

although strictly not a part of this core section, are also tested at this time

for c.onvenience.

The Control Store is required to be reconfigurable to allow yield im-

provement through the deselection of rows or a coluurn containing faults.

The mechanisms, discussed in the previous chapter, involve the use of

an extra column and four extra rows of memory cells, with address bit-

comparison circuits effecting the row sparing and a rolv of multiplexors

effecting the column sparing. The data to set the multiplex row latches

and to fill the BARs is shifted in serially.

The Write operation is initiated from an external pin latched by the

system clocks with the latched signal modifying the internal operations to

allow the Write Register contents to be written into the memory array.

The a{{ress at which the data is written may be determined directly from

external pins by shifting in Control Input bits which select the pointer to

be used in the Write operation. The instructions to be loaded into the
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CS are shifte{ serially into the Write Register, which is separate from the

Instruction Register, partly due to the multiplexor interposed between the

base of the memory and the IR, and partly because testing is facilitated by

having separate registers.

From the foregoing it can be seen that the operational requirements

of the chip require a certain amount of serially shiftable registers to input

data to various elements of the control core. The use of shift registers

economises on external pins, and complex internal distribution circuitry

is not required. A penalty for adopting the serial input approach is the

comparatively long time required to input the data, compared to a parallel

load, but the inputs serially loaded under this scheme are only utilised in

testing ancl initialisation of the c.ircuit, rather than in program execution,

and thus the time penalty is more tolerable. Summarising the operational

requisites for serial input, there are 64 bits of Write Register, four of the

BARs, each with 7 bit addresses and an Enable bit, the 6 bits of Control

Input to select which pointer to write with, and 64 bits of multiplex control.

The testabilitv of control core elements requires other points to be con-

trollable or observable, or both. In particular, the IR needs to be observ-

able to allow testing of the memory array, and the ease of conversion of

the master-slave register cells of the IR into scannable cells suggests this

convenient solution (Figures 4.5,4.4). Furthermore, the electronic sparing

scheme requires detailed knowledge of the failures in the memory and its

address decoders. Partial or complete row failures may arise from decoder

faults or faults in the wordlines themselves, and may be difficult to isolate

to a single row by examination of the IR contents. If we introduce master-
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slave latch pairs on the end of each CS wordline, written every time a Write

operation occurs, and these arejoined to form a scan path, then the address

decoders and word lines are directly testable, particularly if the pointers

IPC and JPC are also controllable and observable. Another consideration

is that the restricted fault model used for the memory cells allows a simple

test word format: all zeros or all ones. This pattern may be generated in

the Write Register by making it clearable and settable under the control

of two further Control Input bits, Write Register Set and Write Register

Clear.

The controllability ancl observability of the pointers is also important

in considerations of the testability of the Execution Controller, for which

the incrementation of IPC and the parallel load of JPC must be verified.

The arithmetic and task completion flags, which are used by the Execution

Controller to determine the program flow under a conditional instruction,

are held in the Processor Status Register (PSR). Another important register

group are the output latches of the LID Decoder. Including these registers

a,s part of a scan path allows direct control and observation, thus facilitating

the testing of the Execution Controller.

Implementing these extensions to the scan path segments required for

operational purposes adds 64 bits of IR, two more I bit Control Input

bits, two 7 bit pointerc, 22 PSR bits, l8 bits of LID Decoder output and

a 132 bit wordline latch segment. There are two pairs of control core

scan paths, and two pairs of decoder scan paths, each pair of paths being

multiplexed to an input and an output pin, with the clocking organised so

that individual paths may be scanned, or a pair of control core paths or
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decoder scan paths may be scanned out simultaneously (on different pins).

The complete details of the scan paths' implementation and organisation

are discussed further in Section 4.12.1: for this discussion it suffices to

assume that the elements included on scan paths can be both set and read

at will.

One final addition is made to the chip to enhance the control core testa-

bility. The global NOP line, which controls the instruction execution at the

distributed modules, and responds to the result of the conditional expres-

sions, is passed off-chip via one pin. This allows a more immediate as-

sessment of the results of conditional expression evaluations, enhances ob-

servability of the Single Step method of operation, and provides a method

of flagging the operation of internal program execution before the Output

Processor is verified.

The control core test is the first major digital test that can sensibly be

performed on the chip. The first task is to verify that switching the chip into

Single Step mode forces the NOP line high, disabling the normal program

data }atching processes and thereby setting up the conditions under which

the scan paths may be operated. When thìs is established, the scan paths,

including those through the DM and ALU Decoders, are scanned through

to verify their ability to hold and pass zeros and ones. Given that all of the

scan path elements are registers, and thus are structured as rows of identical

cells, the possibility exists that, given a fault in one cell, the value in the

adjacent cell may be corrupted by the value in the faulty cell: this shall be

referred to as an Adjacent Pattern Interference (API) fault. As all storage

nodes in this chip have been designed as pseudo-static latches, and are fairly
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robust in terms of sensitivity to stray charge, it is considered unnecessary to

test for dynamic API faults, and only static patterns will be considered. To

detect this type of fault it is simply a matter of writing adjacent cells with

all possible permutations of zero and one. Clearly any pattern testing for all

static API faults will also detect any Stuck-At (SA) faults. Thus patterns

consisting of repetitions of the group of bits represented by hexadecimal

OFA can be used as a detection test set for API and SA faults in the scan

paths. These are scanned into the scan paths until the first complete OFA

group emerges from the scan out pin. After this the scan ìs continued with a

different identifiable pattern until that pattern scans out also, and the scan

count may be used to verify that the scan path seìector circuit is workìng

correctly, as the control core scan path lengths are all different. The first

part of the scan test is done as individual scans to verify the scan capability

of each path, while the second may be done with pairs of paths in parallel

to reduce test time, and to verify the parallel scan capability.

The next test is to partially verify the Write operation: the latching ol

the external signal, the latching of the rnemory wordlines, the selection of

pointers by the Control Inputs, and the post-Write clearing of the latched

Write signal. The Write pin is set once, and the values left in the Control

Input latches by the preceding test select pointers. The wordline latch scan

path is scanned out and examined, and should show only a single write

operation, albeit using several pointers simultaneously.

Having verified that the wordline latches work, they may now be used

in conjunction with the scan in capability of IPC and JPC and the Write

operation to test the address decoders of IPC and JPC, and the main CS
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array worcllines. The Control Inputs are serially filled with a select for IPC

or JPC, and the required address in IPC or JPC respectively, the Write

pin is pulsed and then the wordline latch path is scanned out to check for

correct ancl unique decoding and intact wordlines and drivers. Both IPC

and JPC are used to select each address, in order to exhaustively test each

decoder. By using the Write Register Clear Control Input bit in every case,

this test also serves to initialise the main CS array for the subsequent cell

test.

The next test is to verify the operation of the BARs. Their register

capability has been demonstrated, but it remains to verify that each wiìl

select its own wordline correctly, and that each is capable of deselecting or

over-riding the IPC and JPC decoders outputs when the BAR is selected.

First each BAR is selected individually by simultaneously setting its Con-

trol Input bit and that of either IPC or JPC within a Write instruction,

and examining the resultant wordline latch scan. The selection of the BAR

should overwrite both IPC and JPC, and only the BAR wordline should

be set. Next each BAR is individually checked for its ability to match

its contents with IPC and to over-ride the pointer clecoder output' This

test is then repeated rvith JPC. In each case the result is determined by

examining the u'ordline latch scan. Having demonstrated that each BAR

individually can over-ride the IPC and JPC decoders, solne time may be

saved by continuing the match and mismatch tests of the BARS in paral-

lel, and determining the results from the wordline latches corresponding to

the BARs. The BARs use bitwise comparisons to compute matches with

the pointers, and so to test the comparators fully for SA and API faults
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the match test set comprises of the all ones pattern, the all zeros pattern,

and the two patterns of alternate zeros and ones (in hexadecimal notation

F,0,5,4). The mismatch test set consists of all pairs of numbers such that

one number is all zeros or all ones and the other only differs in a single

bit position, plus the multiple mismatch case of one number all zeros and

the other all ones. Each pair in the mismatch set is applied twice for each

combination of BAR and pointer, with the numbers being swapped over

to opposite registers the second time. This completes the BAR addressing

test. At this stage any row faults should have been detectecl, ancl steps

may be taken to avoid those addresses in the subsequent tests. Note that

in this test also the Write Register Clear bit is utilised to complete the

initialisation of the memory cells to all zero.

The next test checks for column faults: faulty or stuck-at precharge or

write drivers, broken BIT or BITBAR lines, stuck-at sense-amplifiers. To

do this ones and zeros are written to the memory and then read out into the

IR, lrom whence they can be scanned out and examined. This is achieved

by scanning into the Control Inputs an IPC select bit, and an IPC initial

address, while the Write Register is filled with the appropriate pattern, and

the PSR with flag test patterns. The Write pin is then pulsed to load the

patterns into memory. Then the Single Step Strobe is pulsed to read the

pattern from CS into the IR, and thence into the Execution Controller.

As is discussed in relation to the CS cell test below, the memory is not

consi{ered likely to have API faults between adjacent memory cells of any

particular row. However this test sequence uses the alternating ones and

zeros patterns to test the switching action of the multiplexor row.
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As words are read from the CS by using the Single Step Strobe to initiate

a single execution cycle, this test may also be used to partially test the

Execution Controller's operation. In particular, as the condition control

field of the instruction words read will be known, and the PSR may be

initialised prior to the execution, examination of the NOP external pin will

indicate correct operation of the conditional control circuitry, or otherwise.

The condition control states examined here are the UNCONDITIONAL

state (all zeros) with the PSR set to all ones, the TEST (all ones) state

with the PSR set to all zeros) ancl two WAIT states (010 and 101) with

the PSR set to patterns of all ones except for a single zero in the bit

corresponding to the WAIT state, and all zeros except for a single one in

the bit corresponding to the WAIT state. It makes no sense to test for

specifrc passes in the TBST case, as the Command Mask has not yet been

defined, so those tests will have to wait until the LID Decoder has been

verified.

Further¡roÌe, as the IPC is incremented as a consequence of the Single

Step Execution, and the actual address in CS to which the test pattern

is written is not important, by presetting the IPC address prior to the

increment we can pseudo-exhaustively test the 7 bit incrementer attached

to the IPC: the result is examined simply by scanning out the IPC after

the increment has occurred. After the column and multiplexor tests have

all been completed, a final three Single Step Executions are carried out,

without Writes, to complete the IPC incrementer test'

The next step is to test the actual memory cells throughout the complete

array for cell faults. Consider the structure of the memory: it consists of a
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regular array of identical cells, with separation between the columns of cells

to route power and ground metal rails, and separation between the rows to

route the wordlines. Now it has been observed [55] that the most prevalent

failure mechanisms in MOS technologies involve shorts and opens in the

metal layers of circuits. The memory layout is such that, if a metallisation

briclging fault occurs in a cell, then it may be purely contained within that

cell, or it may connect the cell to either of the adjacent neighbour cells

within the column, but it is not likely to connect to the row neighbour cells

as the power and ground rails are interposed, and the result would be a

Stuck-at (SA) fault. Where the neighbouring cells are bridged together,

the fault may be SA, but more generally may be a data-dependent fault, in

which the value in one cell may affect the value in the other. Inter-cell shorts

on other layers are consìdered unlikely, due to the separation regions for the

rails and wordlines. The memory cells are robust 6 transistor pseudo-static

cells [136], and are unlikely to be subject to dynamic API faults arising

from charge-leakge and similar mechanisms, so static faults due to bridging

are all that will be considered. The resultant fault model for the cells is

then a simple one: they may be SA-faulted, or they may have a static API

fault involving one or other (but not both) of the nearest column neighbour

cells.

This simplified fault model makes the test patterns rather simple: it

suffices to verify that each adjacent column cell pair can be correctly written

with all permutations of ones and zeros. Intra-row interactions need not

be tested for, and thus all cells within a row may be tested with the same

pattern at the same time, so the test patterns appìied to the memory array
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are words of all ones or all zeros. The well-known MARCH memory test

lZ2, page 157] adequately generates all these patterns and in fact tests for

transition faults as well, so in this case a subset of the MARCH test is

used, in which the transitions are marched up the array' but the march

back down again is omitted.

At the conclusion of the last test section, some addresses were left filled

with non-zero words, and these are first cleared, so the arlay is once again

filled everywhere with zeros. Then the cell test is carried out iteratively by

first checking the row contents to be zeros, then writing the row to ones'

confirming that write with a read, checking that the row below has not been

altered by the write, and then (commencing the next cycle) checking that

the row above is all zero after the write. After marching once up the array,

the array is filled everywhere with ones, and the procedure is repeated with

the transition taking the rows frorn all ones to all zeros. Address selection

is achieved by scanning in IPC contents and where necessary BAR contents

and Enables, as well as other Control Inputs, and this is done concurrently

with the scan out to check the IR. contents. A CS reacl occurs every time

the Single Step Execution is activated by the Strobe pin, and the Write is

initiated by the Write pin, and controlled by the Control Inputs scan path

values.

After the cell test, enough information has been derived to allow an

optimal decision on reconfiguration of the CS. This is achieved simply by

scanning in the BAR contents and Enables as required to perlorm row

sparing, and by scanning in 64 bits into the latch chain setting the multiplex

row to the correct positions for the column sparing operation.
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The memory having been verified, it becomes possible to test the rest of

the control core with reasonable ease. Earlier test patterns have partially

exercised the conditional evaluation circuits, but there remain some states

to be teste{. Also pointer selections need examination, as do the LID

Decocler outputs, the JPC Load Immediate, and the Loop Counters'loads,

flags and decrements.

The conditional evaluation circuits, as noted previously, are independent

of the instruction type (LI or Op), and so LI instructions may be used to

simultaneously exercise the LID Decocler and the conditional evaluation

circuit. The PSR is scan-settable, and so all flags are controllable, and the

NOP line is externally observable and may be used to determine the result

of the conditional evaluation.

The first part of this test section examines the behaviour of the LI JPC

instruction: this is crucial for program looping. The instruction and PSR

values are scanned in on one path, while Control Inputs to set up the point-

ers is scanned in on the other control scan path. A Write operat.ion loads

the instruction to CS, and a subsequent Single Step Strobe causes the in-

struction to be fetchecl, a conclitional expressìon to be evaluated, and the

NOP line flags the result. Scanning out the IPC ancl JPC allows the effect

of the LI JPC instruction to be examined. This test is carried out in four

variant forms. The first two test the conditional evaluation for an uncondi-

tional instruction, while performing JPC loads with the two alternating one

and zero patterns (ZA and 55 in hexadecimal). These patterns are chosen

to detect bridging faults in the LI lines to the pointers. For a successful LI

JPC, the values of both IPC and JPC will be the loaded value. There is
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a test with an Operation instruction, in which all bit values are identical

except for the LI/Op bit, to verify that pointer loads do not occur on Op'

erations, and here neither IPC nor JPC will be loaded. Finally there is an

unsuccessful LI JPC, identical to a successful load except that the condi-

tion control field is altered to a TÐST state, and this should verify that the

JpC was loaded, but due to the conditional evaluation returning a FALSE

value the JPC was not selectecl and the IPC was not loaded with the new

value. This completes the testing of the LI JPC instruction in Single step

Mode: it is still necessary to ensure that the jotllp executes correctly in

program Execution l\4ode, as the pointer selection has not been thoroughly

examined at this stage.

Next there is a concurrent test of the condition control WAIT state

(CC field - 001) and the LI Loopcounter 0 instruction. First a failing LI

is executed, to verify the WAIT bit and to show that the flag (LoopO non-

zero) is not set, then a successful LI is executed, completing the testing of

the (CC - 001) state of condition control, verifying that the Loopcounter

0 flag is set to zero correctly, and that the appropriate LID Decoder line is

set. Finally an unconditional op instruction, with all except the LI/Op bit

identical to the successful load, is executed to verify that the LID Decoder

outputs are not activated by an Op. Thìs test sequence is then repeated

three further times, with the condition control fields set to (110)' (100) and

(011), and the LID selecting Loopcounters 1, 2 and 3 respectively. This

completes the testing of the condition control circuits except for the TEST

state, which requires prior verification of the LI Command Mask (CM)

instruction.
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Other LID Decoder output lines are the Accumulator High and Low

Byte Latch lines, used to load the accumulators with a LI data word because

the ALU decoders are disabled under a LI instruction' There are eight

lines, and thirteen allowed states setting these lines: four each of High

byte wRite ACCumulator (HWRACC), Low byte wRite ACCumulator

(LWRACC), and Both bytes wRite ACCumulator (BWRACC), and one

of Both bytes ALI ACCumulators (BALAC). Each of the thirteen states in

turn is tested by executing first an unconditional LI instruction to verify

that the LID Decoder output is set correctly, and then a LI with a failing

TEST condition to verify that the NOP will disable the outputs. The

structure of the LID Decoder is such that the LI/Op bit gates the outputs

oT the decoder, rather than the internal states, and so the effect of the

Op instruction on these eight Decoder outputs can be tested using an Op

instruction which is identical to the unconditional LI BALAC instruction

(in which all eight lines are activated), except for the LI/Op.

Similarly, the I/O Control Latch line, the Output Register 0 Latch line

and the Output Register 1 Latch line may each be tested using three in-

structìons in the same form as the Accumulator line test set above, with the

appropriate LID field. The same strategy may be used to verify the LI CM

instruction, and the successful load can be used to load the Command Mask

with the mask to test the first of the arithmetic flags. TBST conditional

LI CM instructions are then used to check that the CM is loaded with the

correct mask, by flrst setting all except the first arithmetic flag to one to

get a failing condition, and then setting all except the frrst arithmetic flag

to zero to get a TRUE condition. The results of the TBST evaluations are
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flagged externally by the NOP pin. The successful LI CM is used to load

the CM with the mask for the second arithmetic flag, and the process is

reiterated until all sixteen arithmetic flags have been tested, and the TEST

form of condition control has been verified for all single flag cases. The pro-

cess of loading the CM with singte set bits effectively tests the register for

API fautts as well as SA faults. A further TEST instruction tests the case

of multiple flag tests, by loading the CM with all ones and testing against

a PSR holding sonìe ones and sorne zeros. Using this successful TEST to

load an all zero CM, the last TEST instruction provides a fail regardless of

the PSR state. This concludes the verification of the TEST conditional ex-

pressions, and of the Conditional Mask. The conditional evaluation circuits

have now been verified comPletelY.

The remaining tests use Program Execution Mode to verify certain as-

pects of the control operation. Single Step Execution always utilises the

IPC to access the CS, even in the case of program jumps, because this mode

removes the fetch/decode/execute overlaps inherent in Program Bxecution

mode. To ensure that the pointers are selected correctly in the case of

jumps, a small program, including unsuccessful TEST and unconditional

jumps, is loaded and executed. By observing the NoP pin it is possi-

ble to deduce the periodicity of the program looping and hence determine

whether the unconditional jump is executing correctly, or if an incorrect

jump is arising from the failing TEST instruction, or if no jumps are occur-

ring whatsoever. If the program cycles correctly and the correct pattern is

observed at the NOP pin, the pointer selection is verifled.

The Loopcounters have been tested for the ability to load the all zero
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pattern, but it still remains to test the cells for SA and API faults, and to

test the circuit decrement capability. This is easily achieved in the Program

Execute Mocle by loading the CM with the mask for the (Loopcountern

non-zero) flag, loacling the Loopcounter with the maximum size count (FF

hexadecimal) and then executing a TEST LI JPC instruction, which is

effectively a "jump not zero" instruction, with the JPC load pointing to the

TEST instruction. The Loopcounters have been designed to automatically

post-decrement on test, and thus the effect of this program segment is to

cause the execution of a loop, decrementing the Loopcounter and holding

NOP low, until Loopcounter equals zero and then the NOP is set high,

flagging the finish of the loop to the pins. By counting the number of

execution cycles that the NOP pin stays low, the number of decrements may

be deduced and thus the load FF capability is verified for this Loopcounter,

and the decrementer is exhaustively tested. If this procedure is repeated

with the initiat loaded counts being the patterns of alternating ones and

zeros (AA and 55 hexadecimal), then the APIfault detection set has been

loaded into the register, and we can deduce that there are no API faults

on the input lines or within the register. By changing two instructions in

the CS, the program can test any one of the Loopcounters. This is far less

time consuming than scanning in one long program which tests all of the

Loopcounters in one execution.

The Loopcounters test is the last of the control core tests. From this

point on, the elements of the control core may be used to provide inputs to,

and capture outputs from, the rest of the circuit modules. In particular, it

is now possible to load programs into the CS to exercise the other modules.
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This is known as boot-strapping, and it is widely used in the remainder of

the tests.

Furthermore the technique, illustrated in the Loopcounters test, of us-

ing external flagging in association with an infinite loop to signal the end

of execution of a sequence of instructions, is widely used in the following

tests, together with the practise of only partially rewriting program seg-

ments. Combining these two results in a massive time saving, as many test

sequences are repetitive in form, and thus only the changed instructions

need be scanned in.

4.6 The ALU and Data Memory Decoders.

In considering tests for these decoders, note that, as discussed previously

and illustrated in Figure 3.7, the inputs to these decoders is the IR, while

the outputs are simple latches. By adding slave latches to each of the

output latches and joining the master-slave latch pairs into a scan path, we

can make the decoder outputs observable. The scan paths formed from the

Decoder outputs in this fashion are tested for SA and API faults as part

of the control core test discussed above. The IR may be controlled either

by scanning or by down-loading instructions from the Control Store. If the

latter method is used, as a single step, then a single instruction passes from

the CS to the IR, then through the decoders to the data handling elements,

as a consequence of each Single Step Strobe signal'

Each ALU field is 5 bits wide, and hence 25 - 32 instructions are re-

quired to exhaustively test the ALU decoders. Their independence under
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an OP instruction allows parallel testing of all four decoders. Each Data

Memory field is 4 bits wide, and is independent of all other fields under

both OP and LI instructions, If 32 unconditional OP instructions are con-

structed such that the ALU fields in any one instruction are identical, each

instruction has unique ALU fields, all Data Memory fields ìn any given in-

struction are iclentical ancl each possible 4 bit binary pattern is represented

at least once in the Data Memory fields of the set of 32 instructions, then

the execution of that set of instructions constitutes the application of an

exhaustive test set to all the ALU and Data Memory decoders in parallel.

If the CS is preloaded with this test set, and the Single Step mode is used,

then the test set can be applied one at a time, and the result scanned out of

the decocler output latches for comparison off-chip after each test pattern.

As the Data Memory Decoders are invoked identically by both LI and

OP instructions, they are independent of the LI/OP microcode bit. How-

ever the ALU Decoder fields are not independent of the LI/OP bit, as they

are only valid for OP instructions, the microcode in these fields being in-

terpreted as the LI data word under LI instructions. Furthermore, in each

ALU the output latches which hold the Accumulator High Byte Load line

and Low Byte Load line may also be set by a LI cornmand to the Accu-

mulator halves. Thus it is necessary to verify that under LI instructions,

the ALU Decoder outputs are all null, except for the cases where the LI

Destination is one or both of the Acc.umulator halves. (Null here is taken

to mean that set of control line settings whic.h procluces no action in the

data handling element - a local NOP.) This may be done using a series

of unconditional LI instructions, with the LI data word chosen such that
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those bits corresponding to the ALU fietds would produce non-null results

at all the decoder outputs, and the LI Destination field is cycled through its

82 possible bit patterns. The LI Destinations will include the Accumulator

High and Low Byte Load, and this latter pair should be selected only after

other patterns have verifled that a LI command imposes a null output on

the decoder output latches, over-riding the decoder outputs in LI instruc-

tions. This latter sequence also partially tests the interconnects from the

LI Destination decoder to the various data handling elements.

For the sake of completeness, the bit positions corresponding to the Load

Immediate Destination field of the OP instruction test set should be set to

that pattern corresponding to the LI Destination BALAC - Both bytes,

ALI Agcumulators. This witl verify that the LI Destination is ignored

during OP instructions. The content of the unspecifred microcode frelds in

these instruction test sets is not critical, as under unconditional instructions

the program can not branch, and the rest of the fields have no interaction

with the ALU, Data Memory and Load Immediate Destination and Data

fields, and hence any activity that occurs in the data handling elements or

the PSR, as a restllt of the test set may be ignorecl' The only proviso here

is that some of the bit patterns applied to the ALU or to the Input and

Output Processor (which share microcode space with the LI Destination

freld) may start an asynchronous process which may still be running or

awaiting external input when the tests are complete e.g' multiplication,

division or waiting for a Data Strobe In.
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4.6 The Output Processor.

A few design decisions have been made to enhance the testability of the

Output Processor (Figure 3.6). One is to locate the inputs of the Pt'oces-

sor's data and control registers on the same segment of the Ringbus as the

outputs of the Load Immediate bus-drivers (Figure 3.2). Another is to in-

clude two states in the LID Decoder, each of which activates a control line

to latch one of the Output Processor's data registers: the Output Regis-

ter 0 Latch line and the Output Register I Latch line, respectively. These

measures allow the test to be made independent of the state of the Ring-

bus and switches, and removes the dependence on untested bus registers to

provide the test clata to exercise the Processor.

The only truly asynchronous feature of the Output Processor is the

input QREQ, which may be set at any time by the external device. The

rest of the Processor, from the clock-driven latch for OREQ inwards, is

purely a synchronous device. As the prime concern in this test is the logical

correctness of the implementation, the tests here are not concerned with

the timing limitations of the ORtrQ signal: it is required to take the ideal

value as per the handshaking specification'

The only difference between synchronous and asynchronous modes of

operation are in the handling of the flag "DATA SBNT". The flag is

cleared, irrespective of mode, by the LI I/O Control Word being latched.

In the asynchronous mode the flag is reset on phase 3 of a cycle if data

has been sent: the ORBQ is assumed to be unconditional. In the syn-

chronous modes, however, time constraints require input requests to be
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issued before the instruction conditional expression can be evaluated, and

to overcome the problem of losing information that this creates, a hand-

shaking protocol has been developed, which aborts incorrectly requested

data transfers. The sending end Output Processor aborts by simply not

setting the "DATA SENT" flag, thus preventing the information from being

overwritten from the Ringbus. Thus the flag setting operation is depends

on the synchronous/asynchronous selection, and the time variation of the

OREQ line. On the other hand the flag clearing depencls neither on the

synchronous/asynchronous selection nor on OREQ, but only on the reg-

ister and port configuration. Hence it can be assurned that if the flag

setting circuit works correctly for one configuration, it will also work for

other configurations with the same timing mode. Conversely, if the flag

clearing circuit works for a partìcular configuration in one timing mode, it

will also work correctly for that configuration in the other timing mode.

Furthermore, verifying a particular configuration's data path connectivity

is only required for one timing mode, as the paths are independent of the

timing. Thus this test specifically verifies the flag setting circuit for one

synchronous and one asynchronous mode, and tests the clearing circuit and

connectivity for all configurations in one timing mode only.

The first test section selects the mode that most comprehensively ex-

ercises the Processor control and data handling, the synchronous mode in

which both registers are transferred as two bytes in succession, one regis-

ter's contents through each half port. The mode and initial register data is

preloaded using LI commands, with the register contents chosen to be part

of a test set for SA and API faults. The latch timing of OREQ is checked
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by setting OREQ high on the non-latching phases, and checking that no

output occurs. The internal flagging is checked concurrently by executing a

\ryAIT "DATA SENT" instruction, which will generate a NOP until OREQ

is latched and the output sent correctly. The OREQ line is then set for

phase I only, which will cause the output to be written from the regis-

ters, allowing data and Strobe Out checking, but this is interpreted as the

"abort" condition, and so the flag should not reset, and the NOP will stay

high. The OREQ line is then set high for both phase I and phase 2, and this

signals a correct output request, so the same data should be output from

the port, but this time the NOP line should fall on the subsequent cycle,

indicating that a successful output has been flagged to the PSR. Finally, the

OREQ line is set high again for phases I and 2, and the output examined.

This should produce no result, as the "DATA SENT" flag should block

any attempt to retransmit data that has been output validly. Next one

register is written, and OREQ set: no output should result as two register

loads are required to clear the "DATA SENT" flag. The second register is

loaded and the OREQ line is sent high simultaneously, and the resultant

output (another of the API test set) verifies the "write-through" capability

ancl part of the flag clearing c.ircuit. The seconcl register is reloadecl with a

new member of the API test set, and OREQ set high, but with no result.

The first register is then reloaded, and OREQ initiates a successful output,

completing the flag circuit clear checks for this configuration and set checks

for the synchronous timing mode. The last of the API test set is loaded to

the two registers and output, completing the API fault test of the registers,

LI bus drivers, and all utilised data paths. Then two loads are done to
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clear the "DATA SENTI' flag, with the next instruction, a LI I/O Control

Mode 0 without the Output Field Enable bit set, having its inability to set

the flag verified. The result is flagged externally on the Strobe Out line by

the concurrent OREQ, which will cause an output if the flag has not been

set. The sequence is repeated with the Bnable bit set to verify that the

instruction can set the flag.

The test sequence thus far has verified the flag clear and connectivity

for the configuration of mode 6, verified the flag set for synchronous opera-

tions, and checked all data paths for API and SA faults. There remains the

verification of the flag set for asynchronous operations, and flag clear and

connectivity checks for all other configurations. Note that the two untested

synchronous configurations have asynchronous analogues, ancl that there

are also three further untested asynchronous confrgurations. The next sec-

tion of the test checks the connectivity, flag clear and flag set behaviour

of asynchronous mode 0, and upon the completion of this test portion the

remaining asynchronous modes are tested for flag clear and connectivity.

This completes the testing of the Output Processor apart from one small

detail. The tests have used LI instructions to activate the data register

latch lines, but in normal Op instructions these lines are driven directly

by microcode bits in the Output Processor field of the instruction words.

To verify this operation requires a source of data on the Ringbus which is

accessible during Op instructions, but at this stage none has been verified.

Thus the Output Processor is utilised in the subsequent tests of the elements

communicating on the Ringbus, and correct results serve to verify the latch

lines. If an incorrect result occurs before the operation of the latch lines
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can be verified, then other data sources must be utilised to locate the fault

to either the first data source, or to the latch lines.

4.7 The Ring Bus.

The Ringbus consists of sections of parallel metal buses connected into a

ring by arrays of switches referred to as Pass/Break switches, and arrays

of two-to-one multiplex elements wìth some additional logic, referred to as

T-switches. The faults of interest for this type of structure are SA faults,

arising from shorts to adjacent power rails, API faults from bridging both

in the metal and in the active areas, and broken lines.

This test is designed to be carried out after the verification of the control

core, thus allowing Program Ðxecution to be used to aPply instruction

sequences, and it also assumes the pre-veriflcation of the Output Processor

and therefore of the LI bus drivers and the section of Ringbus common to

these last two.

Note that the Ringbus ìs expected to have considerable capacitance,

and thus to simply write to a register and then to immediately read the

value back to the origin, does not necessarily preclude an intervening break

in the bus lines: the capacitance of the section of brc-¡ken line attached to

the origin may retain adequate charge to write the checking register to the

expected value. In these tests this is avoided by writing to the remote node

and latching, then writing the bus to the opposite value, and then reading

back the remote node to the checking node. The isolation capability of the

switches is tested in a similar manner. This method requires the use of a
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register on a bus segment remote from the LI bus drivers, which apply the

initial patterns to the bus, and from the Output Processor registers, which

capture the test response for relaying off-chip to the test assessor. Initially

the data buffer of a DM pointer is used, and this requires verification prior

to usage, but this test also verifies the Output Processor latch lines (as

discussed in Section 4.6) and the interposed Pass/Break switch pass mode.

Having verified that this register is settable via the switch, it is set, the bus

reverse-charged, and then the switch opened, the register is read out and

the Output Processor latched to test the isolation.

Having verified the isolation of the two bus segments, the Ringbus con-

tinuity can be tested by writing the API test set to the register, and then

opening the switch and trying to pass the words right around the ring to

the Output Processor, via both the upper ¿nd lower bytes of the 32 bit

ALU bus segments (on different test cycles).

To test the T-switches' sign-extend and zero-fill capabilities, a register

on the ALU bus must capture the generated byte, and output it later.

The two T-switches at either end of the 32 bit bus cannot simply pass each

other's generated bytes except in the all zero case, because this would cause

bus contention. To this end the ALU Accumulators are partially verified

for their ability to latch and output all zero and all one patterns. The full

API test set is not used in ihis case because we have previously verified

the bus segments' ability to pass this test set, and the T-switch generated

bytes are only all zero or all one patterns.

Following this the Accumulators are used to hold the patterns required

to test the isolation capabilities of the rest of the Pass/Break and T-
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switches. They are used rather than the DM buffers because repeated

reading of the DM buffers causes them to be re-written from the memory,

and this operation has not yet been verified. This completes the Ringbus

test.

The test consists of 135 executable instructions, and due to the unstruc-

tured nature of the test no looping is feasible. Thus the test is split into two

independent blocks, and a pair of flagging infinite looping instructions are

appencled to each block, then the first is loadecl and executed, and when

the final flagging loop is detected the second block is loaded and executed.

4.8 The Input Processor.

The Input Processor (Figures 3.6, 3.2) embodies a significant amount of

circuits which may operate in an asynchronous fashion, clocked by external

signals through the Strobe In line. As the tests here are primarily concerned

with verifying the logical correctness of the design and implementation, the

clocking of the asynchronous portion of the test will be strictly controlled.

As it is imperative that the Processor should be able to operate at least at

synchronous speed, the asynchronous clocking rvill be run at that order of

speed.

The register and port configurations are the same as for the Output Pro-

cessor, while the flag operations are somewhat simpler. In the synchronous

mode, the flag "DATA VALID" has no relevance, as the data transfers are

always completed by a time which is lockecl to the program execution. The

asynchronous mode sets the flag when the correct number of bytes (depen-
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dent on the configuration selected) have been stlobed in by the external

data source.

The Ouiput Processor, the Ringbus, and the control core are assumed

to be previously verified. This allows the test to be run under Program

Execution. The Output Processor is initialised to carry out two byte single

register transfers: mode 7 has been arbitrarily selected. The Input Proces-

sor is initially set to mode 6: the synchronous mode in which all registers

and all ports are exercised each transfer. This facilitates the testing of the

registers, pins and paths for API and SA faults. A loop is executed by

the CS program, initiating four inputs. An API test set which also flags

the port to register connectivity is used to supply the data words at the

pins for those four input operations. The words are transferred through to

the Output Processor, which channels them off-chip. Before the first data

word is read from the register to the bus, the bus is charged to the logical

complement of the value expected from the register, in order to verify the

bus driver capability. The second word read is the complement of the first,

and after this various other juxtapositions occur, resulting in each driver

being required at some time to drive the bus line to which it outputs from

rail to rail in both directions. After this some tests are made to ensure that

a failed conditional evaluation aborts an input request correctly, that the

registers do not output to the Ringbus when they are not read and that the

final two register write to bus selects correctly. This completes the flagging

and data path fault testing for the synchronous mode, ancl two simple tests

of connectivity for the other two synchronous modes completes this portion

of the test.
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Switching to the asynchronous mode I (single byte), tests are performed

to ensure that no latching occurs in the absence of a Strobe In pulse, the

connectivity is correct, the mode is only single byte and the flag is set on

completion. A failing TEST conditional evaluation is used to verify that

the IREQ line is not set for failed conditional input initiates, and a pair of

timing tests are used to verify the flag to PSR timing. This completes the

general asynchronous testing, as well as the flag testing and the connectivity

test for this particular single byte asynchronous mode. The other single

byte asynchronous mode 3 is tested next for connectivity and flagging, and

in a similar fashion the parallel double byte mode 0 is tested.

The last two modes, the dual sequential byte modes 2 and 4, are tested

last, using similar tests. First one byte is strobed in, and the registers read

to ensure correct connectivity, then the flag is examined and the program

idles until the second strobe in occurs, the subsequent outputs confirming

the connectivity for the mode. A final strobe pulse is added to attempt to

corrupt the registers with an extra load, and the registers are output again

to verify the failure of this event.

This completes the testing for logical faults, and because the asyn-

chronous clock latching periods have been the same as the synchronous

latching periods, we know that the Processor will function within a reason-

able range of clocking speeds. How far that range can be extended towards

longer or shorter Strobe pulses will require definition, but it would seem

to be a rather ill-defined multi-variable analogue testing protrlem, with the

three system clocks, the IREQ to Strobe delay and the Strobe pulse width

giving plenty of scope for variation, and requiring some reasonably sophis-
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ticated equipment. The method would probably be to Strobe in data with

alternating bit patterns, varying one delay, period or pulse width at a time

until the data patterns are no longer transferred accurately.

4.9 The Data Memorres.

The Data Memories'only outputs are onto the Ring Bus, while their inputs

come via the Ring Bus, the NOP line and the Data Memory Decoders'out-

puts (Figures 3.2, 3.3). If the Ring Bus is controllable and observable, and

the NOP line and Decoder outputs controllable, then each Data Memory

may be tested as follows. The test sequence in Appendix A is detailed in

terms of instructions to be executed under Program Execution, but in the

case of an Bxecution Controller or Decocler failure, the bit patterns may

simply be scannecl in, and applied by the manipulation of system clocks.

The writes and LIs to memory are generally carried out on all four memo-

ries in parallel, with the outputs being passed to the pins, one memory at

a time, via the Ring Bus and the Output Processor.

First the clata buffer regìsters associated with each memory pointer are

tested for Stuck-at (SA) and Acljacent Pattern Interference (API) faults,

and for their ability to latch, hold and output bits to and from the data

bus. This is done by writing, and immediately thereafter reading, data to

and from the buffer under test: the immediacy is required to prevent the

buffer being over-written from the memory array itself, which would occur

if the words were written to memory in a block, and then read back. The

data written to the buffers is chosen to detect the set of API faults under
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consideration, single static pattern dependence to the nearest neighbour

cell or data line, as well as SA faults.

The columns, as in the Control Store, are assumed to have no API faults,

due to the isolating effects of the intercolumn voltage rails, and are thus

tested simply for SA faults, by writing ones and zeros to each column, and

reading them back. The row selected for this test is not critical. Further,

as the row may contain cell faults, a suspected column fault should be

confirmed by retesting the column at another (distant) row.

Cell faults are postulated to be of the same form as those in the CS array,

and thus a similar form of test is used to verify the DM cells f.e. a variant

of the MARCH test. Direct addressing is effected by loading the pointers

each time a write or read is required: somervhat time consuming, but the

relative addressing circuits cannot be tested until the absolute addressing

and cell tests are complete. Similarly to the CS test, both pointers are

used, and the results of this test provide proof of the uniqueness of the

decoded wordlines, and hence of the addresses, for both pointers. The CS

test explicitly tests this feature, because precise fault location information

is required for reconfiguration, whereas in this case an inferred pass or

fail result suffices, as no reconfiguration is possible. A further test checks

for correlation of addresses and wordlines between the two pointers, by

loading each address with an unique word using one pointer, and reading it

back from the same address using the other pointer. The words left in the

memory are used in the subsequent tests as flags to indicate which address

has been generated by the automatic pointer update circuits.

To this point, the tests have comprised of groups of instructions to be
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loaded and executed in a non-looping manner, with efforts being made

to minimise the number of instructions required to complete a test, thus

economising on test scan-in and execute time. The pointers' auto-update

circuits each contain an adder, which may either increment by one, or

add a preset increment to the cument address. Adders may be tested

pseudo-exhaustively (as per [82, page 15]), but in the increment by one

case this results in a slow test, because each of the specific test states has

to be scanned in to load the CS, and then executed. The strategy actually

employed is to load instructions to read each pointer with an increment of

one and output the resultant flag word, embedded in a loop which executes

thirty two times. This is effectively an exhaustive test of the increment

by one mode of the pointers' operation. The increment by one test covers

about half of the possible states of the adders, with the other half only being

exercised in the preset increment operations. Here it is impractical to cover

all the possible states exhaustively, so a minimum size pseudo-exhaustive

test is implemented. This completes the test of the pointer control adders,

and of the pointer control circuits in toto.

4.LO The Adder/Subtr actor f Shifter/

Accumulators.

The Adder/Subtractor/Shifter/Accumulators (ASSAs) are tested as func-

tional units by executing a test program stored in the CS, which applies

normal instructions, together with selected test data (Figures 3.2,3.5). It
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is assumerì that the control core, the ALU Decoclers, the Ringbus ancl the

Output Processor have been previously verified. As a matter of convenience

it is also assumecl that the Data Memories have been verified, so that the

API test set may be stored there, rather than using an LI to generate the

patterns each time. This is not critical to the test in any way: the LI

method is just slower.

The ASSA consists of several distinct circuit partitions physically: the

shifter/accumulator is one, the adder is another, and the two input stages

are also distinct. The ALU instruction set has a sufficiently broad scope of

operation combinations to allow most of these partitions to be tested either

independently or in a "bootstrapped" fashion, using the previously verified

results {or one partition to apply tests to or capture results from another

partition.

The instruction set includes operations involving only the shifter/

accumulator register, and these are used as a starting point for the test, as

all the other partitions' output is channelled via the accutnulator. Although

the Ringbus test does actually include some tests on the accumulator's

latch, hold and output capabilities, these are ignored in this test, to make

this test a stand-alone item which can be applied, for instance, to the single

multiplier to be fabricated as a part of the design verification process. The

test sequence verifies the shifter/accumulator's ability to latch the static

ApI and SA test set, output it to the bus, and shift it in either direction,

and also tests the accumulator's ability to generate the "ACC< 0" flag

from its most significant bit and to propagate it to the PSR.

For the sake of compactness the tests are intermingled in a manner
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that utilises, as far as possible, the result of one operation as the input

for the next test. These latch, shift and drive operations do not affect or

involve the adder or input stages at all. Each test instruction is applied to

all shifter/accumulators in parallel, with the results being driven off-chip,

one partition at a time, via the Ringbus and the Output Processor. This

section of the test concludes with the CLeaR ACCumulator (CLRACC)

instruction, which is actually a precursor to the second half of the test,

because it tests that the Accumulator latches the all zero output from the

aclcler, that each input stage can apply the all zero pattern, and that the

aclcler cells acld correctly the 0 + 0 + 0 pattern. It is undesirable, but

also unavoidable, that this single test verifies four different operations, one

associated with each partition. If a fault does occur, however, it is possible

to utilise further instructions (not detailed here) to locate the fault to one

or other of the partitions.

The second section of the test consists of four closed loops, in each of

which a single one is loaded into the accumulator, and is shifted across until

it shifts out of the most signific.ant encl of the shifter. A test is applied once

each loop execution to check the flag "ACC= 0", and it should fail until

the single bit shifts out, thus setting the NOP line externally and inferring

the correct operation of the flag generation circuit. Upon detecting the

zero condition, the TEST instruction enables a jump out to the next loop,

which performs an identical test on the next accumulator'

In the subsequent sections of the test, patterns are applied to the adder

via the bus and accumulator input stages, and captured by the accumulator

for output via the Ringbus and Output Processor. The patterns applied
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include an API and SA test set for both the inverting and non-inverting

lines of each input stage, and for the output of the adder and connection to

the accumulator, and also include the pseudo-exhaustive or path-sensitised

test set for the adder circuit: there is some overlap between these test

sets. Wherever possible, each test buikls on prior results in such a way

that the number of new conditions tested is minimised. This increases

the fault location capability of the test, albeit at the cost of a longer test

sequence, since a single instruction which verifies multiple conditions may

replace several tests for the speciflc conditions, but a failure in this rnultiple

testing case will not necessarily be locatable'

In the third section of the test, the patterns applied are all zero or

all one, and are generated by using the T-switches to expand the 16 bit

patterns obtained from the DM to 32 bit patterns on the ALU bus. As in

the first section, the lack of regularity or repetition in the test precludes

the use of program looping to reduce the number of instructions, and hence

loading time, required.

In the fourth section, alternating one and zero 32 bit patterns are re-

quired, and these are created by writing a 16 bit alternating pattern to

the high byte and the low byte of the accumulators in succession, thereby

assembling the 32 bit pattern. As these two patterns are both applied in

identical test sequences, the test is performed as a loop, with the data mem-

ory pointers' automatic updating being used to fetch the appropriate data

in each loop. This section completes the verification of the input stages,

and all subsequent tests are to complete the adder verifrcation.

The frfth and final section includes the final test for the individual bit
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adder cells, and the final eight tests required to complete verification of

the carry lookahead cells. The carry lookahead tests all require specifrc

and unrelated patterns to be applied, so a loop is used to execute a generic

format test eight times with different data fetched from the Input Processor

each time.

4.!L The Multiplier/Dividers'

In its operational form, the multiplier/divider (Figures 3.2,3.4) provides a

difficult testing task. The control circuit causes iterative adder operations

to occur between input and output, the algorithms call for data-depenclent

scaling operations on the adder inputs, there is no direct path between the

inputs and the output, and there is no way of examining internal intermedi-

ate results. Taken together, these features ensure that logical partitioning

and path sensitisation are incapable of testing the module in its operational

configuration. The exhaustive test requires2s2 operations for the multiplier

alone and is obviously out of the question, while a reduced functional test

set offers no guarantee of fault detection and no indication of fault coverage.

The solution is not to attempt to test it in operational form, but to

reduce the problem to manageable proportions. While this may be possible

using scan paths to control and observe registers, an initial consideration of

this approach highlighted a major problem: the multiple or iterative adder

operations, if left unchecked or uncontrolled, results in the overlaying and

confusion of many test responses, so that an observed faulty response may

not be directly attributable to any particular section of the module. To
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overcome this requires that the control circuit be augmented to allow preset

stops or starts.

The test strategy finally implemented derives from these considerations

ancl, simply stated, the idea is to stop the module after only one adder

operation, and cause the interim result to appear at the output register.

This simplifies the observability and controllability problems immensely,

and allows testing by sensitising paths through the module from the inputs

to the output. This in turn allows the test to address portions of the circuit

while holding the others in a known state or in a previously verified mode

of operation. The method is equally applicable in multiplication and in

clivision, and in practice is required in both cases to fully test the module.

The details of the implementation of this test state are detailed later

in section 4.12.2. Briefly, a new control trit is added, driven by the ALU

decoders upon selection of one of a number of new test operations in the

ALU instruction set. These test operations set the same control lines as

their operational equivalents, and also set the TEST line. The TBST line

is latched in at the same time as the GO line and the M/D line, and while

the multiplier/divider commences its first operation cycle, the TEST bit is

fed to the circuit that terminates the module's operation and organises the

write to the output buffer.

As the multiply operation clears its internal accumulator upon com-

mencement of the multiplication, the fi,rst adder operation simply adds the

value in the parallel input register D, scaled by 0 or 1, to the all zero ac-

cumulator, or it may subtract the value, scaled by I or 2, by applying the

logical complement to the adder input while also adding a calry-in at the
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least significant bit of the adder. Clearly this is a sensitised path from

the input D to the output. The scaling and operation sign is controlled

by the values in the two least significant bit positions of the Delocalised

Multiplier Input (DMI). If the DMI value is chosen to give a scaling of

*1, the output will track the input D. Applying the API test set at D will

verify D, and the path from D through the adder cells to and including the

output buffer. Repeating this for the other relevant values of the DMI least

significant bit pair verifies most of the input stage logic and most of the

adder cell operations with the accumulator set to zero. The sign extend on

right shifting (at the adder output) is veriûed, as is the right shift in the

high byte. These tests are implemented by nesting loops of instructions so

that, for each of four DMI values, the program successively applies the four

API test patterns to the D inputs of the multipliers (operating in parallel)'

and executes TEST multiplication instructions, after which the results are

captured from the Ringbus by the Output Processor and exported off-chip.

The next section of test once again uses a loop to apply a succession

of TEST division instructions. In division, the accumulator is loaded with

the dividend at the beginning of the operation, and the contents of the

D register are adcled or subtracted from the dividend according to the

result of the exclusive nor of the most significant bit of each of the two

numbers. This EXNOR result is latched into the least significant bit of

the accumulator/shifter chain, giving an observable output to the exnor

cell. tlsing the dividend load in conjunction with the previously verified

input stage, the division load port may be verified for the API test set, and

then the adder verified for non-zero inputs from the accumulator. Most of
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the carry lookahead circuits are also verified at this stage, as is the shift

left capabitity. The two highest bit adder cells and the most significant

carry lookahead cell are not verifiable under this form of instruction, as the

left shift from the adder output into the accumulator renders the outputs

from these two adder cells unobservable. In the operational multiplication

mode, these bits shift right, and by choosing the DMI value appropriately

it is possible to deduce from the result at the output buffer if those adder

cells worked correctly.

The third section of the test is a piece of straight-line coding which tests

that the modules do not start if the global NOP is high, that multiplication

takes nine clock cycles, and that the flag "MDn COMPLETE" is set at the

end of the operation. No data is written to or read from the multipliers in

this test, as this would require loading multiple copies of the I/O instruc-

tions, and the saving in execution time from reducing the test set for the

next section of test is far outweighed by the additional scan in time for

instruction loads. Instead the NOP external pin can be used to monitor

the progress of the execution, along with the IRBQ line, which is set as an

external flag by the Input Initiate bits in the instructions.

As inferred above, the fourth section of the test is a loop executing a

number of full multiplications. The data set for these multiplications is

chosen to verify the load and shift capabilities of the DMI, to complete the

testing of the input selectors (scaling by *2 and by -0 cannot be achieved

in the TEST multiplication), and to test the remaining unverified bit adder

and carry lookahead cells. The data is loaded from the pins in response to

the IREQ input request.
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The fifth section of the test is identical in form and function to the

third section, with the one difference being that the instruction under test

is division. The sixth and final block of the test is a loop that executes

full divisions on a data set supplied from the pins via the Input Processor.

These are required to verify the operation of the overflow detection and

hard-limiting circuits.

4.12 The Built-In Test Hardware.

As has been mentioned in the foregoing sections, there have been some

specific design constraints on, and additions and alterations to the TFB

circuit to enhance the testability of the chip tn toto, and of particular

partitions.

The most systematic of these measures is the insistence on the use of

pseudo-static latches for data capture, rather than using charge storage on

dynamic nodes. Further to this, efforts have been made to minimise the

amount of dynamic or domino logic implemented, and the only major ex-

amples on chip are the decoders for the CS pointers IPC and JPC, where

the required speed of operation precludes the use of static logic. These tnea-

sures, while not directly conferring observability or controllability to any

element of the circuit, ensure that the chip's operation can be suspended

while the scan paihs are used, without the penalty of having to reinstate

the former values prior to restart.

A simple measure which considerably eases the problem of observability

of the Execution Controller is to output the global NOP line via an oth-
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erwlse spare prn. This output is heavily utilised to determine the results

of instructions which test the conditional evaluation circuits, and when

these circuits have been verified it is used to accelerate the detection and

verification of flag returns from the data handling modules.

The two major design initiatives for the enhancement of chip testability

are the additions and alterations to the rnultiplier/dividers' control circuits

to allow test operations of a non-functional nature, and the inclusion of a

system of scan paths through the control core to facilitate certain functional

requirements of the chip while also allowing test application and observa-

tion. Each of these is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

The only other major hardware overhead for testability is the I/O port-

i.rg. Perusal of the TFB pinout, tabulated in Table 4.1, shows that of a

total of 63 pins allocated, 50 of those are allocated for purely operational

purposes, 8 pins are utilised for both functional and test purposes, while

only 5 pins may be considered to be solely allocated for testing purposes.

The fact that 63 pins are allocated is not sheerly fortuitous: the functional

requirement for over 50 pins means that the smallest size standard package

that could be used is a 64 pin dual in-line package. If the pin count was

allowed to expand beyond 64, the packaging would have to use a pin-grid

array, which would add significantly to the packaging costs, and so the test

hardware has been tailored to keep within this pin linit. Leaving a pin

unallocated is also part of the design philosophy of having some reserve

capabitity: if later in the development cycle a pressing need arises for ex-

tra observability, controllability or functionality, this pin may be utilised

without requiring a major redesign.
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Port Name or Function
No. of
Pins

Operational
or Test

Vpp Yoltage Rail
Vss Voltage Rail
Clock Phase I
Clock Phase 2
Clock Phase 3
Data Input Port
IRBQ
Strobe In
Data Output Port
oREQ
Strobe Out
Single Step/Program Bxecute
Single Step Strobe
Write

Control Scan I In
Control Scan I Out
Control Scan 2 In
Control Scan 2 Out
Scan Clock I
Scan Clock 2

Decoder/Control Scan Select

Upper/Lower Scan Select

ALU/DM Decoders A,B Scan In
ALU/DM Decoders A,B Scan Out
ALU/DM Decoders C,D Scan In
ALU/DM Decoders C,D Scan Out
NOP Output

r,

2
,
2

2

16

I
1

t6
I
1

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
1

I
I

I
I
1

I
I

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

Table 4.1: The TFB Pin Allocations.
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4.12.t The Scan Paths.

As was outlined in earlier sections on test strategy and the control core

test, the functional requirements of the chip predispose the design to the

introduction of serial input paths to load program instructions, to initialise

the BARs, to initialise the column switching and to set some control bits

that are used for pointer selection in Write operations. On top of this, the

architecture is not conducive to parallel access to the memory, and yet an

efficient and effective test of memory is required, to provide information

on the row, column and cell availability, adequately detailed to facilitate

electronic sparing. This last requirement is rnet by the addition of the

wordline latches, joined together to form a scan path, together with the

conversion of the IR into a scan path segment. It was also noted that

the data set for the CS c.ell test could be generated simply by clearing or

setting the Write Register, rather than by scanning the full data word in,

and provision was made for two bits to be scanned in with the other Control

Input bits to initiate either a clear or a set in the register, as required.

The testing of the conirol core introduces additional requirements for

the inclusion of registers in scan paths. It was found that the inclusion of

the pointers IPC and JPC, the flag register PSR, and the outputs of the

LID, ALU and DM Decoders, as elements of a scan path, was essential to

the efficient testing of this partition.

Taking together the functional requirements for serial data inputs, the

requirements for facilitating the CS test to allow reconfiguration, and the

necessities of access for testing, a substantial number of elements must be
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assembled into one or more scannable paths. The best way to configure

this path, or paths, depends on several criteria. Consideration must be

taken of the effect of the configuration on yield, on the ease of use, on the

implications for the test equipment. Note that the configuration should

take into account the physical layout or floorplan of the chip with regards

as to which elements are required to be connected together, and in what

order they are connected.

Though it can be shown by analysis (see Appendix C) that one single

scan path incorporating all the required scan path elements has a lower

probability of sustaining a fault than multiple scan paths sharing the ele-

ments between them, the same analysis shows that for the real cases uncler

consideration here, where the scan path elements far outnumber the multi-

plexing elements, the decrease in absolute yield due to adding the multiplex-

ing elements is marginal, while a substantial advantage accrues through the

increased probability of getting some data from the paths. The maximum

benefit from splitting the scan into a given number of paths is gained when

all branches are identical: this is not strictly feasible when the physical

grouping of various scan path elements is considered, but the path lengths

should be kept of roughly the same order of magnitude wherever groupings

and routing allow.

In terms of convenience, or ease of use, the multiple paths are prefer-

able to a single path from several viewpoints. First, the longer the path,

the longer the time to scan information into and out of it, and this is par-

ticularly inefficient when in any given test only a portion of the data is

of interest, but the scan must be cycled completely to restore critical val-
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ues. Also, having a long scan path imposes a heavier demand on the test

hardware required to feed this serial string into the chip. More memory is

required to store the longer strings, and the test controller must be able to

hold the other inputs constant for longer while applying this serial input

from a much larger parallel to serial conversion unit. The same criticisms

also apply to program loading in normal operations. Furthermore, when

the multiple paths use separate llO pins, and are capable of being shifted

in parallel, the data transfer time is halved, allowing an enormous speed-up

in test and program load procedures.

Given the above considerations, and the availability of up to fourteen

pins for testing purposes, the following system was designed (Figure 4.1).

Four scan paths are embeclded in the control core, using control elements

suitably modified and connected. These four paths, of similar but unequal

lengths, are arranged as two pairs, with each pair being multiplexed to-

gether at the input pin and at the output pin. There are a further four

scan paths, one through the output latches of the ALU and DM Decoders

in each quadrant of the chip. These too are organised as pairs of paths

multiplexed together at the inputs and outputs.

It was considered desirable to retain the ability to shift each path inde-

pendently of the others, and yet it is highly desiratrle to be able to access

certain pairs of paths in parallel. For instance, the Control Inputs path

must be loaded prior to writing to the CS, as must the Write Register if a

specific ìnstruction is to be loacled, so these two elements are placed on sep-

arate paths which are clockable in parallel. The path selection and clocking

is designed to facilitate these aims. There are two independent scan clocks,
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Figure 4.1: The Scan Path System
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each connected uniquely to one pair of multiplexed control scan paths, and

to one pair of multiplexed decoder scan paths. Both clocks, when activated,

drive the paths selected by the two Scan Select lines, Decoder/Control and

Upper/Lower. By activating a single clock only, any one scan path rnay be

individually cycled, while activating both clocks simultaneously scans out

predetermined pairs of paths, on separate pins, The organisation of paths

into multiplexed pairs and clock sharing pairs is detailed in Table 4.2, as is

information regarding which elements constitute which path, and in what

order they are arranged.

The arrangement of the control scan path elements into complete paths

can be argued as follows. The Control Inputs should be arranged in parallel

with the Write Register to allow an efficient Write to the CS, while the IR

and the LID Decoder need to be observed during the control core test, and

so should be placed near the output pins. The PSR needs to be loadable

but this facility is not used frequently, and so the PSR can be placed further

from the inputs than the Control Inputs or the Write Register. The word-

line latches, as the biggest homogeneous grouP, are kept together. It would

reduce test times in some sections if the wordline latches were scanned in

parallel to the Control Inputs, rather than the WR, but overall the test

time would suffer a significant increase. The IR needs to be read during

the same test procedures that the CI and WR loads take place in, so it

makes sense to concatenate two of these segments into one path. The re-

maining segment is connected up with the PSR and LID Decoder to form

a path, while the multiplexor DFF chain is left as a stand-alone path, since

it is the least often changed.
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Scan Path Selection Path Elements
(top to bottom,
input to output)

Path
Reg's
CountPins Clock

Upper/Lower
Decodels/Control

Control
Scan I

Scan
Clock 1

Upper
Control

Write Register
PSR
LID Decoder

64
22
l6

D:102

Lower
Control

Multiplex DFFs 64

Control
Scan 2

Scan
Clock 2

Upper
Control

Control Inputs
Instruction Reg

54

64

D :118

Lower
Control

Wordline
Latches L32

Decoder
Scan
A,B

Scan
Clock 1

Upper
Decoders

DM Decoder A
ALIJ Decoder A

7

l8
D:25

Lower
Decoders

DM Decoder B
ALU Decoder B

t

l8
D -25

Decoder
Scan
C,D

Sc.an

Clock 2

Upper
Decoders

DM Decocler C
ALU Decoder C

I

18

D =25

Lower
Decoders

DM Decoder D
ALU Decoder D

I

18

D:25

Table 4.2: Scan Path Organisaiion.
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The multiplexing is arranged as follows: of each pair of multiplexed

paths, one is co¡urected to the pins via the rnultiplexors by the Upper/Lower

line being held high, and the other is connected by that line being held low.

A simple transmission gate multiplexor cell suffices here, as speed is not

a problem, and there will be restoring logic on either side of the gates.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Each clock is associated uniquely with

one Control Scan pair and with one Decoder Scan pair. Decoder/Control

selects to which of these two pairs the clock is fed, and the Upper/Lower

line is again utilised, this time to switch the clock to the appropriate path.

This arrangement allows the selection of paths to be carried out by the dis-

tributed processing of logic levels, rather than by a centralised switching of

various clocked lines. The clock switching circuit will require a substantial

driver for each path's clock line, and when that path is not selected, the

clock line must be hetd low. This requires a more complex switching and

driving arrangement, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

A modified master-slave scan path latch has been designecl and is illus-

trated in Figure 4.4, and this may be compared to the standard master-

slave latch illustrated in Figure 4.5. The actual implementation of the

scan paths has not yet been carried out, as the control core layout is still

awaiting completìon, as are the the ALU and DM Decoder layouts, and

consequently the final assembly and routing stages are not complete either.

Hence the physical sizing, positioning and routing of the scan path elements

are debatable at this stage, as are any estimates of line capacitances, so the

sizing of any drivers or logic simulation of large scan paths is precluded

until this information is available.
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Figure 4.2: CMOS Transmission Gate Multiplexor.
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Figure 4.3: CMOS Scan Clock Multiplex/Drive Cell.
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Figure 4.5: CMOS Master'Slave Latch.
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4.!2.2 The Multiplier/Divider Modifications"

There are two modifrcations to the multiplier/divider circuit to make the

module testable. The major change is the addition of a TÐST bit latch,

latching on the same conditions as the GO and M/D bits of control. This

latch is fed to the circuit that in normal operations accepts the time-out

return from the control timer, and is processed in the Same manner as

the time-out return, thereby bringing the moclule to a halt after only one

adder operation and filling the output buffer with the result of that oper-

ation, shifted appropriately. The actual circuit alterations consist of one

new pseudo-static latch (master only, not a master-slave pair), and one

gate which combines the time-out returns for division and multiplication is

augmented by one further input to combine in the TEST signal in identical

fashion. The ALU Decoder has one extra output line TEST added, and

several states are added to the instruction set to produce the single cycle

of multiplication or division, which results in some increase in the Decoder

size. The exact overhead is not known, because the decoders, while being

completely specified, have not been laid out as yet.

The minor change to the module concerns the overflow detection circuit'

In the original design, the overflow circuit output was not valid until the

start of the third clock cycle of operation. In fact the implementation forced

the output of the circuit to fl.ag overflow until the last of three control bits

became available and was latched during the SECOND adder operation"

This in turn caused the hard-limiting cells between the internal register

and the output buffer to hard-limit until the second adder operation. This
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rendem the TEST operations useless, as all that is available at the output

buffer is either plus or minus full range. However all that is necessary to

change this is to disable the "OVBRFLOW" output from the cell until some

time after the end of the first adder operation. Fortuitously, there is already

a signai available within the the overflow circuit that makes a transition at

the appropriate time; the third latching signal and its complement make

transitions, from one to zero and vice versa respectively, in the second

adder cycle. Now the overflow signal is already ANDed with the M/D tine

to ensure that hard-limiting only occurs during division. If the gate used

for this is extendecl to become a three input gate, and the complement of

the third latching signal is fed to that new input, then the overflow output

is disabled until the second adder operation. This allows the data in the

TEST instruction to be output without hard-limiting, whiie leaving the

hard-limiting operation unaffected for full term operations. The overhead

for this change is negligible: two transistors to convert a two input gate

into a three input gate, and a short length of polysilicon to connect the

new gate input to a signal already existing in the cell. The implementation

of both this and the previously discussed major change has been assigned

to the designer of the multiplier/divider unit, to be done concurrently with

some other work required.

4.13 Summary of the Complete Chip Test.

To summarise the complete chip test is essentially to reiterate the preceding

test sections in the order that they appear here. The control core is verified
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first, piece by piece, starting with the scan paths and gradually expanding

the core of verified modules. As more modules are verified, the tests become

easier to apply, and the core operations become more like normal program

execution. Once the core is verified, Single Step operations interleaved with

scans are used to verify the instruction decoders. Upon the completion of

this test the complete instruction application hierarchy has been verified.

The next step is to use the currently verified hierarchy to test the data com-

munication channel, starting with the Output Processor, moving next to

the complete bus, and finally to the Input Processor. When these modules

have been characterised, they become tools to verify the data processing

elements. Here the parallel nature of the architecture really becomes ap-

parent, in the way that the testing can be applied simultaneously to all

similar modules. The testing of the data handling modules, and in general

of all the modules or elements, relies on knowledge of the module structure

to produce tests sets that are close to minimal. Exhaustive tests are only

used where significant time advantages are evident, or there is insufficient

structural data upon which a test can be based.
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Chapter 5

Concluston.

6,1 Test Methods.

Reviewing the test procedures, it can be seen that there are two different

methods used to apply tests to the various partitions" Before consider-

ing these two separately, remember that there is commonality in the ap-

proaches: in both cases the same fault models are used, and consequently

the types of patterns applied are the same. The difference lies only in the

method of application of the tests.

5.1.1 Design for Test.

The first method, as used in the verification of the Control Core, requires

the inclusion of specific test structures, the scan paths, at the initial design

stages in order to facilitate the application of test patterns, and the capture

and export of the test results.
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The use of the scan path methodology is justifiable in terrns of the

minimal hardware overhead, the ease of application of the methodoiogy,

and most importantly the ease of integration of the test system into the

functional architecture.

This last point is clearly illustrated by the fact that the normal chip

functions of loading the instructions into the Control Store, and reconfig-

uring the RAM array to carry out row and column sparing, dictate the use

of serial paths, due to the nature of the architecture and the lack of parallel

access to the control core. These same serial paths are used to apply test

patterns and to control the various elements of the control core during the

test.

Another important aspect of the integration of system function with test

requirements is the way in which the Single Step operation is organised, in

so far as it facilitates the system function of software debugging, and at

the same time is implemented in a manner that allows the safe use of the

serial input and output paths through the chip without disabling the system

clocks, thus also facilitating the testing of the chip.

The major penalties for adopting a scan path test system are the enor-

mous overhead in scan time (compared to the application time of the pat-

terns), the increase in routing complexity incurred by the necessity of con-

necting all the sequential elements, and the vulnerability of the test system

to single point faults.

Addressing first the problem of routing complexity, this is ameliorated

by several factors. First is the use of existing large parallel register struc-

tures as the base unit into which the scan path is introduced. These struc-
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tures are laid out as iterations of identical bit-slice cells, with the control

lines running in channels through the bit-slices in such a way that their

abuttal connects the control line segments into single complete lines. This

reduces the scan clock routing within the register structure to a minor

problem, as it may simply implemented as another segment in the control

line channel. The actual scan path connections, for passing the serial in-

formation from cell to cell, is handled in a similar fashion, although the

rouiing channel is not used, but instead an input is placed at one edge of

the bit-slic.e c.ell, while the output port is placed at the other edge, in a

position pitch-matched to the input. Abuttal of the cells then serves to

connect the scan path c.ells into a single serial path segment.

The connection problem then reduces to the problem of routing two

lines from one major register block to the next included in the scan path,

and in each case there are three or less of these blocks per path. This

problem is also eased by the fact that all of the elements chosen to be

connected into any single paths are in the same area of the chip, so long

routing paths are generally not required, except maybe to connect out to

the pin pads. It is further eased by the fact that the control core, through

which the major paths connect, is not a highly structured region, and thus

there is a reasonable amount of routing space between the various elements

requiring connection.

Again, it may be argued that the system architecture allows no other

simple implementation of the instruction loading or reconfiguration, and so

the use of these facilities for testing incurs no extra penalty with regards

to the routing or single point failure vulnerability. Efforts have been made
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to reduce the system's single point failure vulnerability by splitting the

scanned elements up between separate scan paths (see the discussion in

Appendix C).

With regard to the test time overhead due to scan loading and unloading

of patterns, there is no denying that this is significant. Perusal of the table

of test lengths at the end of Appendix I shows that, averaged over the

complete chip test, the scan times form around 95% of the total, with the

actual application of the tests taking only 5To oÍ the time. This is balanced

however by the nature of the tests that the scan paths allow: often a

more direct test of the particular elements is possible by the inclusion of

scan paths, whereas their exclusion leads tothe use of large functional test

sets that arrive at the result inferentially after testing a large number of

combinations of states.

This last point can best be illustrated by comparing the Control Store

tests with those of the Data Memory tests. Por the 8 kilobit Control Store,

the scan path oriented testing takes some 117,248 clock cycles, while the

Data Memory functionally driven test takes about 12,000 cycles (two fifths

of the total DM test time) to test a 5I2 bit memory: the CS is 16 times as

large as a single DM, and yet takes only 10 times the test length. (It is only

fair to point out, however, that the DM test time is largely a function of the

scan time anyway, as the tests must be serially loaded before execution.)
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5.L.2 f\rnctional Testing.

The second method, which is essentially a classic MSI approach, is to use

the previously verified system components to apply the tests to the par-

tition under test, and therefore the tests are limited to subsets of normal

functional operations, together with subsets of the allowable data" As has

been illustrated in the previous chapter, most of the data-handling mod-

ules of TFB are of such a form that they allow complete testing of the

postulated fault set by this method without alteration.

The exception to this are the multiplier/divider modules, which require

additional circuitry to make them controllable and observable within the

framework of a functional test scheme. This additional circuitry, when acti-

vated, changes the modules' function from an iterative operation mode to a

single operation mode, thus allowing single tests to be applied and checked.

In fact these modules may well be testable using a purely functional test

without the extra control circuitry, but the task of fault location is certainly

difficult, if not impossible, in this case, and the task of generating the tests

by hand is of similar complexity. The very minor area overhead incurred

to implement this test circuit is more than amply compensated for by the

increase in fault location it affords.

5.2 Testing Overheads.

A single bit master-slave latch requires 4 extra transmission gates and a

clock inverter to convert it into a scan path latch, so this conversion gives

rise to a 55To greater transistor count for the existing registers requiring
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inclusion in the scan paths. Each new slave latch added to convert an

existing master latch into a scan path element incurs an extra 6 transmis-

sion gates and 3 inverters, while each completely new scan path cell adds

8 transmission gates and 6 inverters.

The only registers and latches where the conversion to, or addition of

scan path elements is purely a test overhead, are the PSR (22 bits), the IR

(6a bits), the LID, DM and ALU Decoder output latches (22 bits, 4 x 7 bits,

and 4 x 18 bits, respectively), two Control Input registers (2 x I bit)' and

the Wordline Latches (132 bits). Together these add about 6800 transistors

to the circuit. Add to this the small amount of switching logic to select

the paths, and the scan clock drivers, and the overhead comes to around

7000 transistors. The other overhead associated with the scan path sys-

tem is the I/O for the paths: some 12 pins are tied into the scan system.

However it is unfair to classify all of these as testing overheads, as 3 major

paths of the total 8 are used for functional purposes as well. About half

of the scan I/O is attributable to testing alone. One further pin is used to

output the global NOP line. However, while there is an increase in pads

and bonding from this extra I/O, care has been taken to ensure that the

pin count cloes not increase past 64, the limit for DIL packaging. (The

alternative, a pin grid array, is considerably more expensive.)

In the control area, a small amount of extra logic is incurred in adding

three extra states to the incompletely coderì LID Decocler, to allow LI

operations to address the registers of the Output Processor. In each of the

ALU Decoders, another three states are added to the incompletely coded

set of ALU instructions, to allow the required TBST multiplication and
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clivision instructions. This incurs a small increase in the logic implemented

in each.

The modifications to the multiplier/dividers require the addition of one

latch, and the alteration of two logic gates from two-input to three-input,

in each module.

Taken all together, the overhead for testability is surprisingly low: in

terms of transistor count, and given a size estimate of 200,000 transistors

for the whole chip, the test overhead is only about 3.5%.1 This compares

well with some of the overhead figures seen in discussions on testability. In

particular, some proponents of built in self test claim that area overhead

figures of up to 25%o are still acceptable. The single most striking increase is

in the pin count, and this a matter of design choice: if a reduced pin count

was considered important, then all scan path elements could be connected

into one path, incuming only three extra pins instead of twelve. (This

would, of course, incur a vast increase in the total test time for the chip.)

õ.3 Some General Observations.

Perhaps the biggest time and effort saving feature in the design of these tests

is the clesign style usecl in the modules. Almost all modules are constructed

as regular arrays of small, easily testable bit-slice cells, with the notable

exceptions being the memory decoders, and they are treated as part of the

memory array testing problem rather than as a logic circuit problem. This

regularity and the use of small leaf cells allows the test patterns for the

modules to be determined simply by inspection, along with the sensitising

t82
t Although the chip layout has not been completed, a very conservative first order

estimate of the area required for this dedicated test hardware (including all I/O pads,

clock and signal routing, clock drivers, signal buffers, scan path cells, extra latches in

the multiplier/dividers and extra decoding of the ALU and LID flelds), indicates an area

overhead of less thanTTo of the unaugmented chip area, or less than 6.5% of the total chip
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paths where required.

Another big bonus is the way the architecture partitions the various

modules, requiring simultaneous operations in each with no interaction"

This is precisely the condition that allows testing of one partition inde-

pendently of another, thereby allowing an exponential decrease in the test

complexity.

Yet another major factor is the parallel accessibility of the inputs and

outputs of the clata hanclling elements: onc.e the Output Processor is ver-

ified, all of the data handling elements can be treated as separate parti-

tions, each with independent controllable inputs and observable outputs,

and none of them is particularly complex (with the exception of the multi-

plier/cliviclers, which are readily altered to regain that simplicity).

The testing of the Control Core is facìlitated by the extensive scan paths

through it, and it give rise to the observation that, if certain circuits are

inter-related, then the more of the inputs or states to those sections that

are controllable, the more easily can the tester not only test the whole, but

clo so using a reduced test set, due to the ability to control the depenclence

of one section upon another.

6.4 f\rrther \Mork.

Many of the tests are specified purely in terms of the input patterns that

are required to sensitise particular pathways or to create particular states

within the partitions ûnder test. In the actual test situation, the out-

put patterns from these tests are required as pre-computed values, against
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rvhich to compare the response of the circuit. Thus some work must be

done to convert the input pattern specifications into expected responses.

In most cases this is trivial, but the ASSAs and multiplier/dividers all per-

form additions on their test patterns, so the expected response must be

caìculated.

There is no readily amenable method of calculating the fault cover of the

test set available within the design environment at the moment' However,

should one become available, it should prove interesting to extract gate

Ievel models of the circuit partitions and to check the actual fault cover of

the tests specified in ApPendix 1.

5.5 Conclustort.

A test procedure has been designed to test the TFB chip. It involves

not only the external application of test vectors, but also the inclusion of

certain circuit elements to enhance or enable the testing. Both the internal

circuitry and the external test procedure are detailed within this work.

In the final analysis, the test length is not inordinately long, and the

area and complexity overhead for the test circuit is remarkably low, so it is

fair to say that an acceptable compromise has been reached between system

functionality, test time and area and complexity overheads.
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Appendix A

TFB Test Specification.

This appendix contains the specification of the complete TFB chip test.

It is broken up into eight main sections, each dealing with the tests for

a particular partition. These sections correspond to the identically titled

sections of Chapter 4, in which some explanations of the tests are made"

In this appendix, notes.and comments will be kept to a minimum. It is

assumed that the reader is well versed in the architecture, and to a certain

cxtent the layout of the chip. In general, instructions and pin settings will

be detailed as and where necessary, and it may be assumed that if a setting

is not specified, then it is either obvious from the context, or it does not

matter" The notation used for instruction fields is generally in accordance

with that developed in the TFB Working Specification, which will not be

produced herewith, as most of the notation used is expanded or explained

in the discussions in Chapter 4, if not in this Appendix.

Hexadecimal notation is frequently used herein to represent bit pat-

terns, and is represented by the form ( rnrt ) where the leftmost digit
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is the most significant, the rightmost the least. The number of digits will

correspond to the number of bits being represented, except where the bit

pattern lengths are too large, as in the 64 bit Write R,egister, or are not

multiples of four. In the latter case, the notation will adcl leacling bits to

fill the patterns out to multiples of four, and these fill bits will be set to

zero. In the former case, enough of a pattern will be given to indicate the

required value. For example, a 64 bit alternating one and zero pattern

is represented as < AA...A>. Where binary patterns must be explicitly

indicated, notation such as (1011) will be used.

For the sake of brevity, the following abbreviations will be used:

CIL Control Scan Path I Lower

CIU Control Scan Path 1 frpper

C2L Control Scan Path 2 Lower

CI\J Control Scan Path 2 Upper

DecA Decoder Scan Path A,B Upper

DecB Decoder Scan Path A,B Lower

DecC Decoder Scan Path C,D Upper

DecD Decoder Scan Path C,D Lower

PSR Process Status Register

WR Write Register
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IR Instruction Register

BARN Bad Address Register z

EnBARff Enable b¡it for Bad Address Register rz

WR-CLR Write Register Clear Control Input bit

WR'-SET Write Register Set Control Input bit

WP-IPC Write Pointer Select IPC Control Input bit

WP-JPC Write Pointer Select JPC Control Input bit

WP-BAR,O Write Pointer Select BAR0 Control Input bit

WP-BARI Write Pointer Select BARI Control Input bit

WP-BAR2 Write Pointer Select BAR2 Control Input bit

WP-BAR3 Write Pointer Select BARS Control Input bit

with regards to the scan paths, these are scanned by toggling the ap-

propriate scan clock line. When a scan clock is not specifically required to

enable a path in the tests, it is held low. Where possible, scan paths are

to be clocked in parallel: this is implicit, and will not generally be pointed

out in every instance. As the test is desìgned to be sequential, control pins

are to be held at a specified values until otherwise specifred.
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,{'.1 The Control Core.

4.1.1 Start Up Tests.

On start-up, a chip is usually subjected to a number of analogue tests prior

to commencement of the digital testing. These have not been considered

in this report, although they are of some importance in the production

environment. One applicable test is to monitor the supply current as power-

up occurs, and in the idle time thereafter: for CMOS, the quiescent current

should be very small, and any wild excursions during power-up may indicate

shorted lines or stuck-at transistors.

The first digital test applied is part of these start-up tests: on power-up,

the chip should have Single Step mode selected, system clocks running, scan

clocks held low, Single Step Strobe held low, and Write held low. After the

system has settled, the NOP pin should have settled high. If it has not,

the rest of the test is not valid, because all the scan paths will continuously

being overwritten by clocked latches not disabled.

A.1.2 Scan Path Verification.

This section scans through API test patterns to validate the scan path shift

and hold capabilities, lengths and thus the path multiplexing and selection.

Keep Siugle Step rnode selected, Single Step Strobe and Wúte held low, system

clocks n:aning. Sca¡ clocks and selects activated as directed.

select DecA scan Path (use scan A,B pins/sca,u clock 1/Decoders/upper), scan

in repetitions of hexadecimal patten <0FA > r¡ntil the frrst distinct <0FA>
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pattem appears at the outPut.

Repeat for DecC Scan Fath (Scan C,D pins/Scan Clock 2/Decoders/upper).

Repeat this sequence for DecB and DecD Scau Paths, usiug the coutrols as

above, except with Lower selected at the pins, instead of Upper'

Then holding select at Decoders/Upper, scân ones into both DecA and DecC

Scan Paths using both scan clocks in parallel.

Check to see < 0Fá ) pattern appears' until replaced by < FFF >'

Counting the scan verifres path length.

Repeat this for DecB and DecD Scan Paths (control identical except select

Decoclers/Lower).

This completes the Decoder Scan Paths test" A similar procedure is used

to test the Control Scan Paths.

Select ClU (Control/Upper/Scan Clock l/Control Scau I pins).

Scan in <}FA ) pattem repetitions uutil first distinct < 0.Fá ) appears at

output.

Repeat for C2U (Control/Upper/Scan Clock 2/Control Scan 2 pins).

Repeat for ClL (Control/Lower/Scan Clock l/Control Scan l pins).

Repeat for C2L (Control/Lower/Scan Clock 2/Coutrol Scan 2 pins)'

Select CIU ancl C2U using both scau clocks in parallel to scan all ones in, except

for a zero in the bit position of the C2U pattern that will correspond to WR-SET.

Check to see < }FA ) pattern appears, until replaced by < FFF >.

Countiug the scan verifres path length"

Repeat this for ClL and C2L (control identical except select Control/Lower),

with clifferent clata. Use ( 000 > for ClL, leaving the column multiplexors

con''ecting each CS column to one IR cell (no sparing). Use all ones for C2L.

This completes the Scan Paths' verification.
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4.1.3 Tl/rite, Wordline Latches

AII controls are as for previous test, all scan clocks held low. The previous

test leaves ones everywhere in C2L, C2U and ClU, except in WR-SET. All

six Write pointer (WP) selects are therefore enabled, as are the BARs. All

six contain the same address (all ones).

Set the Write line for one cycle, then set low. Wait two cycles.

Sca¡ out C2L observing all wordline latches set to zero by Write, except for the

four corresponding to the BARs.

Scan out CIU to check that l{R was clearecl successfully"

4.1.4 Main CS Array Decoding, Wordlines, Write

Pointer Select.

Scan iu C2U: set WP-IPC, clear all other WPs, IPC: ( 00 ), JPC: 17F 7,

disable all BARs, set WR-SET, clear WR-CLR. (Merge this scan with last of

previous test.)

Write (set Write pin high for one clock cycle).

Scan out C2L, check correct and unique wordline selected by lPC, scan in all

ones.

Scan in C2U as above except: set WP-JPC and WR-CLR, clear WP-IPC and

IilR-SET.

In parallel, scan out ClU to check operation of \ryR-CLR iu Write: this is needed

once only.

Write.

Scan out C2L, check correct and unique wordline selected by JPC, scan in all

zeros
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Scan in C2U to set WP-IPC and WR-CLR for next Write

The above sequence of two writes and wordline latch examinations

should be carried out for all values of IPC ancl JPC, and this is best accom-

plished by incrementing IPC and decrementing JPC between each execution

of the sequence, and repeating the procedure until IPC : 17F > and JPC

- ( 00 ) have been tested. Note that the scan out of ClU to check cor-

rect WR-SET operation is required once only. After the initiai sequence)

all Writes use WR-CLR, resulting in the array being completely cleared by

the end of the test. The alternating one or zero refill of C2L ensures that

each wordline is tested for its ability to set and clear the wordline latches"

This procedure tests all of the main array pointer decoding and wordlines.

4.1.õ BAR, Wordlines and Addressing

This section of test first verifies the BAR wordlines, next the matching to

IPC and JPC and the consequent main array pointer override, then the rest

of the bitwise matching test patterns are applied to all BARs in parallel,

followed by a test set of non-matching patterns.

Scan in C2U: set WP-BAR0, IVP-IPC, WP-JPC, WR-CLR; IPC:< 70 ),

JPC:( 0f ), all BARs set to < 00 >; clear all EnBARs. (Merge with previous

test last scan.)

Write.

Sca¡ out C2L: refrll with ones; check unique and correct BARO wordline, JPC

override, IPC override.
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Repeat, substituting WP-BARI for WF-BARO, theu again for WP-BAR2 and

\ryP-BAR3.

This completes testing of BAR wordline clrive capability

Scan in C2U: set \ryP-IPC, EnBARO, WR-CLR; BAR0:IPC:( 00 ),
JPC:( 7F 7, all other BARs set to <7F >; clear all other EnBARs.

Write.

Sca¡ out CZL: refill with ones; check correct BAR0 wordline to flag match, IPC

override.

Scau in C2U: set WP-JPC, EnBAR0, WR-CLR; BARO:JPC:( 00 ),
IPC:( 7F ), all other BARs set to <7F >; clear all other EnBARs.

Write.

Scan out C2L: refill with ones; check correct BARO wordline to flag uratch, JPC

override.

Repeat, substituting EnBARI for EnBARO and BARf for BARO, theu again for

BAR2 and BAR3.

This compìetes the individual BAR match-override test. Match and mis-

match can now be checked with all BARs in parallel.

Scan in C2U: set WP-IPC, all EnBARs, WR-CLR; all BARs:IPC:( 7F ),
JPC:< 00 >.

Write.

Scau out C2L: refill with zeros; check matches, IPC override.

Repeat, substituting IPC for JPC and vice versa.

Repeat both above, substitutirg <2A ) for ( 7^F > in pointers, then again

substituting < 55 ) for ( 2A >.
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This completes the test for correct bitwise matching. Now test for mis-

matches.

Scan in C2U: set WP-IPC, all EnBARs, WR-CLR; all BARs:( 00 ),
IPC:( 7F >, JPC:< 2A>.

Write.

Scau out C2L: refill with zeros; check NO matches, NO IPC override.

Repeat, substituting IPC for JPC and vice versa.

Repeat both above, substituting <7F ) for ( 00 > in the BARs, and

substituting < 00 ) for ( 7f' > in JPC or IPC (whichever is selected).

Repeat the sequence of four tests above 14 more times, each time substi-

tutin a of hex addresses from the follow set for <00> <7r >).

This set of mismatch tests completes the BARs' testing

4.1.6 CS Column Faults, IPC Incrementer.

This section aims to test for column SA faults, and the associated paths for

SA and API faults. Merged with these are tests of the column multiplexor

chain, IPC incrementer tests, and incomplete tests of the conditional eval-

uation circuitry. The previous test sequences have left the CS array filled

with zeros.

Sca,n in C2U: IPC:17F ), set WP-IPC. (Initialisatiou.)

Single Step Strobe: observe NOP piu; should go low for one cycle

Hexadecimal Number Pairs
40
00

20
00

1 0

00
08
00

o4
00

02

00
01

00
3F
7F

5F
7F

6F
7F

7F
7r

7B
7F

7D
7l

7E
7î
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Scan C2U: out; IR all zero, IPC:< 00 ): in; \ryF-IPC and WR-SET set,

IPC:( 00 >.

Scan ClU: in; frll PSR with zeros.

lVrite. (Write WR to memory using IPC value.) '

Single Step Strobe.(Read word from CS using IPC, increment IPC.) NOP set.

Scan C2U: out; IR all ones, IPC:( 01 >: in; \ryP-IPC and WR-SET set,

IPC:< 7E >.

Scan CIU: in; fill WR with < AA...A >, ffll PSR with zeros, except for a single

one in the position matching the WAIT bit for the instruction in IR.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low for I cycle.

Scan C2U: out; IR:ç AA...A ), IPC:( 7F >: in; WP-IPC and WR-SET set,

IPC:( 7E >.

Scau ClU: in; fill PSR with zeros, except for a single oue iu the positiou

matching the WAIT bit for the instmction expected in IR.

Scan ClL: iu; all ones (swap multiplexors to other position).

Single Step Strobe. NOP low for I cycle.

Scan C2U: out; IR:< 55...5 >: in; WP-IPC, IPC:( 03 >. (This address should

still contaiu all zeros.)

Single Step Strobe. NOP low for 1 cycle.

Scan C2U: out; IR:( 00..01 ), IPC:4 04 >: iu; ïVP-IPC and WR-SET set,

IPC:< 07 >.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low for I cycle.

Scan C2U: out; IR:ç FF...F ), IPC:( 08 >: iu; WP-IPC set, IPC:( 0l >.

Scan ClU: in; WR:q 55...5 >, fill PSR with ones, except for a single zero in the
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position matching the WAIT bit for the instmction in IR.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP remains high.

Scan C2U: out; [R:ç AA.ÁB ), IPC:4 02 >: in; [PC:d 01 >.

Sca¡ ClL: in; all zeros (swap multiplexors back to original positiou).

Sca4 CIU: in; frll PSR with ones, except for a single zero in the position

matching the W¡\IT bit for the instmction in IR.

Single Step Strobe. NOP remains high.

Scan C2U: out; IR:ç 55...5 >: in; IPC:< 0F >.

Single Step Strobe.

Scan C2U: out; IPC:< 10 >: in; IPC:( lF >.

Single Step Strobe.

Scan C2U: out; IPC:< 20 >: in; IPC:< 3F >.

Single Step Strobe.

Scau C2U: out; IPC:( 40 ).

The IPC incrementer has been verifled. Column faults have been tested.

Column multiplexors verified. Some conditional control verified.

^.1.7 
CS CelI Tests.

Using a subset of the MARCH test, the cells are tested for SA and API

faults involving nearest column neighbours. The array is initialised to ze-

ros, by resetting to zero any rows written with non-zero values in the last

section: all others were reset previously and should not have changed. First

a, zero to one transition is marched up the array, setting the complete array
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to one, then a one to zero transition is marched up. Note that physically

BAR0 is at the bottom edge of the array, with BAR3 adjacent to Row0 of

the main amay, while Row127 is at the very top edge of the array. Between

the named rows, the addressing proceeds in a linear manner. Also, the first

and last rows of the array (in this case, BARO and Rowl27) have reduced

tests, because they each have only one neighbour capable of being affected

by a fault.

Scan C2U: in; WP-IPC and WR-CLR set, IPC:( 7E >. Write.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe. (Cycles IPC to desired value faster than scan.)

Write. ( IPC:< 00 >, Control inputs as before.)

Single Step Strobe. (Cycles IPC to < 01 > faster than scan.)

lilrite.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe.

Single Step Strobe. (Cycles IPC to < 07 > faster than scan.)

lVrite. ( IPC:< 07 ), Control inputs as before.)

This completes the re-initialisation.

Scan C2U: in; BARO:IPC:( 00 >, set EuBAR0.

Siugle Step Strobe.

Scan C2U: out; IR:< 00...0 >: in; set \ryR-SET, \ryP-BARO, EnBAR0,

IPC:BARO:( 00 )
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Write. (Write oues to BARO)

Single Step Strobe.

The preceding instructions are the reduced test for the bottom row'

Scau C2U: out; IR:< FF...F ): in; BARI:IPC:( 01 ), set EIBARL'

Single Step Strobe.

Scan C2U: out; IR:( 00...0 >: in; set WR-S81, WP-BARI, EnBARl,

IPC:BARI:( 01 )
Write. (lVrite ones to BARI)

Single Step Strobe.

Scau C2U: out; IR:< 11..'l >: in; set WP-BAR0, EuBAR0,

IPC:BARO:( 00 )
Single Step Strobe.

The last seven instructions form the typical row test set" By repiacing

BARn with BARn* 1 in successive executions of this test set, all the BARs

may be tested, and then by replacing the BARs with row addresses (sim-

ply clear all EnBAR bits in Control Input scan) and incrementing the row

addresses between each iteration, starting from Row0 (with BARS enabled

as a column neighbour) and progressing through to Row127, the main ar-

ray may be tested. The complete sequence (excluding the re-initialisation

instructions) may then be repeated, exactly as written above except that

every wR-sET is replaced with a wR-cLR. The end status is IPC-< 00 >

and the whole array is written with zeros. There is now enough information

available to allow the CS to be reconfigured. This is achieved simply by
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scanning into ClL an appropriate bit pattern, and scanning into C2U the

appropriate BAR values and EnBAR bits: note that this latter operation

must be incorporated into any further CZLI scans to maintain the correct

values for sparing.

4.1.8 Remainder of Control Core.

Still to be verifred are parts of the conditional control circuitry, the LID De-

coder, the CM register load and hold capabilities, the Loopcounters' load,

hold decrement and flag capabilities, and the actual execution of jumps.

Again, some of these tests are merged together into single instruction se-

quences.

Scan C2U: in; set \ryP-IPC, IPC:JPC:< 00 >.

Scan ClU: in; WR:(Ll/Conditional Coutrol CC:(000)/LID:JPC/LI

data:( 2A>), PSR all zeros.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low.

Scan CIU: out; LID Dec. Outputs all zero.

Scan C2U: out; JPC:IPC:( 2A>'

Repeat sequence above exactly as written except as Op, not LI'

Repeat sequence above exactly as written except tu¡¡¡ çÇ:(1f l).

Repeat sequence above exactly as written except with LI data:( 55 ).

This completes test of LID:JPC; execution test later to test timing.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(OOf )/LlD:Loopcounter0/Ll data:{ Flî >), PSR

all oues except for a zero matching WAIT bit.

Write"
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Single Step Strobe. NOP high'

Scan ClU: out; LID Dec' Outputs all zero'

Repeat sequerce exactly as above except: PSR all zero except for single one

matching WAIT bit, LI Data:( 00 ).

Repeat sequence exactly as origiual except Op, not LI, and LI Data:( Í'F >.

This concludes test of cc-(001) state, and of LlD-Loopcountero.

Repeat sequence of four tests, substituting CC:(110), and Loopcounterl.

Repeat sequetrce of four tests, substituting CC:(100), and Loopcounter2.

Repeat sequence of four tests, substituting CC:(011), and Loopcounter3.

This concludes tests of the three conditional control states, and of

LlD-Loopcountern. Next test the LlD-Accumulator latch lines"

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(000)/IID:LÏVRACCA). (LI low bvte "A'ccA)

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low.

Scan ClU: out; LID Dec. Outputs all zero except for LWRACCA.

Repeat sequence as above except CC:(1I'1),PSR all zero.

Repeat both test sequences for LID:HWRACCA (LI high byte AccA).

Repeat both test sequeûces for LID:B\ryRACCA (LI both bytes AccA).

Repeat all six test sequeuces for each of Accumulators B,C and D.

Repeat the two original sequences for LID:BALAC (LI both bytes, all

accumulators).

Scan CIU: in; WR:(Op/CC:(000)/LID:BALAC).

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low.

Scan ClU: out; LID Dec. Outputs all zero uuder Op'
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This completes Accumulator Latch lines LID testing.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(II/CC:(000)/LID:IO Control).

Write.

Single Step Strobe.

Scan CIU: out; LID Dec. Outputs all zero except for IO Control

Repeat above test, changing only LI to Op.

Repeat above test, substituting g6:(111) and PSR all zero.

This completes tests oÍ LID-IO Control

Repeat above three tests, substituting LID:OutRegl.

This completes tests of LID-OutRegO.

Repeat above three tests, substituting LID:OutReg0.

This completes tests of LID-OutRegl

Repeat above three tests, substituting LID:CM, L[ data : all zeros except for

first arithmetic flag. In CC:(111) case, put PSR : all ones except first

arithmetic flag.

This concludes examination of LID Dec. Outputs: have commenced exam-

ination of operation of the TEST circuitry, and of CM loadability, with lst

CM flag demonstrated unique.

Scan ClU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(llI)/LID:CM fLl Data:CM for 2nd arithmetic

flag). PSR all zero except lst arithmetic flag'

Write.
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Single Step Strobe. NOP low. (TEST verified for lst flag, 2nd flag mask loaded)

Scan CLU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(111)/LID:CM fLl Dzta:CM for 3rd arithmetic

flag). PSR all ones except 2nd arithmetic flag.

tffrite.

Single Step Strobe. NOP high.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(f f r)/IID:CM/LI Data:CM for 3rd arithmetic

flag). PSR all zero except 2nd arithmetic flag.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low. (TEST verified for 2nd flag, 3rd flag mask loaded)

Repeat tests in the form of the last two above, incrementing along CM till

16th flag tested. The success is used to load the next flag mask CM - all

ones.

Scan ClU: in; WR:(LI/CC:(11I)/LID:CM/LI Data: < 0...0 > (oo flags))

PSR:( ,4,50F >.

Write.

Single Step Strobe. NOP low. (TEST verified for multiple flag, empty flag mask

loaded).

Write. (Same WR, but CM already loaded with all zeros.)

Single Step Strobe. NOP high.

This concludes the verification of the TEST state, and of the CM and

the conditional evaluation circuitry. It remains to verify that the JUMP

instruction (LI JPC) works correctly as far as timing is concerned: it has

already been logically checked in Single Step Execution. Also the load,

decrement and flag capabilities of the Loopcounters still require verifica-
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tion, and this may only be done by inference, so an executing program

is the quickest way to test them. First consider the JUMP test. Load a

short progam, set IPC to the start address, and switch the mode pin to

Program Execute. The NOP pin is used to flag internal operations, and its

perioclicity allows the program action to t-¡e deduced. The CM is already

loaded with all zeros from the previous test, allowing TEST to flag with

NOP hish.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/UNCON/LI JPC/LI Data: < 00 >)

Sca,n CZU: in; set IWP-IPC' IPC:( 01 ).
Write.

Scau CIU: in; WR:(OP/UNCON/NUtL)

Scan C2U: iu; set WP-IPC, IPC:< 02 >.

Write.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/TEST/LI JPCILI Data: < 00 >) PSR:(00...0)

Scan CZU: in; set WP-IPC, IPC:( 00 ), JPC:< 2A>.

lilrite.

Having verified the jumps, it is possible to use them in a program that

tests the Loopcounters' decrement capability by simply looping until the

Loopcounters reach zero: this operation exhaustively tests the Loopcounter

decrement, and a successful result implies a correct load. It is quickest

and easiest to load one simple program and then customise it to suit the
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successive counters under test

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/UNCON/LI CM/LI Data: CM for LoopcorurterÛ)

Sca¡ C2U: in; set WP-IPC, IPC:< 01 >'

Write.

Scan Cltl: in; \ilR:(LI/TEST/LI JPCiLI Data:( 02 >)

Scan C2U: in; set WP-IPC, IPC:< 02 >.

Write.

Scau CIU: in; WR:(LI/UNCON/LI JPC/LI Data: < 02 >)

Scan C2U: in; set WP-IPC, IPC:( 03 >. Write.

Scan CIU: in; WR:(LI/UNCON/LI Loopcormter0/Ll Data:( f'f' >)

Scan C2U: in; set \ryP-IPC, IPC:< 00 >.

Write.

After running the program once, stop it by selecting Single Step mode,

scan in a new start value for the Loopcounter by re-entering the instruction

in address < 00 ) with new LI Data: < AA ) for first substitution,

< 55 ) for second. Having run this program three times for the same

counter, change the CM in the instruction in address < 01 > to select first

Loopcounterl, then 2 and 3, repeating the three different program runs for

each. This completes the Loopcounters test, and with it the Control Core

test.
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4.1.9 Test Times.

Part Elements Tested D,,,b,
la Decoder Scan Paths 200

1b Control Scan Paths 722

2 Write latching 136

3 Main Array Wordlines 48384

4 BAR function r4742
5 Column faults, IPC increment 1363

6 CS Cell Test 54122
'l^ Control Core - Single Step 8064

7l) Control Core - Program Execution 4081

Control Core Test Clock Cycles 131814

With the chip running at design clock speed (S MHz) the Control Core

test will take about 16.5 milliseconds to carry out.

^.2 
The ALU and Data Mernory Decoders.

The combinational decoders are tested exhaustively over the range of op-

erational microcode input combinations, and pseudo-exhaustively to show

that the LI instructions disable the decoder outputs. The tests are all

applied by scanning an instruction into the WR, Writing, then Single Step-

ping once to clock the instruction through to the combinational decoder

output latches, and finally scanning out. The scan out of DecA and DecC

may be done in parallel, as may the DecB and DecD. The scan in of the

instruction is done by scanning ClU and C2U in parallel. In each case the

test sequence is of the following form:
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Scau ClU: in; WR:(Instruction specified in following subsections.)

Scau C2U: in; set WP-IPC, IPC:( dont care ).

Write.

Single Step Strobe.

Scau DecA and DecC in parallel.

Scan DecB a¡d DecD in parallel.

Each test requires 64 cycles scan in, 3 Write cycles, 3 cycles for the

Single Step, and two 48 cycle scans out, resulting in a count of 118 cycles

per test.

A.2.1 Operation States Decoding.

To verify the decoding of the instruction microcode into control lines under

an Operation instruction, the decoders are exhaustively tested by repeating

the test sequence above for the test instruction template below, with the

values of (la,As,A2,Ar,Ao) cycled through all 32 permutations.

0p UNCON (A¿, As,42, At, Ae) x 4 (As,Az,Ar,Ao) x 4 (LrD: BALAC) (anem) x ro\-.-
,{.LU Fields DM Fields IO Fields Switch Fields

^.2.2 
LI Disabling.

To ensure that the decoder outputs are not activated by LI Data words in LI

instructions, the test sequence is repeated, using the instruction template

below, with the LI Data and spare bits such that together they comprise

the same bit patterns as four identical ALU Operation fields filled with one

of the set of eight test instructions. The ALU instructions are chosen so
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that exercising the complete set in Operations has the effect of setting all

the decoder outputs at least once. The point of the test is to ensure that

the LI instruction overrides the operational decoding.

LI UNCON Dt6, Dl4, ..., Do, Ss, ..., se) (:"*'c) x a (NULL) (nnmx) x ro

-/-
Spares DM Fields LID Switch Fields

with

LI Data

16, Dt4, ..., Do Ss,..", Se) set equal to (Aa ,,As,A2,A1,Aq) x 4,

LI Data Spares ALU Fields

and the (A¿, As, Az, Ar, Ae) being chosen from the following list of instructions.

TDST-MVDDGO multiplier/divider lines, accumulator lines

ADDAX multiplier/divider lines, adder lines

LOADX multiplier/divider load line

BWRACC accumulator lines

SHRACC adcler shift line

SHLACC adder shift line

NEGACC adder lines

A.2.3 LI Selection of Accumulators.

The LI instruction may select the Accumulator latch lines, and thus they

are tested for correct operation, with a single test, of the same form as those

in immediately preceding test section, but with the LI Data such that the

microcode for the NULL Operation is applied to the decoder inputs, and the

LID set to BALAC, which selects all accumulator latch lines simultaneously.
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A.2.4 Test Length.

As noted earlier, each test of this section takes ll8 cycles to load, execute

and read out, and there are forty such tests required, giving rise to a total

test length ct'Í. 4720 cycles, which at design clock speed takes 0.59 milli-

seconds"

,4'.3 The Output Processor.

This test requires a certain degree of synchronism to be maintained between

the exterior tester and the internal program in order that the OREQ pin

may be toggled at the appropriate times, and the NOP pin may be inter-

preted correctly. Thus the test is specified in terms of the program and the

concurrent action at the pins, both inputs required and output expected.

Each ruled line represents the start of one clock cycle.

The following abbreviations are used to allow compact notation:

phiJY System Clock phase /Y

DS "Data Sent" flag

SO Strobe Out Pulse(s)

NO SO No Strobe Out Pulse

WDS WAIT "Data Sent" Condition Control

LI Load Immediate Instruction

LI ORO LI Output Register 0
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LI ORl LI Output Register 1

LI IO Mn LI I/O mode n,

The table which follows details the relationship between the internal pro-

granì instructions, their execution status, and the activity at the external

pins, both input and output.

Program Pins

LI IO M6

WDS LI ORi) < (l(}F.F' >

WDS LI ORl < FFOO >

WDS NULL NOP HI

program idle OREQ HI phi2, phi3

NOP HI

program'id.le OREQ HI phil, LO phi2 (abort)

NOP HI, SO phi2, phiS

(OR0,ORl)=< 00.F'F ), then < FF 00 >

progrøm idle NOP HI

program idle OREQ HI phil, phi2

NOP HI, SO phi2, phi3

(ORO,ORl):< 00FF >, then < FF00 >
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erecute

NULL

NOP LO

OREQ HI phil, phiZ

NOP LO, NO SO

WDS LI ORO < FF00 > OREQ HI phil' phi2

NOP LO, NO SO

WDS LI ORI < 00f'F > OREQ HI phil' phi2

NOP LO, SO phi2, phi3

(ORO,OR1)=< tr'.F'00 >, then < 00FF >

WDS LI ORl < 551,4 > OREQ HI phil' phiZ

NOP LO, NO SO

WDS LI ORO < AA55 > OREQ HI phil' phi2

NOP LO, SO phi2, phi3

(oRo,oRr¡=< 4,{55 ), then < 554,4' >

LI ORO < 55AA> OREQ bied HI

NO SO

LI ORl <,4,455 > OREQ tied HI (ends API test)

SO phi2, phi3

(ORO,ORl)=< 55,,l'.4, >, then < .4,.4,55 >

wDS LI ORO < 0000 >

WDS LI ORl < FFFF > (cleors DS flas)

LI IO M0, EnL LO OREQ tied HI
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SO phi2, phi3 (D^S not set)

(OR0,ORf ):< 00l'¡' >, then < 00F.F >

wDS LI ORO < 0000 >

WDS LI OR1 < FFFF > (cleørs DS fi,as)

LI IO M0, EnL HI OREQ tied HI

NO SO (DS set by LI IO)

wDS LI ORo < FFoo > OREQ HI

NO SO

wDS LI ORI < AA55> OREQ HI

SO phi 2

(ORO,ORI)=< F¡55 >

wDS LI OR1 < F,4,05 > OREQ HI

NOP LO, NO SO

wDS LI ORo < 5oá.F > OREQ LO

NOP LO, NO SO

WDS LI IO M2

idlins

OREQ HI phil, phi2

NOP HI, SO phi 2

(ORO,ORl)= < FFAA>

ececute NOP LO
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wDS LI ORl < 55,4',4, > OREQ HI

NOP LO, NO SO

wDS LI ORo < FFoo > OREQ HI

SO phi 2, phi3

(ORO¡=< f'F > then < 00 >

LI IO M4 NOP LO

wDS LI ORo < ooF¡' > OREQ HI

NOP LO, NO SO

wDS LI ORl < AA55> OREQ HI

SO phi 2, phiS

(oRr)=ç,4,-A > then < 55 >

LI IO MT NOP tO

wDs LI ORl < 55AA> OREQ HI

NOP LO, NO SO

wDS LI ORo < F.800 > OREQ HI.

SO phi 2

(oRo1=a ¡¡ t

LI IO M3 NOP LO

wDS LI ORo < oo.FF > OREQ HI

NOP LO, NO SO
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wDS LI ORl < AA55 > OREQ HI

SO phi 2

(oRrl:a 11¿ t

NULL Op NOP LO

LI JPC (to NULL) (end t'ooP)

The test requires 35 instructions to be loaded, each requiring 67 cycles

to scan in and Write, plus about 55 cycles of execution time, resulting in a

test length of around 2400 cycles, or at 8MHz, 0.30 milliseconds"

A.4 The RÎng Bus.

This section of the test is conducted purely as an internally controlled

program execution. The Output Processor is used to pass results off-chip for

external analysis. This is arranged by loading the Output Processor controi

to select I/O mode 5, a synchronous 16 bit I word transfer, and tying the

OREQ pin high, thus allowing the Processor to send data as it is received

from the internal modules. Unless otherwise noted, all instruction frelds

not specified are assumed to be NULL (resulting in no action). All switch

settings are assumed to be at BREAK unless specifically noted otherwise

in the instruction. The following table contains abbreviations used to allow

compact notation.
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RPnI:mx Read DM x, pointer n _ 0,1, increment by m = 0, l or

P-preset.

'WPrzftæ x Write DM x, pointer Ì7 : 0,1, increment by rr¿ : 0, I or

P-preset"

F:< Pass, 16 bit Pass/Break switch on quadrant x.

Bx Break, 16 bit Pass/Break switch on quadrant x.

P:ry Pass, 32 bit Pass/Break switch between quadrants x and y.

Pall Pass, all Pass/Break switches.

Brry Break, 32 bit Pass/Break switch between quadrants x and y.

PLx Pass Lower Byte, T-switch on quadrant x.

PLaII Pass Lower Byte, all T-switches.

PUx Pass Upper Byte, T-switch on quadrant x.

PUaII .Pass Upper Byte, all T-switches.

BLx Break Both Bytes, T-switch on quadrant x.

HRDACCx High byte, ReaD ACCumulator x.

HWRACCx High byte, WRite ACCumulator x.

LRDACCx Low byte, ReaD ACCumulator x.

LWRACCx Low byte, WRite ACCumulator x.

BRDACCx Both bytes, ReaD AOOumulator x.
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BWRACCx Both bytes, WRite ACCumulator x.

OP Operation instruction

LI LI instruction

LI ORO LI Output Register 0

LI OR,f LI Output Register I

LI BOR LI both Output Registers.

WORO Write Output Register 0"

WORI Write Output Register 1

WBOR Write both Output Registers

LI JPC Jump Instruction

LI IO Mn LI I/O Mode n.

This first section of instruction coding is designed to test one of the bus

segments immediately adjacent to the Output Processor and LI bus driver

segment. This segment connects to the DM data buffer registers, one of

which is used in the test. The final verification of the Output Processor

under Operation instructions is also carried out.

LI IO M5

LI WP0I0 A < 0000 > PA (load closest DM)

LI BOR < FFFp > PL(reverse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 A WBOR PA (reod bufrer back)

TIWPOIOA<FTFF>PA
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LI BOR < 0000 > PL (reuerse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 À WBOR PA (reød bufer back)

LI WP0I0 A < AAAA > PL (load closest DM)

LI BOR < 5555 > PA. (reverse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 A WBOR PA (read bufer back)

LIWPOIOA<5555>PA

LI BOR < AAAA> PA (reuerse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 A WBOR PA (read bufrer back)

This completes the verification of the quadrant A bus segment, the data

buffer 0 of DM A, and the Pass state of quadrant A Pass/Break switch.

It also completes the final (Operation) test of the Output Processor" The

data buffer is now used to test the switch for isolation.

LI WP0I0 A < 0000 > PA (load, closest DM)

LI BOR < FFFp > P{(reuerse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 A WBOR BA (try to read bufrer back)

LIWPOIOA<FFFF>PA
LI BOR < 0000 > PA (reverse charge bus)

OP RP0I0 A WBOR BA (try to read buffer back)

This completes isolation testing of switch A. Now to test continuity

around the Ring.

LI WPOIO < OOOO > PA

LI BOR Pall PUall < FFFF >

OP HWRACC all WBOR (output test result)

LI BOR Pall PUall < .F'FF'F' >

OP HRDACC Pall PUalì A WBOR (output AccA hish byte)

LI BOR Pall PUall < FFFF >
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OP HRDACC Pall PUall B WBOR (output AccB hish byte)

LI BOR Pall PUall < FFFF >

OP HRDACC Pall PUall C WBOR (output AccC hish byte)

LI BOR Pall PUall < FFFF >

OP HRDACC Pall PUall D WBOR (outprtt AccD hi'sh bst'e')

LI WPOIO < OOOO > PA

LI BOR Pall Plall < FFFF >

OP LWRACC all WBOR (output test result)

LI BOR Pall Pf,all < F.F'FF >

OP LRDACC Pall Plall A WBOR (output AccA low byte)

LI BOR Pall Plall < FFFF >

OP LRDACC Pall Plall B WBOR (output AccB low byte)

LI BOR Pall Plall < FFFF >

OP LRDACC Pall Pl,all C WBOR (output AccC low byte)

LI BOR Pall Plall < FFFF >

OP LRDACC Pall Plall D WBOR (output AccD low byte)

This verifies all accumulator bytes not SA1. Repeat test format to test

for SA0 by swapping < 0000 > for ( FFFF ) and vice versa. Repeat

twice more for API faults, substituting first < 5555 ) and then ( AAAA >
for the accumulator value, using the complement to reverse-charge the bus.

The reverse charge on the bus serves to provide a worst case load for the bus

drivers. The next test section checks the sign extend/zero frll capabilities

of the T-switches. The tests are intermeshed so that the output of one test

forms the pre-cha,rge or input for another module's test. In this section

all of the 16 bit Pass/Break switches are set to Pass, and only the 32 bit

Pass/Break and T-switches are manipulated.

LIWPOIOA<FFFF>PA
LI BOR < 0000 > PUall Pall except tsAts
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OP RP0I0 BWRACCA,B Plall Pall except BAB

OP HRDACCA PUA PtC PLD PCD LWRACCS C,D WBOR

OP HR.DACCB PLIall PAB PCD BWRACCs C,D WBOR

OP LRDACCC PCD PI,all BAB HWRACCs A,B WBOR

OP LRDACCD PCD PLC WBOR,

OP HRDAC]CJA PTIA WBOR

OP HRDACCB PUall PAB BCD HWRACCs C'D WBOR

OP LRDACCA Plall PAB BCD BWRACCs C'D WBOR

OP HRDACCC PUC PLAPAB WBOR

OP HRDACCD BAB PCD PUall LWRACCs A,B WBOR

OP LRDACCA Plall PAB BCD HWRACCs C,D WBOR

OP LRDACCB PtA PAB }VBOR

OP LRDACCC PLA PLC PAB LWRACCS A,B WBOR

OP HRDACCC PUall BAB PCD LWRACCs A'B WBOR

OP HRDACCD PCD PUC WBOR

OP LRDACCÀ PLA,B PAB PUC,D BCD LWRACCS C,D WBOR

OP LRDACCB PAB PLA \ryBOR

OP LRDACCC PLC WBOR

OP LRDACCD PLC PCD WBOR

This concludes the test of the T-switches. The remaining section tests

all switches (except Pass/Break switch A) for isolation.

LI WPOIO A < FFFP >

OP RPOIO A PLA BWRACCA BAB

LI BOR < OOOO > BTA PA BC

OP BRDACCA BAB BTA WBOR

LI BOR Ptlall Pall

OP BRDACCA BA BAB LWRACCB PUB Pall others WBOR

OP LRDACCB Pall Plall
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LI BOR < 0000 > Pall PLalt

OP BRDACCA BA BTA PAB BTB Pall others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Pall Plall

OP BRDACCA BA BTA PAB PLB BB PalÌ others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Pall Plall

OP BRDACCA BA BTA BD Plall P¿ll others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Pall Plall

OP BRDACCA BA BTA BTC PLD BWRACCC Pall others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Palì PLaìl

OP BRDACCA BA BTA BC PLD BWRACCC Pall others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Pall Plall

OP BRDACCC BC BTC BCD PUD LWRACCD Pall others WBOR

OP LRDACCD PC PLC PCD Ball others WBOR

LI BOR < 0000 > Pall Plall

OP BRDACCC BC BTC BTD Paìl others WBOR

This concludes the Ringbus test. The number of instructions required

is 135, plus two LI JPC instructions to form end instructions: two separate

program load and execute sequences must be used as the CS ca,n only hold

128 worcls. The consequent test length is

(137 x (67 load * I execut")) : 9316 cycles,

or at the design clock speed, about l.17 milliseconds

,{'.5 The Input Processor.

As for the Output Processor test, this test requires synchronism to be main-

tained between the internal and external processes to allow correct applica-
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tion of test vectors and correct interpretation of results. The test consists of

applying data in response to (or contrary to) internally originated requests,

and then transferring the contents of the internal bus registers of the Input

Processor to the Output Processor, which sirnply dumps whatever values

are written to it to the pins, as its OREQ pin is tied high.

The test is applied as two distinct sections. The first program segment

is the synchronous mode test, in which the external tester has no part in the

timing of the data transfer, but rnust sitnply provide data at the requisite

times. The second part requires the external tester to respond to IREQ

commands with Strobe pulses and data at the pins at appropriate times,

thereby controlling the execution of the internal program indirectly. As this

test is concerned more with the correct logical implementation, rather than

the analogue performance of the Processor, the Strobe pulses required in

the second part are specified to be of the same period as the system clock

pulses, and they are required to be applied in phase with the system clocks

to allow the internal clock-driven latching to be tested.

The notation used is similar to that used previously for instruction

sequences. Each ruled line indicates the beginning of a new cìock cy-

cle. The values in the register columns indicate the register contents

at the beginning of the particular clock cycle. The values in the Port

columns should be applied to the pins for the complete clock cycle in

which they are specified. Each value in the Strobe In column indicates

a separate pulse, to be applied in synchronism with the system clock

phase named. Some new abbreviations and mnemonics are listed below.
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IN.INIT Initiate input from the Op rnicrocode.

RINO Read input register 0 onto the Ringbus

RINI Read input register I onto the Ringbus.

RINOI Read input half-port registers 0H and lL onto the Ringbus.

DV "DATA VALID" flag

WDV WAIT for "DATA VALID" flag

þn Clock phase n.

The synchronous test section again uses the double port doubìe byte

transfer mode to verify all the data paths in one test sequence and to check

the effect of the global NOP on the IRBQ line, after which the oiher two

synchronous modes are checked for correct connectivity. As the flag testing

is minimal, the program first tests the data paths for connectivity and

API and SA faults, using a loop to recursively initiate data transfers until

the fault detection set has been processed. On completion of this loop, a

test is done of the "abort" procedure to check the effects on IREQ and

the data latching. After this the other two modes are checked for correct

connectivity by reading data in.

Strobe Input Da,ta Half-Port Registers Program Instructions

In Port 1 Port 0 Reg 0H Reg 0L Reg 0H Reg 0L

LI OPP IO M7

LI IPP IO M6
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LI CM:(LOOP0l0)

LI LOOP0=3

LI WP0I0 < 5500 >

ô2

þ3

<AA><55>
<FF><00>

OP IN.INIT RPOIO

@1 OP WDV RIN1 WORO

ô2

ó3

û

'l

p

6

OP WDS RINO WORO

IN.INIT

Xt Xz Xs X+ LI TEST LOOPO JPC @1

1. a -( FF ), p -< 00 ), .l -< AA),6 -( 55 ),
Xt :1 FF ), Xz:1 AA ), Xs:100 ), Xq:155 > .

i. a -155 ), p -< AA),I -< 00 ), ô:( FF ),
Xt:155 ), Xz:100 ), Xs:1 AA), Xq:1 FF > -

3. a:( 00 ), p -< FF ),1-< 55 ), 6 -( AA>,

Xt=100 ), Xz=155 ), Xs:1 FF ), X+:1 AA> "

4. a=1 FF ), B --< FF ), ? -< FF ),ô -( FF ),
Xt:< FF ), Xz=1 FF ), Xt:< lF ), X+=1¡'F > .
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The data for the loop iterations is tabulated above. The program florv

drops through after four loop executions. The next few instructions test

the flag generation, before changing to the other synchronous rnodes to test

their connectivity.

Strobe Input Data

In Port 1 Port 0

Half-Port Registers Program Instructions

Reg 0H Reg 0L Reg0H Reg 0L

< FF > < FF > <.F'F> < FF> LI OR < OOOO>

OP NULL except WOR0

LI CM:< 0000 >

ó2

ô3

<00>

<00>
<00>
<00>

OP TEST IN.INIT

<FF> <FF> <FF> <FF>OPWDVRIN1WORO

ô2

ô3

<00> <FF>
<AA><55>

OP IN.INIT R,INO WORO

<OO> <AA> <FF><55> LIIPPIOMS

ô2

ó3

<FF> <AA>
<55> <00>

OP RINO1 WORO

IN.INIT

<00> <FF> <AA> <55> OPRIN1WOR(]

LI IPP IO M7
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ó2

ö3

<FF><55>
<00> <AA>

OP IN.INIT RINO WORO

<00> <FF> <55> <AA> OPRIN1WORO

This concludes the testing of the synchronous states, except for the read-

ing out of the final input value resulting from the last instruction above.

This is merged into the first few instructions of the asynchronous mode

tests, the coding for which appears below (the two parts are executed con-

secutively without a pause between them.)

Strobe lnput Data Half-Port Registers Program Instructions

In Porb 1 Port 0 Reg 0H Reg 0L Reg 0H Reg 0L

<OO> <FF> <55> <AA> LIIPPMl

<.FO> <A5> <OO> <.F'F'> <55> <AA> OPIN.INITRINOWORO

<F0> <,4,5> OP RINO WORO

ó3 <,4,5 > < F'0 > OP RINT WORO

ót <.4.5> <,45> <00> <FF><.F'0> <AA> OpRIN0WORO

OP IN.INIT RIN1 WORO
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þ1 <¡'0> <55> <00> <FF> <F0> <AA> OPWDVRINOWOR0

idle

<00> <FF><55> <AA> execute

ô3 <00> OP TEST IN.INIT

þ3 <00> <00> <F.F.><55> <AA> OPRINT\4iOR0 IN.INIT

<00> <FF><00> <AA> OFWDVRIN0WORO

IN.INIT execute.

ô2 <55> OP WDV RINO WORO

idle

<00> <f.f'><55> <AA> execute.

LI IPP IO M3

ù3 <F.4><50> <00> <f'.F'><55> <AA> OPIN.INIT

ôt <00> <50> <FA> <¡'.F><55> <AA> OPRINTWORo

þ3 <00> <50> OP IN.INIT RINO WORO

ôt <0F> <50> <00> <FF> <55> <AA> OPWDVRIN1WORO
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LI IPP IO MO

ô3 <00> <AA> <00> <FF><55> <AA> OpIN.INITRINOWORO

Òr <.F'¡.><55> <00> <00> <AA><AA> OpRINoWORO

ó3 <FF><55> OP IN.INIT RIN1 WORO

öL <FF> <55> <00> <FF> <55> <AA> OpWDVRIN0WORO

tI IPP IO M2

Ò3 <5.4> <0F> <00> <FF><55> <AA> OPIN.INITRIN1WORO

<5,4,> <^F'0> <00> <FF ><0F> <AA>OPRINOWOR0

<5á> <.F0> OP RIN1 WORO

<5A> <F0> OP RINO WORO

<5á> <F0> OP WVD RINO WORO

idle

ö3 < 5,4f'o > idle

<00> <FF> <0.F'> <.F'0> execute

ô3 <AA><55> OP RIN1 WORO
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OP RINO WORO

tI IPP IO M4

ö3 <5,4,> <A5> <00> <FF> <0F> <¡'0> OpIN.INITRINIWOR0

<.4,5> <00> <5,4,> <FF><0F> <F0> OpRINI\ryORO

<,4,5> <00> <5,4,> <FF> <0.F'> <F0> OPRINOWORO

<r4,5> <00> <5,4,> <.F'F><0F> <F0> OpRINIWORO

<,45> <00> <5,4,> <FF><0¡'> <F0> OPRIN1WORO

<.45> <00> <5.4> <FF> <0.F> <F0> OpWDVRINIWORO

idle

ó3 <,4,5> <00> idle

<5,4> <,4'5> <OF> <F'0> execute

ó3 <00> <FF> OP RINO WORO

OP RIN1 WORO

OP RINO WORO

This completes the test program for the Input Processor. Due to the
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predominance of straight line coding in this test sequence, the load time of

4O2O cycles for the 60 instructions required far outweighs the total execution

time of 80 clock cycles. The total test length of 4100 clock cycles takes about

0.51 milliseconds at design clock speed.

4.6 The Data Memories.

This section of test is designed to be run as sequences of instructions run

under program control by the Execution Controller. To improve test times,

where identical instruction sequences are required together with a few dif-

ferent instructions, use is made of the ability to Write to any particular

address in the CS, to allow changes to be made to those instructions re-

quiring it while keeping all others the same. Also, obviously, tests can be

applied to all DMs in parallel, although the resultant data must be taken

off-chip via the Output Processor one word at a time.

The allowable instructions to a DM are:

RPnIna Op or LI: Read, pointer n : 0,1, increment ra : 0, 1, preset :

-16<preset<15.

WPnIm Op or LI: Write, pointer t? : 0, 1, increment m : Orl,preset :

-16<preset<15.

LI PnC LI Pointer n Control (Address, Increment), n: O,l,both.

NULL No operation.

@rz Jump address ¿.
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First, to check the buffers for API faults, LI clata worcls consisting of

API patterns to the buffers. Note that since the cells of the data buffers

are interleaved (40,80,41,81,..etc.), the API patterns are not identical to

those applied to a simple register. The notation RPnImx4 is taken to mean

that four similar instructions are applied, one to each of the four DMs in

turn, with the Ringbus appropriately switched in each case to allow the

resultant data to be latched by the Output Processor, and subsequently

output. The instruction sequence loaded is:

LIP0C Ad:< 00 >

LIpIC Ad=< l.F >

LI WP0I0 LI Data:( XXXX >

LI WP1I0 LI Data:( YYYY >

RP0I0x4

RPlI0x4

@r LI JPC @1 (Hatt)

This sequence is loaded with the initial values of < XXXX > and <

YYYY ), executed and then only the two Write instructions are changed

by scanning two Write instructions in with new values for ( XXXX >
and ( YYYY ). Four pairs of values are used for the complete sequence:

l" < XXXX >-< 5555 >, <YYYY ):( 5555 >

2. < XXX{ ¡-q 5555 >, <YYYY ):( AAAA>

3" < XXX{ ¡-q AAAA>, <YYYY 2-<- 5555 >

4. < XXXX >-< A'AAA>, <YYYY >:< AAAA>

To test for column faults, simply re-read the buffers after the final API test

case without rewriting them: this allows the values read from memory to
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the buffers after the previous Reads to be output, and this can be checked

for SAI and SA0 faults. This is simply accomplished by resetting the IPC

to the address of the first Read. The next portion of the test is the cell

test. Direct addressing must be used, via the LI PnC instructions. First

the array must be initialised.

LI PBC Ad:< N >

LI WP0I0 < 0000 >

COl LI JPC COl

By loading this segment, executing it, and repeating the load/execute

until N has been cycled from 0 to 32, the array is initialised to all zeros.

The actual test consists of iterations of reacling a worcl, writing it, reading

it again to verify the write, checking the word below for any effects of the

write, and then reading the word above, starting the next iteration. This

is accomplished with the following loaded segment.

LI BpC Ad:< .M >

RP0I0x4

LI WPOIO < DDDD >

RP0I0x4

LIPBCAd:(N-l>
RP0I0x4

CIT LI JPC @I

Each reloacl only requires two changed instructions. lV is cycled from 0

to 32 with ( DDDD ):( Fppp >. Then the program segment is

completely rewritten, keeping the same form but substituting pointer I for

pointer 0. The cycle is repeated, with < DDDD ):( 0000 > marching

zeros up the array. This test, as well as verifying the cells, verifies the
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uniqueness of the decoding of each pointer. It is required that a correlation

between the two be established. This is done by loading a segment that

writes a unique word to each address of one pointer, and checks that the

same adclress in the other pointer fetches that unique word.

LI BPC Ad:< N >

LI WP(IIO < ZXZP >

OP RPOIOall (fuså the bufers)

RP0I0x4

RP 1I0x4

01 LI JPC @1

The "uniqueword,)' < ZXZP ) couldbesuchthat < Z >isthe five-bit

aclclress of the word, < X > is the complement of < Z >, and ( P ) is a

single parity bit. It is now used as a flag, to determine if the auto-increment

circuitry selects the correct address, and by inference to indicate its correct

operation. The increment circuit is tested first, with a simple loop testing

it exhaustivelY.

LI CM:(LOOP0)

LI LOOP0:32

@1 RP0I1x4

RP111x4

JNZ LOOPO @1

@2 LI JPC @2

The increment loop tests a large part of the allowable states of the

auto-increment adder. It remains to test the "two-sided" operations, and

this is best done using a test set that pseudo-exhaustively tests the adder

cells. The inputs can be set by a LI PnC command that alters both current
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aclclress ancl pointer preset increment, and a RPnIP command will execute

the addition. A further read is required to access the flag data pulled down

by the lookahead Read.

LI BPC Ad:( N > P:< P >

OP RPOlPall (add, fi'ush)

OP RPllPall

RP0I0x4 (fl.as out)

RP 110x4

@1 LI JPC @1

This sequence needs to be applied for nine pairs of values of < JV ) and

1p>-,listed below (written as five-bit binary patterns, MSB at left, LSB

at right). This completes the test of the pointer auto-incrementing circuits,

and of the DMs as a whole.

1. Address < lV ¡-(00010), Increment ( P ¡-(tttOO)

2. Address < lY ¡-(00010), Increment ( p ¡-(11101)

B. Address < Àr ¡-(00011), Increment ( p >:(11100)

4. Address ( N ¡-(00011), Increment ( p ¡-(1110f)

5. Address ( iV ¡-(00000), Increment ( p ¡-(1111f )

6. Address < JV ¡-(01010), Increment ( p ¡-(01010)

7. Address < N >-(10100), Increment ( p ¡-(10100)

8. Address < JV ¡-(11111), Increment ( p ¡-(ttttt)
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9. A'ddress ( lV ¡-(00000), Increment ( p ¡-(11110)

The test length of the DM test, in clock cycles, may be broken down as

follows:

Data Buffers, Coltimn Faults:

Load - 5092 Execute - 424

Cell Test Initialisation:

Load - 2278 Execute = 96

Cell Test:

Load - 10452 Execute -- lO24

Decoder Correlation:

Load - 4958 Execute - 384

Incrementer Test:

Load - 804 Execute:300

Pseudo-Exhaustive Adder Test:

Load - 1340 Execute - 108

Total Test Cycles - 27260

At the design clock rate of I MHz, the complete DM test will take about

3.4 milliseconds.
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^.7 
The Adder/Subtr actot f Shifter/

Accumulators.

The Adder/Subtractor/Shifter/Accumulators (ASSAs) are tested as func-

tional units by applying a test program consisting of subset of the ALU

instructìon set, together with appropriate data. The tests are designed to

fincl any adcler cell faults, any SA control lines and any SA or API faults in

the data paths and registers. Each ASSA can be thought of as consisting of

four main partitions, those being the shifter/accumulator, the adder, and

the two separate input stages. The shifter/accumulator can be verified in-

dependently of all other partitions, except with regard to its interface with

the adder. The adder and the input stages are all too closely connected to

allow full fault location for every possible fault, but by structuring the test

with regard for the circuit details of the partitions, and by taking a pseudo-

exhaustive approach wherever possible, most faults will be attributable to

a specific circuit element or area.

Generally tests are applied in parallel to all four ASSAs, with the out-

puts taken to the pins via the Output Processor on eight consecutive clock

cycles (a ASSAs with two 16 bit accumulator halves each). The exceptions

occur when the output of one accumulator is used as the input to another,

and where the flag generation and returns to the FSR are being tested. In

the test specification below it is assumed that the instructions are meant

to apply to all of the modules unless specifically noted otherwise. It is as-

sumed that a DM has been filled with the four values of the API test set

(< AAAA >, < 5555 ), ( 0000 >, < Fppp )) prior to the test. Also
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the Output Processor is a^ssumed to be preset to a synchronous rtual 8 bit

byte transfer mode.

The notation does not include path specifications around the Ringbus:

generally the connectivity is self-evident from consideration of the position

of the modules actually reading or writing during that cycle. Another

notational peculiarity arises because every accumulator read is required to

be latched by the Output Processor and output, and hence this latching

is assumed and not specifically noted every time. Also the sequences of

instructions reading the high or low bytes from all four modules in turn and

passing the values to the pins via the Output Processor are represented by

single "pseudo-instructions" HWRACCx4 or LWRACCx4. The following

list expands and explains the mnemonics used in this section.

IIWRACCn Write to the Accumulators high bytes, all or n : named

one(s).

LWRACC1 Write to the Accumulators low bytes, all or n : named

one(s).

BWRACCn Write to the Accumulators both bytes, all or n : named

one(s).

BRDACC¡ Read from the Accumulators both bytes, all or n : named

one(s).

HRDACC4 Read from the Accumulators high bytes, all or n = named

one(s).
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LRDACCn Read from the Accumulators low bytes, all or n : named

one(s).

LRDACCx4 Read in turn from each Accumulator, low bytes to output.

HRDACCx4 Read in turn from each Accumulator, high bytes to output.

SHRACCn Shift Accumulator right one bit, all or n = named one(s).

SHLACCn Shift Accumulator left one bit, all or n _ named one(s).

CLRACCa Clear Accumulator, all or n _ named one(s)'

NDGACCn Negate Accumulator, all or n = named one(s)"

SUBACCn Subtract bus from Accumulator, all or n _ Ilamed one(s)'

NEGBUSn Negate bus, store in Accumulator, all or n _ named one(s)"

INCACCn Increment Accumulator, all or n _ rramed one(s).

ADDACCn Acld bus to Accumulator, all or n _ named one(s).

.ADDAC2¡ Output accumulator n to bus to add into adjacent accumula-

@lY Jump address .lV

LID Load Immediate Destination

BALAC LID; Both bytes ALI ACcumulators.

The first section of code below tests the accumulators for API and SA

input and output faults, for correct (ACC< 0) flag generation, and for

correct shift left and shift right operations.

tor
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OP HWRACC < AAAA > from DM

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP LWRACC < AAAA > from DM

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

Lr cM (ACC A < o)

TEST LI CM (ACC B <0) (check NOP for result)

TEST tI CM (ACC C < o)

TEST LI CM (ACC D < o)

TEST LI CM (ACC A < o)

OP HWRACC < 5555 > from DM

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP LWRACC < 5555 > from DM

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

TEST LI JPC @l (check NOP for result)

Lr cM (ACC B < o)

TEST LI JPC @T

Lr cM (ACC C < o)

TEST LI JPC @1

Lr cM (ACC D < o)

TEST LI JPC @T

@1 OP SHLACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SHRACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4
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OP HWRACC < 5555 > from DM

OP SHRACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP HWRACC < AAAA > from DM

OP SHLACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP BWRACC < 0000 > (use sign eutend)

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SHRACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SHLACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

Ll < FFFF > LID=BALAC (test LI \ines)

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

@2 LI JPC @2

This sequence is essentially all straight line coded, and its size is limited

by the available memory space of 128 words, and the ease of restarting the

test sequence after a memory reload. The next block to be loaded continues

with some straight line code to complete the load and shift tests, and then

uses loops to shift a single bit shift across each of the accumulators in turn,

checking each bit position for its effect on the (ACC-O) flag. The remainder

of the block begins applying test patterns to the adder and input stages,
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completing att but one of the tests possible with patterns of all zeros and

all ones

LI BWRACC < .F'F.F'¡' >

OP SHRACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SHLACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SHRACC

OP CLRACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

LI LWRACC < 0001>

Lr cM (ACC A = o)

@T TEST LT JPC @2

SHLACC A

LI JPC @1

CI2 LI CM (ACC B = 0)

@3 TEST tI JPC @4

SHLACC B

LI JPC @3

@4 LI CM (ACC C = 0)

@5 TEST LI JPC @6

SHLACC C

LI JPC @5

@6 LI CM (ACC D = 0)

@7 TEST LI JPC @8

SHLACC D
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LI JPC @7

@8 OP ADDACC < OOOO >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP INCACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP CLRACC

OP ADDACC < FFFF >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

oP ADDACC < 0000 >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP INCACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP NEGBUS < OO()(] >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP SUBACC < FtrFF >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP BWRACC < .F',FF'.F. >

OP NEGACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

@9 LI JPC @9
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The last all zero pattern test is carried over to the third block of tests

due to lack of space. After this, 32 bit patterns of alternating ones and

zeros are assembled in the accumulators, and manipulated and operated on

to further test the adder. As identical tests and operations are camied out

using the ( AAAA ) and < 5555 ) patterns, a loop is used to repeat the

sequence, and the auto-incrementing DM pointer is used to fetch the correct

data value for successive loop iterations. One further instruction completes

the single-bit adder cell tests, and there remains only the generation tests

for the carry lookahead. These require patterns not commonly used in the

chip test, so they are input from the pins on the cue of the IREQ pin. A's

the two pairs of adjacent ASSAs must cooperate to allow testing, a test

sequence can be constructed to maximise the usage of data and minimise

the instructions loaded by using a pair of values to test one parallel pair of

ASSAs and then using the same data in reversed positions to test the other

parallel ASSA pair. The data set that must be applied is tabulatecl below,

after the code sequence.

OP CLRACC

OP NEGACC

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

Lr cM (LooPol o)

LI LOOP0:1

@1 OP LWRACC 1 data > RP0I0 DM

OP HWRACC < data > RP0I0

OP ADDACC < OOOO >

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

OP NEGACC

HRDACCx4
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LRDACCx4

OP CLRACC A,C TWRACC B,D RPOIO DM

OP NULL A,C HWRACC B,D RPOIr DM (fetch nett value)

OP ADDACC A,C ADDAC2 B,D

HRDACCX2 A,C CLRACC B,D

LRDACCx2 A,C NULLxS B,D

OP ADDAC2 A,C ADDACC B,D

HRDACCX2 B,D CLRACC A,C

LRDACCx2 B,D NULLx3 A,C

OP SUBACC A,C SUBAC2 B,D

OP HRDACC A

OP LRDACC A

OP HRDACC C BRDACC B BWRACC A

OP LRDACC C CLRACC B NULL A

OP SUBACC B SUBACzA BWRACC C BRDACC D

OP HRDACC B CLRÀCC D NULL A,C

OP LRDACC B SUBACC D SLIBACz C NULL A

OP HRDACC D BWRACC B BRDACC A NULL C

OP LRDACC D ADDACC A ADDAC2 B NULL C

OP HRDACC A BRDACC C BWRACC D NULL B

OP LRDACC A ADDACC C ADDACz D NULL B

OP HRDACC C BWRACC A BRDACC B NULL C

OP TRDACC C ADDACC B ADDAC2 A NI.ILL C

OP HRDACC B BWRACC C BRDACC D NULL A

OP LRDACC B ADDACC D ADDÀC2 C NULL À

OP HRDACC D NULL A,B,C

OP LRDACC D NULL A,B,C

TEST LI JPC @l (jump not zero)

¡¡ ¡Iþ:BALAC < FFFF >

OP SUBACC < 0000 > from DM
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HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4 IN.INIT (tetch f,rst data lor loop)

LI LOOP0=7

OP LWRACC B,D < d'atal > from IPP IN.INIT

OP HWRACC A,C < dota2 > from IPP

OP LWRACC A,C < dataZ > from IPP

OP ADDAC A,C ADDACz B,D

OP HRDACCx2 A,C

OP LRDACCx2 A,C

OP HWRACC A,C < d,ataZ > from IPP

OP LWRACC A,C 1data2 ) from IPP IN.INIT

OP ADDACC B,D ADDAC2 A,C

OP HRDACCx2 B,D

OP LRDACCx2 B,D

LI TEST JPC @2 (jump not zero)

@3 LI JPC CI3

The values 1 datal ) and 1 datøZ ) are listed below

l. < datøI> = < 0101 > < data2) : ( 0F0F'>

2. <datal>-<0tr'0F> <dotøZ):(0101 >

3. < datal) : ( 1010 > < data2) : ( FOPO >

4. < do.tal-) : ( F0F0 > < d'ata2) : ( 1010 >

5. < data1,) = ( 2222> < data2) : ( EEEE >

6. < datal) : ( EEEE > < data2) : ( 2222>

7- < daløl) : ( 4444> < datøZ) = ( CCCC >
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8. < dalal> - < CCCC > < data2) = ( 4444>

This completes the test of the ASSAs. Three program blocks are loaded

and executed, consisting in total of 336 instructions, taking 22502 cycles to

load and g81 cycles to execute. The total test length is 23483 clock cycles,

or about 2.94 milliseconds at design clock speed.

4.8 The Multiplier/Dividers.

This section of test is organised as six subsections, each exercising different

aspects of the modules. Of those six, two are straight line coded to perlorm

once off testing of the flag conditions, while the rest are coded as fixed

iteration loops, controlled by the Execution Controller. The data required

for the tests is fetched from the DM (four API patterns' assumed to be

preloaded during prececling tests) and from the Input Processor (other data

sets). The Input Processor must be loaded with a synchronous I/O mode,

but the one used may be selected by the tester. The sections are intended to

be concatenated into one loadable and executable program. Except where

noted otherwise, all instructions are to apply identically to each of the

four multiplier/dividers, as this test exercises them in parallel, only taking

the outputs out separately. Outputs are managed by setting the Output

Processor to a synchronous mode and tying the OREQ pin high.

As well as those mentioned in previous sections, the following abbrevi-

ations are used to allow compact notation:

LI LOOPI : p LI Loopcountern with (decimal integer) p.
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JNZ LOOPr¿ LI TtrST JPC with ç¡,{:(Loopcountern non-zero fl"g).

WAI1S( WAIT "Muldiv x Complete" flag.

MVDDGO ALU instruction: move dividend from Acc. to Div., start

division.

LODDGO ALU instruction: load dividend from bus to Mult., start divi-

sion.

TEST-MVDDGO TEST version of MVDDGO, one adder op. only.

GOX Start multiplication (numbers loaded previously).

TDST-LDGOX TEST version of LDGOX.

LDGOX ALU instruction: load multiplicand from bus, start multiply.

IN.INIT Input Initiate microcode bit to Input Processor.

MOVAX Move 32 bit product register content to Accumulator.

TEST < 0000 ) Test conditional evaluation, with CM:( 0000 >.

HWR'ACCx4 Read accumulators' high bytes to output processsor (one

at a time) and force them to be output by tying OREQ high.

LWRACCx4 As for HWRACCx4, but low byte.

IPP Input Processor.

@n Jump address n.
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LI IO M5 (ang synchronous mode)

LI P0 INCREMENT:S (cycle through I API values)

OP IN.INIT (input DMI ualrues as required)

LI LOOP0:3

Lr cM (LooP1)

@O READ IPP, LATCH DMIS

LI LOOPI:3

NULL (wait for end ol op.: fl'ag not ueri'fied')

MOVAX

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

JNZ LOOP1 @1

Lr cM (LOOP0)

JNZ LOOPO @O

The data set required at the IPP pins (to latch in and pass to the DMI)

consists of < 0001 ), then < 0000 ), ( 0003 >, and finally < 0002 >.

This detects most of the sensitised paths' API faults, and about half of

the adder faults. The next section detects most of the remaining adder

faults, using TEST division operations to perform additions with a non-

zero acgumtrlator. The dividend ancl divisor values read in via the IPP each

loop are listed below the code.

LI LOOP0:12

@2 OP IN.INIT

LOADDV from IPP, IN.INIT

HWRACCs from IPP, IN.INIT

LWRACCs from IPP

TEST-MVDDGO
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NULL

MOVAX

HR.DACCx4

LRDACCx4

JNZ TOOPO @2

4

5

l. Dividend - ( 80000000 ), Divisor - ( 0000 )

2. Dividend - ( AAAAAAAA), Divisor - ( 0000 )

3. Diviclend - ( TFFFFFFF >, Divisor - ( 8000 )

Dividend - ( 55555555 >, Divisor - ( 8000 )

Dividend : ( 80000000 >, Divisor - < FFFF )

7. Dividend - ( TFFFFFFF >, Divisor - ( 0000 )

8. Dividend - ( 55555555 ), Divisor - l AAAA>

9. Dividend - ( AAAAAAAA), Divisor - ( 5555 )

10. Dividend : < 49248000 >, Divisor: ( FFptr >

11. Dividend : < 3FFF8000 >, Divisor - 19249>.

12. Dividend = < B6DBO000 >, Divisor - 12492>

13. Dividend : < 92490000 >, Divisor : ( 6D6B >

6. Dividend - ( FFFFFFFF >, Divisor - < FFFF >
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The following straight-line coded sequence tests the flag operations under

multiplication, and tests for conect cycle times in each multiplier. No input

or output data examination is done, as the results are observable via the

NOP externai pin and the IREQ pin.

TEST<oooo>GOX(A)

wArTA TN.INIT GOX(A)

WAITA IN.INIT

TEST<oooo>GOX(B)

wArTB rN.tNIT GOX(B)

WAITB IN.INIT

TEST<oooo>GOX(C)

'WAITC IN.INIT COX(C)

WAITC IN,INIT

TEST<oooo>GOX(D)

wArTD rN.rNrr Gox(D)

WAITD IN.INIT

The fourth section tests those internal adder states which are not acces-

sible using the single adder operation instructions, and those DMI shift and

load capabilities not verified as yet. The coding is presented first, followed

by a list of the operands input to the multipliers each loop execution via

the IPP.

LI LOOP0:14

@3 LOAD DMI from DM IN.INIT

READ TPP LDGOX

WAITA MOVAX

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

JNZ LOOPO CI3
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l" Parallel Input : l OCOC >, DMI : ( 0001 )

2. Parallel Input : ( 0.á¡{0 >, ÐMI - ( 4000 >.

3" Parallel Input : 1OAA0 >, DMI - ( 8000 >

4. Parallel Input : ( 0l{r{0 >, DMI : ( C000 )

5. Parallel Input : ( 4555 >, DMI - ( 0002 >.

6. Parallel Input = ( 6000 >, DMI - < .8000 )

7. Parallel Input : 16FFF >, DMI - ( .Á000 )

8. Parallel Input - ( .F'0F0 >, DMI - ( 0001 ).

9. Parallel Input : ( 080F >, DMI - ( 0007 )

10. Parallel Input : ( ,t'0,F'0 >, DMI : ( 
^F'000 )'

11. Parallel Input : 1 BOSA >, DMI - ( 0006 )

12. Parallel Input : 170A5 >, DMI - ( 0005 )

13. Parallel Input = 1 FASO >, DMI - < FFFF ).

14. Parallel Input : ( Fr{50 >, DMI - < AAAA>

15. Parallel Input : ( F,{50 >, DMI - ( 5555 >.

Division flag generation and cycle timing is tested by the following piece of

straight line instruction coding. As previously, the results are available as

flags on the NOP pin and the IREQ Pin.
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TEST<oooo>IODDGO(A)

!\'AITA IN.INIT LODDGO(A)

WAITA IN.INIT

TEST<oooo>LODDGO(B)

wArrB IN.INIT LODDGO(B)

WAITB IN.INIT

TEST<oooo>LODDGO(C)

wArTC IN.INIT LODDGO(C)

WAITC IN.INIT

TEST<oooo>LODDGO(D)

wArTD IN.INIT LODDGO(D)

WAITD IN.INIT

All that remains is to test the overflow decision and hard-limiting cir-

cuits. This is done by applying six division instructions, again with data

from the external tester via the IPP. The last IN.INIT of the previous sec-

tion loads the first DV value required. Dividends and divisors are listed

below the code.

LI LOOP0:5

@4 LOADDV IN.INIT

HWRACCS IN.INIT

LWRACCs IN.INIT (for next i,teration)

MVDDGO

WAITA MOVAX

HRDACCx4

LRDACCx4

JNZ LOOPO @4

l. Dividend - ( 08000000 ), Divisor - < F000 )
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2. Dividend - ( 80000000 ), Divisor - < FFFF >

3. Dividend - ( C0000000 >, Divisor - < FFFF >

4. Dividend - ( 80000000 ), Divisor : ( 0001 )

5. Dividend - ( 3FFF0001 >, Divisor: ( TFFF >

6. Dividend - ( SFFFFFFF >, Divisor - ( 8000 )

The test length for this section of test breaks down as follows:

Load: 90 loaded instructions x 67 cycles - 6030 cycles

Block I Exe: 5 + 4 x (4 + (a x 12)) - ZlScycles

Bloch 2 Exe: I + (13 x f6) - 209 cycles.

Block I Exe: 4 x 11 - 44 cycles.

Blocl¡ 4 Dxe: I + (15 x 20) - 301 cycles.

Block 5 Exe: 4x2O - 80cycles.

Block 6 Exe: I + (6 x 31) = 187 cycles.

Total: 6030 load + f ffi4 execute - 7064 cycles.

At the design clock speed, this would require about 0.88 milliseconds to

complete.
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,A..9 Total Test Length.

The lengths of the load/unload, execute and combined test sequences are

tabulated below. The complete chip test requires a total of 210157 clock

cycles to carry out, and this will take about 26 milliseconds at the design

clock rate of 8 MHz.

Partition Load Cycles Run Cycles Total Cycles

Control Core 126272 5542 r3r8l4
ALU/DM Decoders 4600 120 4720

Output Processor 2345 55 2400
Ring Bus 9179 137 9316

Input Processor 4020 80 4100

Data Memories 24924 2336 27260
ASSAs 22502 98r 23483
Multiplier/Div's 6030 1034 7064

Totals 199872 10285 2tot57
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Appendix B

Multi-Project Chip Test

Partitions.

The multi-project chip (MPC) concept [94,95J allows several different cir-

cuits to be merged into a single die for fabrication, with each of the circuits

having separate bonding pads for the input and output of signals. In pack-

aging, a circuit is selected from those on the fabricated die by selectively

bonding the particular circuit's I/O pads. The rationale for this procedure

is that it allows small fabrication runs of the chips while distributing the

costs of the processing among a number of clients. This allows the cost

of prototyping and verifying circuits to be substantially reduced, thereby

allowing participation in custom digital circuit design by a greater number

of organisations and institutions, who might otherwise be deterred by the

high initial costs.

When a particular manufacturer or intermediary organisation assembles
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a MPC, the individual circuit designs are usually restricted with regards to

the overall size and the maximum number of pins allowed to be allocated.

For instance, the CSIRO coordinated the AUSMPC series of MPCs, and the

circuit size limitations were set at 40 I/O pins, and an absolute maximum

size of 6627 x 7030 microns (or at lambda - 2.5 microns, 2812 x 2650

lambda). The size quoted is the absolute maximum, and generally the

smaller the configuration, the better chance there is of being able to merge

it with other circuits and gain the cost benefits.

Bearing these restrictions in mind, the following sections suggest par-

ticular configurations of the major TFB partitions to facilitate their fabri-

cation as MPCs.

8.1 The Data Memory and Decoder.

The Data Memory (DM) and the Decoder which converts the DM's in-

struction microcode field into control lines may readily be joined to form

a single MPC, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. The Decoder requires a 4 bit

input field, as well as the global NOP line and the LI/Op instruction bit,

and since a scan path is incorporated in its output latches, it requires only

a further 3 pins to ensure its testability, those being Scan In, Scan Out and

Scan Clock. This scan path also allows the testing the body of the DM in

the case of a Decoder failure. The DM itself communicates solely via its

16 bus connections. A further 2 pins are required for the voltage rails, and

another 3 for the clock phases, bringing the total pin count to 30.

As the actual layout of the Decoder awaits ûnalisation, the complete
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module cannot be sized. The DM, including all of the pointer control

circuits, is dimensioned at about 2500 lambda by 2200 lambda. If this

configuration is too large for a particular MPC specification, given the value

of lambda for the process, then size reductions may be made by reducing the

number of columns of RAM implemented, with a commensurate decrease

in the numbers of associated data buffers. This is preferable to the omission

of the decoder, as it is of value to test the two parts working together, to

get an idea of allowable clock timing. The memory should not be reduced

below 8 columns width, as the resultant configuration would not test the

memory address line buffers, which are inserted after every four cells of a

memory row.

8.2 The Input and Output Processors.

Heuristically these two partitions are obvious candidates to share an MPC

die, as they may then be used to test the implementation of the commu-

nications protocol. However, the high pinout that each requires in their

functional configurations is beyond the scope of most MPC specifications,

so a reduced configuration is proposed in Figure 8.2. Under this proposal,

each half-port and register half is reduced to a single bitslice, giving a

minimal configuration. The rest of the circuitry is implemented as for the

functional case, with only I bits of the data bus being required. The NOP

and LI I/O Control lines for both circuits may be commoned at pins, as

may the clocks and the voltage rails. The total number of pins required

for the single bitslice register configuration proposed is 32: 8 bus, 2 in, and
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4 BITS MICROCODE from pins
LI/OP

16 BIT DATA BUS - to pins

Figure B.l: Data Memory MPC Confrguration.
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2 out pins for the data transfer, 4 pins for communications handshaking

(Strobe In and Out, IREQ and OREQ), 7 common pins (NOP, LI I/O

control, clock Phases 1,2 and 3, vpo and I/55), 3 input and 2 output in-

struction microcode bits, 2 status flags, and 2 LI Regn lines to the Output

Processor. If one spare pin and space are available, then this is a good con-

figuration in which to verify the characteristics of the Pass/Break switches,

by adding a four bit switch array between the two halves of the bus in the

position indicated by the broken outline: if they work correctly then they

do not affect the bus when switched open, and similarly if they fail in the

open state, while if they fail and short bus segments together, they may

be removed from circuit by the careful use of a scalpel, particularly if the

routing is deliberately left long and exposed. Alternatively, if the links from

the bus to the switches include two pads suitable for microprobing, then

by apptying a high current between the two microprobe pads the links may

individually be fused and blown open'

8.3 The ALLJ.

The ALU, consisting of a multiplier/divider and an adder/sutrtractor/-

shifter/accumulator, requires some 25 control lines from the Decoder, which

decodes a 5 bit instruction field to generate them. While the fullsize ALU

is rather large (approximately 3000 lambda wide by 3000 lambda high), it

is not feasible to implement it without a decoder to reduce the input pin

count. The multiplier also requires a Delocated Multiplier Input register

to apply the second operand, and to apply the test set designed for the
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multiplier (see Appendix A) this DMI must contain a different multiph-

cand to that in the main parallel input register. This may be arranged by

interposing a T-switch, which also cuts the bus pin requirements from 32

to 16 pins, at the cost of 2 extra control pins and a small amount of active

ârea. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8.3" Note that the ALU

Decoder output latches form a scan path, which requires three extra pins to

operate. The total pin count is 36 pins: 16 bits of bus, 5 bits ALU instruc-

tion field, 3 scan path lines, 3 clock lines, 2 voltage rails, 2 LI Accumulator

Half lines, 2 instruction bits for the T-switch, and tr bit each for the DMI

latch, NOP and LI/Op. This confrguration may be impossible to fabri-

cate as an I\{PC for reasons of size: for instance, on a five micron feature

size process (lambda - 2.5 micron) such as that of Amalgamated Wire-

less (Australasia) Ltd. (AWA), the configuration would cover more than

the 6 millimetre square usually allocated for MPCs (a cost criterion, not a

technical consideration). This may be overcome by reducing the number of

parallel bitslices in the various modules, but this is not as trivial as in the

case of the I/O processors, for instance, as the multiplier/dìvider control

circuits are designed to operate for a specific number of bits, and so must

also be altered to account for the reduction in datapath bitslices.

8.4 The Control Core Elernents.

The biggest element of the control core is the Control Store (CS), an Skbit

RAM amay: far too large to be an MPC circuit. It may be considered

useful to fabricate a single fullsize column and row, possibly physically
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reorganised into a more convenient shape, to investigate the circuit delays

in the memory, but as the process used for the MPC is likely to be different

to the one used for the final chip fabrication, attempts to extrapolate the

results to the full production array are likely to be wildly inaccurate.

One approach to testing the control core would be to implement only the

four columns of RAM actually required for program control, b¡ut this still

gives too large a module: roughly 3000 transistors for the RAM cells alone,

without even considering the decoders, the pointers , the BARs, the Write

Register, the Instruction Register and the column-switching multiplexors

and latches (about 2000 transistors), or the wordline latches (about 3000

transistors), let alone the main Controller and all the ¿nciilary circuits. In

fact the reduced CS conflguration alone may be too large to be feasible as

an lvfPO circuit, and there is no further useful reduction in size that can

be made without dismantling this confrguration into separate modules.

It seems likely that, as the various ancillary modules of the control core

are laid out, they too will have to be fabricated out of context: not as

part of a system, but interacting at most with one or two adjacent modules

fabricated on the same die. This is unsatisfactory in the general case,

although it will suffice for elements such as the loopcounters, and the LID

Decoder.

The rninimal system which could usefully verify a major portion of the

control core design would consist of the Execution controller, the condi-

tional evaluation c.ircuitry (PSR,, WAIT decoder, CM, ancl comparator),

and the two pointers IPC and JPC, with the inputs being latched from

a 20 bit section of the IR. Even this will result in a reasonably large cir-
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cuit: the conditional evaluation circuitry on its own is of the order of 1000

transistors, the pointers together are about 500 transistors including the

incrementer, and the IR segment adds another 500 transistors, while the

Execution Controller could be of the order of 1000 to 2000 transistors. This

system, illustrated in Figure 8.4, is a subset of the complete control core,

with the same connectivities except where inputs from the pins are sub-

stituted for the CS column mux outputs, for the flag returns to the PSR

(not all implemented) and for the LI JPC line, and where pins output the

Decrement Loopcounter signals (instead of routing them to non-existent

Loopcounters) and the IPC and JPC pointer selects (as the effects of dif-

ferent selects are not otherwise distinguishable). The total pin count for

this configuration depends on the number and method of implementing the

flag returns: the size of the conditional evaluation circuitry could be sub-

stantially reduced by implernenting only a few pin-driven flag returns and

their associated registers.
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Appendix C

Scan Path Yield.

Because this chip is a prototype, rather than a production item, the causes

of failure must be isolated where possible, and furthermore, wherever pos-

sible the chip must be capable of partial operation even in the presence of

faulted modules. This impinges directly on the scan path design, because

these are vulnerable to single point failures, and yet they are required in

many areas of the chip to give controllability and observability to otherwise

untestable modules.

The scan designs must try to attain the following goals:

r to maximise the absolute yield or reliability of the complete system

of scan paths,

o to maximise the functionality of the scan system in the presence of

faults,

o to limit the complexity of the total scan system to a level supportable

by existing chip facilities, and
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o where this does not counter the first two aims, to minimise the scan

system area overheads.

Ileuristically, if a single path suffers a single failure, it produces no data

whatsoever, because its output cannot be verified. On the other hand, a

multiple multiplexed path suffers a total failure only if one of the few critical

components is disabled: an open circuit pin, or a multiplexor failure such

that none of the lines is connected correctly. In the case of any other single

failure, the branch of scan path faulted will yield no data, but all other

branches are still capable of applying and capturing data.

With regards to multiple faulting, even under the assumption of random

defect distribution the multiple branch scan path accrues advantages over

the single path, while the phenomenon of defect clustering is likely to fur-

ther improve this, since if a branch contain one fault, the clustering makes

increases the likelihood of a second fault in that branch and decreases the

likelihood of faults outside the clustering "neighbourhood", and hence de-

creases the likelihood of another branch failing. This particular facet will

not be considered in the following analysis, as the clustering mechanisms

are not fully understood or quantified.

C.l Analysis of Yield.

Consider a system in which lV elements must be connected into a scan

path, or multiple scan paths. A number of assumptions must be made

before analysis can proceed.
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1. Each scan path element is assumed to have equal probability of failure,

and these probabilities are assumed to be independent.

2. The multiplexor elernents, if required, are assumed to have probabili-

ties of failure that are independent of the each other, and of the scan

paths.

3. It is assumed that, on any given path, a single fault reduces the

functionality of that path to zero, as the data cannot (in general) be

verified.

4. Assume that the input pins contribute a negligible failure probability.

C.1.1 A Single Long Scan Path.

Consider first the case where all ff elements are connected into a single

path. If each element has a probability of failure p, where

0<p(l

then the probability of an intact scan path is given by

Pr(Intact Scan Path) - (1 - p)N

and the probability of a defective scan path by

Pr(Def ectiue Scan Pøth) - (1 - (t - p)t)

Since any break is assumed to reduce functionality to zero,

Pr(PartiøI Functionality) : Pr(Intact Scøn Path\ - (1 - p)lv
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Define

Ppplsp Pr(P ørtial F unctionøIity I S ingle S cøn P øtlt\

(1 - p)t

C.1.2 Multiplexed Multiple Scan Paths.

Consider the .M elements to be connected into two scan paths, each of

length Nl2. 'fhe two scan paths share common input and output pins, and

are multiplexed together at both ends by cells with equal and inrlepenrlent

probabilities of failure q, where

0(g((1

Then the probability of all cells working correctly is

Pr(No Føilures) - (l - q)" x (1 - P)t

This is marginally less than the corresponding probability for the single

scan path. However, consider the case when failures do occur. In the single

path case, this results in no functionality. In the double path case, one path

may defective while the other is still functional. The only single faulty cell

that may reduce the functionality tc¡ zerc¡ is the multiplexor cell.

Ppplop = Pr(Partial Functionalityf Double Scan Path\

: Pr(2 good, rnultiplezors and at least one good path)

_ Pr(Z goort multiplerors) x Pr(øt least one good pøth)

: Pr(2 good multiplexors) x (t - Pr(both pøths broken))
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: Pr(2 good multiplenors) x (l - Pr(one path broken)2)

- Pr(2 good multiplerors) x (1 - (1 - Pr(one path good'))2)

_ (r - q)'(r - (1 - (L - p)*/')")

_ (r - q)'(1 - (1 + (1 - p)t - 2(1 - ù*t'))
: (r - q)'(z(r - p)*l'- (t - p)t)

By comparing the two probabilities for partial functionality, the conditions

under which substitution of a double multiplexed path for a single path

results in an increase in the probability of partial functionality may be

deduced. An increase requires

Ppplop- Pprlsp _ (r -q)'(z(r -p)*l' - (l -p)N) - (l -p)t
_ (t-p)*/'(z(r-q)'-(t-p)*l'(L-q\2 - (l - ù*tt\
_ (r - p)*/r( 1- q)2(2 - (1 - p)*t' - tt - p)ili 

l(r-q)''

But

0<(l-p)*l'<t vil,

and

o<(l-q)'<r
so the requirement for an improvement becomes

2 - (r - p)*t'- (t -P)tl' > o
(l-q) ' v

This is satisfied if
(l -p N12

>0(r - q)'
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or, rearranglng,

(\-p\*l'<(1 -q)'

Reinterpreting this in terms of the components, positive improvement oc-

curs if

Pr(ø good chain) < Pr(Z good multiplenors)

To summarise the result, a gain in probability of partial functionality

results from the use of double multiplexed paths, rather than a single path,

if a failure is more likely in the half length chain than in the multiplexors.

This can be generalised to apply other configurations of paths, and to

splitting a path into two with separate output pins.

In the example that follows, using typical design values from TFB, the

probabilities p and q are assumed equal, a fair estimate in that the dimen-

sions and complexities of the two cells are roughly comparable.

C.2 An Sample Calculation.

Laid out scan path cell has a bounding box of about L7xI7 virtual grid hnes.

Compaction results in about 6À per grid: cell area 
^, 

l0{)2.

Assume a process of 2 micron feature size: À : I micron.

CellArea Axl}-acrn2

Defect Densities (typical American processes) D es2-l} delectsf cmz"

Yield (using Stapper's model [126]):

I
Yield Y I+ AD
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I
1+10-1x(2-10)

_ 0.99980 - 0.99900

Assume the multiplexor and scan path cells have equal failure probability

Pr(failure of cell) - I - Y - 0.00020 - 0.00100

say 12g cells to examine: N - 128. Take Y = 0.99950 as an example

Ppplop - Pppltp (r - p)*/'( | - q)2(z - (1 - p)*t' - 0-- p)*t='

(1 - q)'

(0.99950)12El2(0.99950)' (2 - (0"99950¡tza/z -
(0.9ee50)6u(z - (0.99950)64 - (O.OOO50)u',)

(o.eee5o t2slz

(o.eee50)2

Improvement in probability of partial functionality - 6%. Given that

0.06002

Pep/sp- (l - p)N - (0.99950)128 - 0.93799

Ppplop - 0.93799 + 0.06002 - 0.99801

Pr(No Føultsf Double Multiplened Path) - (0.99950)L2e+2 = 0.93705

Summarising the above results, this example shows that, for the process

feature sizes and defect densities expected to be used in TFB fabrication,

the choice of multiplexed scan paths over a single path can result in sig-

nificant improvements in the probability of partial scan path functionality

(in this example a 6To improvement), with only a marginal down-grading

of the overall scan systemyield (in this case, the difference is 0.1%).
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Appendix D

A Built In Test System for the

Control Store.

At one stage during the development of the test procedures for this chip,

a totally built-in tester was proposed for the Control Store. The idea was

developed substantially belore being discarded on the grounds that the ex-

tra complexity and area required for the implementation were not justified

by the savings in test time. Nonetheìess, the system is outlined here as an

example of a possible method for built-in RAM testing.

The requirements for the RAM test applied by the built-in tester (BIT)

are identical to those for the externally controlled test implemented. In

addition, as well as detecting faulty rows, columns and cells, the BIT must

also initiate the column and row sparing operations. The sparing was to be

functionally equivalent to that now implemented, as described in Chapter 3,

with four BARs and a row of column multiplexors controlled by a row of
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master-slave latches. There is a difference in the method of initialising the

pointers and BARs in the two cases: this will be explained later.

D,tr The Test Algorithm and Hardware.

The fault model for the mernory cells is as described in Chapter 4: cells

may be SA faulted, or API faulted in conjunction with a nearest column

neighbour, but not with a row neighbour. Column faults may occur, and

row faults, but these are not specifically examined for. Instead they are

detected as a number of cell faults in one row or column. The reason for

this is that the latter condition may arise purely from cell faults, and must

be detected, so a systematic row or column fault will be tested by the checks

for the cell faults.

The criterion for rejecting rows and columns, and replacing them with

spares, needs examination. There are at most four available spare rows, so

any column five or more faults (that are not otherwise spared out) must

be replaced. Similarly, any row with two or more faults must be replaced,

regardless of whether one of those faults may be rernoved by the use of the

spare column.

During a buili-in test, internal hardware must apply the test patterns

to the CS array, receive the response and compare it with the expected

value. This leads to the organisation of the test application and analysis

circuits into bitslices situated under each column. The minimum circuitry

required for this is a Write Register WR, which may be set or reset at the

command of the BIT controller, an Instruction Register IR which captures
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the column output, and some sort of comparison circuit in each column"

As it is easier to test all columns at once before making the decision on

which to discard, the WR, IR, comparison circuit and multiplexor row

all comprise of 64 bitslices, rather than the 63 required functionally' The

general arrangement of the system is illustrated in Figure D'1

It is possible to detect multiple row faults at test time by comparing the

outputs of the column analysis circuits. This may be achieved by chaining

results from column to column in a part of the column analysis circuits, and

iteratively chec.king for multiple faults. Two flags, "Prior Fault", ancl "Prior

Multiple Fault" may be generated by compounding results from column to

column: the "Prior Fault" output from a column is simply the OR of the

analysis output with the incorning "Prior Fault", while the "Plior Multiple

Fault" output is the OR of the incoming "Prior Multiple Fault" with a

"Local Multiple Fault" signal generated by ANDing the "Prior Fault" input

with the analysis output. This is illustrated in Figure D.2. There may he

some problems associated with the large gate delay across the array, but

this could be overcome by idling for a period to lei the chains settle"

If the BIT controller receives a "Multiple Fault" flag it may immedi-

ately organise the required row sparing operation. This is convenient, as

the pointer which addressed the faulty row may be used to write the faulty

location into a BAR. Also, if the multiply-faulted rows are removed frorn

circuit immediately, the faults in these rows may be removed from consid-

eration in the clecision as to which column to spare out.

Detecting which columns are multiply faulted is not as trivial as detect-

ing a multiply faulted column. A multiply faulted column is only detected
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by applying all rorv tests to the array and counting the number of column

faults which occur in that test. Ilowever, the count should not include

faults which are part of a multiple row fault, as these must be removed by

row sparing, and hence are not of interest. Furthermore, it is only necessary

for a colurnn to have five (unspared) faults befot'e it must be discarded.

The detection may be done by counters or incrementers located in each

column analysis block. Three-bit counters will suffice if they each have

a feedback lock, disabling further incrementation once a count of five is

reached. However, it is more economical to utilise a 5 bit shift register,

simply shifting in a one each time a column fauli is counted. This requires

no locking feedback. Furthermore, this shift chain is useful later in the

interrogation stage.

If the BIT controller broadcasts an "Increment" signal on receipt of a

Single Fault flag (but not a Multiple Fault flag) from the column iterative

analysis chain, the counters may AND this with the fault status of their

particular column to determine whether to increment (1.e. shift) or not.

After a complete pass through the cell test for the CS array' the multiple

row faults should be removed from circuit, and each column counter will

contain the number of cell faults for that column, up to a maximum of five,

inclicated by the number of bit positions frlled.

At this stage the column counters may be interrogated to determine

which has the highest count of faults. The idea is to set off an interrogat-

ing pulse to the first column, where the count shifter's MSB bit position

is checked: if it is filled, then the multiplex latch is set, removing that

column, but if not, the pulse is clocked to the next column to initiate the
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column check. This is repeated until the pulse has had time to propa-

gate right âcross the array, if it does not match the count at any stage.

The controller interprets the pulse return as a mismatch, and organises

a shift on all the count shifters, continuing to fill the LSBs with ones.

This results in the counters all containing one more than their fault count.

The interrogating pulse is set off again, attempting to match the condition

(Fault Count * I - 5). This procedure is reiterated until a match occurs.

This is guaranteed, even in the case of a fault-free array, because of the

ones being fed in at the LSB of the shifters: in the fault-free array case,

the first column interrogated will be switched out eventually"

The general arrangement of the test application and analysis circuitry

in any one column is illustrated in Figure D.3. The system described so far

is capable of organising the column switching, but the overall sequencing,

and the actual tests applied to each row, needs detailing. The details of

the initialisation of the row sparing BARs have never been fully clarified,

but some form of parallel write from IPC is the most likely solution.

Before considering the actual form of the row test, note first the func-

tional requirements for the CS pointers IPC and JPC. IPC may be loaded

as a consequence of a JPC load, but normally increments by one. JPC is

loadable under program control. This restricts the addressing sequences

that may readily be performed.

The API fault model in use requires the examination of the cells above

and below the cell under test to determine whether any data-dependent

interaction occurs between them and the cell under test. Accessing the cell

above the one most recently accessed is not difficult, using the IPC incre-
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ment facility, but to access the one below is not so easy. It probably requires

the use of JPC to hold the previous value of IPC, a requirement completely

divorced from, and in fact quite the opposite of the normal functionality.

The {etails of the addressing mechanisms had not been worked out entirely

when this approach was abandoned.

With regards to the test patterns, all that is required is the all zero and

the all one pattern, because the columns are assumed to be independent

and not subject to AFI faults. The order of applying tests and reading

results directly affects the compactness of the test. The most compact test

sequence devised while examining this problem is summarised in Table D.l"

The sequence is specified for one pair of cells, with the complete sequence

being generated by repeating the tabulated sequence for increasing values

of i, the word address. The notation in the Fault column of this table

is interpreted as follows: the cell under test is given by the column in

which the result is written, the value preceded by the "@" symbol is the

FAULTED vaLue of the cell under test, and the other value, on the left or

on the right within the bracket, is the value of the cell below or above,

respectively, which specifies the condition for an API test.

If the tabulated test is used (bearing in mind that the pointer control

has not been clarified entirely) one feature is of importance: for every Read,

the expected value is that which was most recently written from the Write

register, even if not to the same address. This allows the fault detection

at any particular column to be carried out simply by taking the EXclusive

OR of WR and IR, which will return a one if a fault is detected after a

read.
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Step
No.

R/W, Cell
Cell¡ lcett;+t

Value (after op.)
Cellilcett;+t

Fault Tested
Cetti ICen;+r

I
2

3
4
5

6
7

8

R
w
R

R
w
R

w

w

0
0
I
I
I
I
0
0

0

0
0
0
1

I
1

I

(@l,o)

(@0 ,0)

(@0,1)

(@1,0)

completes testing of cell i
Next section tests cell ¡ * 1

I
10

11

t2
l3
l4
l5
l6

w

w
R
w
R

R
w
R

0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I

0

0
I
I
I
I
0
0

(0,@1)

(0,@o)

(1, @0

I @l

Table D.l: CS Test Sequence.
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D.2 Reasons For Discarding This Design.

There are several reasons why this design was not adopted. First, the work

done to date indicates that this solution is very expensive in terms of area

overhead for testability. Rough estimates, which probably underestimate

the BIT controller complexity, suggest an overhead of some eleven thousand

transistors. As a percentage of the transistor count of the CS, this is 18 Yo,

while area estimates extrapolated from typical layouts indicates that the

test circuitry would have occupied some 6Yo oî. the total chip area.

Furthermore, estimates of the total test time for the CS using this

method indicated that about 14000 clock cycles would be required, whereas

an initial estimate of the scan path test time was about 70000 clock cycles:

a large design effort was required, together with a significant increase in the

overall chip complexity, to provide a factor of five decrease in the test time

for one partition, but in absolute terms that decrea,se was from 8.8 milli-

seconds to 1.7 milliseconds . This time decrease was considered to be an

insufficient return for the area and complexity penalty associated with the

BIT scheme.

Another consideration was that the BIT scheme seemed to be heading

for some rather complex problems of routing and connectivity in the area of

the pointers and BARs, an area which is already crowded by the functional

connections required.

It was also realised that individual cells may fail one test but not an-

other, and that if two cells in a particular row failed there was no guarantee

that they would be detected by the same test: e.9. one may be detected as
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SA1 ancl the other as SA0. To recoglise this as a multiple row fault is be-

yond the scope of the system described above, and alterations to the scheme

to overcome this deficiency would result in further test time, complexity,

and area overhead.

Yet another problem was the difficulty of testing the tester: some por-

tions could be made scan-testable, but this seemed a little pointless in the

light of the efforts in other areas to keep testing on chip.

The final point against this scheme is that it does not interface or mesh

well with the tests required for the other portions of the control core. In fact

it works against that aim by substantially increasing the complexity of sig-

nificant portions of the control core, notably the pointer interconnections.

On the other hand the test finally implemented, based on a wide network

of scan paths, is a very well integrated test sequence, with in many places

two or more different tests being carried out by the same instruction, in

such a way that the results of each are distinguishable.
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